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In r.he context of fa.mily instability, inadequate schooling,
mas:sive youth unemployment and severe residential
overcrowding, juvenile delinquency became rampant in
Witwatersrand townships during the 1930s. By the mid 1940s
the I'tsotsis", a criminal, male-dominated youth gang
subculture with its Owi.~.distinctively urban .::;t;.rle,ritual
and language, had entrenched itself amongs ur+ian Laed
township communities. Tsotsis angrily rej\c~e& both
he gemon l.c whlte middle class values and ·':.heat'Jfl.rently
acquiescent culture of their parents. Tsotsi style, which
drew he:;vily on American. cinema imagery, expressed a denial
of cultural consensus in urban society. Tsotsi gangs preyed
materially off township residents and distanced themselves
from political activity or community affairs. However,
ar-ound 1959-60 tsotsis were attracted to the radical,
machismo, aggress:ivaly anti-establishment politics of the
Pan-Africanist Congress. The subculture dissolved during
the 19'Os as a result of police crackdowns, expanded state
schooling and improved employment opportunities for urban
yout~h.
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INTRODUCTION
During the late 1930s a distinctive youth gang subculture
emerged amongst the permanently urbanised black population
of the Witwatersrand. The ~ubculture arose against a
backdrop of massive youth unemployment, grossly inadequate
schooling and recreation facilities, unstable family units
and severe overcrowding in the townships. Male youths took
to the streets and developed e !lcityslicker" style with
its own distinctive codes of dressing, language, leisure
activity and criminality. Dur-Lng the t~ar years the gangs
became a common feature of South African township life. In
the early 1940s these gangsters became known as "tsots:i.s'!.
The word originally described a style of narrow-bottomed
trousers which became part.LcuLaz-Ly popular amongst the
bl.ack ur-ban youth during the 19405. Gradually t.he
connotation of the word ~roadened to incorporate an entire
~outh gang subculture. Tsotsi gangs became a nation-wide
phenomenon in the urban areas of South Africa. In fact, it
would appear that during the 1940s and 1950s the majority
of permanently urbanised black youths in South Africa1s key
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ur-ban conglomerate, the Wit'vatersrand, were involved, to a
lesser or greater extent. in tsotsi Aangs.
South African administrative records, newspapers,
autobiographies and works of fiction are cluttered with
referendes, direct or oblique, to the tsotsi phenomenon.
Yet, despite the prevalence of tsotsi gangs and the
prominence of the tsotsis in the ~lack urban experience, no
systematic s tudv of the tsotsi subculture has been
attempted in South African historiography to date. Tsotsis
have been treated persistently as a parasitic
lumpenproletarian element peripheral to the processes of
industrialisation and black urbanisation. The onLy t.ext
which deals directly with the tsotsi phenomenon is C.V.
Bothma's 1951 Masters thesis for Pretoria University.(l)
Bothmafs thesis, although essentially a linguistic study of
t..,;ot.sitaalJhas a vseful descriptive section on subcultural
style. In addition, Bothma attempted to explain the social
context of African youth gang formation in a fairly
senssit tve way. Nevertheless, ss E!. broader subcultural st udy
the thesis is altogether inadequate. First, Bothma's work
was contemporary and sociological rather than historical
which makes it a useful historical resource but limits its
analytical scope ; the study is ultimately r-athe r- static
and, written while thL subculture was only star ~ng to peak
in terms of prevalence, lacks an historically distanced
overview. Second, Bothma's study is limited to Pretoria
which in itself is a legitimate focus but leaves the far
2
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more important urban centre of the Witwatersrand
unexplored. It w"' ~n the Rand that the subculture reached
its most pawerfu. ~~pression and where subcultural role
models were generated. Third, Bothma's study, while \
',I
providing useful empirical data, lacks any serious analysis
of subcultural style and fails to explore the crucial
class, generation and gender specific elements of the
subcul tul'e. Findly, and here again Bothma' s work is
severely Limited by its contemporaneity, he dismisses
tsotsis as apolitical without serious analysis or
qualification. The study, of course, chronologically
precedes the more overt pollticisation of tsotsi youth
towards the end of the 1950s.
Although there are nu other direct studies of the tsotsi
subculture, part of the foundation for such a study has
been established within South African scholarship, There
are four areas of scholarship which either touch obliquely
on the tsotsi subculture or provide useful clues in
establishing a methodological framework for such a study.
First, there is a growing body of literature which
hiehlights g~nt.~ration.as a social cleavage and a tool of'
analysis. Second , some work has been done on the Ls sue of
juveni 1e del il'1.gtl.enc"yon the Witwatersrand Ci .:tringthe 1930s,
19408 and 1950s. Third, the distinctive tsotsi language,
,tsotsitaal, has been the focus of Ia. number of local
linguistic studies. Fourth, several pieces focusing on
African resistance politics during the 1950s and early
3
1960s have dr-awn attention to urban African youth as a
political constituency.
Generation as an analytic tool emerged in the discipline of
social anthroplogy rather than history. Social
anthropologists have shown that generat.iona.lhierarchy is
a key concept in understanding the power structure of "pre-
capitalist" societies.(2) Age hierarchies were based on
elders controlling the system of bridewealth and, by
extension, the pOInt of marriage and labour reproduction.
In 1970 rona and Phi Iip H<l;srerJ in a more historical study
still based technically within the discipline of social
an thr-opLogy , explored yout.h initiation in "Red" Xhosa
society. (3 ) They ahowed how young men were givan a great
deal of freedom and were allowed to explo~e their sexuality
in fairly autonomous youth groups while simultaneously
being socialised into accepting traditional values and
hierarchies. They also showed how youth initiation was
adapted to the syst~m of migrancy in the twentieth century.
In the same anthology La Fontein described an
extraordinarily prevalent youth gang phenomenon which had
emerged in Kinshasa during the early days of Zairean
indepencience.(4) However, her article is largely empirical
and fails to problematise generation or analyse the gangs
in subcultural terms. 111. the 1980s South African
by thisrevisionist historians been influenced
anthropological approach. For example, Peter Delius and
William Beinart ~ave incorporated ~ generational analysis
in explaining patterns of migrancy in the Pedi and Pondo
societies respectively.(5) While pointing to the historical
significance of generational cleavage in these African
societies, youth remains a peripheral concern in their
work. More recently, youth and generation have moved closer
to the ('entre stage in a number of historical and
sociological texto. Paul la Hau.sse, for instance, has made
a study of the ,t\maL?-ita,a migrant youth gang subculture
which emerged in Durban in the early twentieth century. (6)
Phil Bonner, in a paper originally written in 1986 entitled
"Family, Crime and Political Consciousness on the East RMnd
1939-1955") and my own 1986 Honours dissertation,
"Students, Tsotsis and the Congress Youth League 1944-
1955", begin to analyse t80tsis as a generation s~ecific
phe nome non , ( 7 ) In more contemporary 'iI'."t,..,~1,..'1' "",£, ..r. .. I Don Pinnock's
superb sociological study of youth gangs in the Cape
peninsula and Colin Bundy's 1986 paper on Cape youth
politics also draw en generation as a key analytic
concept.(8)
Ellen Hellman's 1939 Doctoral thesis, "Problems of Urban
Bantu Youth" deals extremely thoroughly with the socio-
economic context of juvenile delinquency on the Rand.(9)
Although the thesis provides crucial background 'erial
for an analysis of the following decades, nothing of
ccmparative depth and insight has been written dealing with
the 19408 and 1950s. Hellman herself attempted to update
her st~dy in several unpublished memoranda during the 1950s
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but failed to add anything of importaw:c to her earliE)r
wo rk ,(10) Like-v::iset t.wo doctoral t!leses dealing ,vi th Sout h
African juvepile delinquency written respectively by W.W.J.
Kieser (University of Potchefstroom, 1952) and L.F. Freed
(University of che Orange Free State, 1958) made no
significant advances in developing an undersl,<;tnding of the
issue. (11) Juvenile delinquency was largely ignnred
historiographically until Bonner revived the issuej along
with some fresh insights, in his pape~ to which I alluded
ear 1Le r , "Pam i.Ly Cr.l.meand Political Consc iousness" .
C.V. Bothma's 1951 l.;hesiswas the first~ and probably the
most c ompr-ehen.s i ve to date, stud;v of tsotsitaal.
(
Nevertheless, there has been a revival of interest in the
subject amongst local linguist~ in the 1980s. Two ~~amples
of recent ~ork ar~ B.V. Khumalo's HQ~ours dissertation,, -~ ..
"Sources and Structures o£ Tsotsitaal" (University of th~
Witwatersrand) 1986) and C.T. Msimang's 1987 article,
"Impact of Zulu on Tsats! t.aa l.'' • ( 12) All three 1ingu:i.sts
have en.phasLsed that tsotsi taal emerged as an Afrika.ans
based hybrid language spoken primarily amongst urban
African youth and that the language operated as a symbol of
cuI tur-aI identi f ieation I def Ln i ng the "in-gro'.lpI and ,.U'lt~
group",
The issue of urban youth politicisation on the Rand in th0
1950s is t~~kled directly in Bonner's "Family, Crime aRd
Political Con sc Lous ne s;:;;"and developed in my Honour-s
dissertation, "Students, Tsotnis and the Congress Youth
League". The theme is also explored in the context of East
London in the early 1950s by Mager and Minckley in a 1990
History Workshop paper. (L:1) All three studies begin to
focus on the relationship between political organisations
and. an urbah youth gang constituency. None, however, focus
on that constituency with any real depth or attempt to
analyse the culture of the gangs. Tom Lodge in his doctoral
thesis on Pan-African Congress (PAC) insurrectionism and
Gail Gerhart in ;BLl&k Power in §Q..uU~Afric_~ both allude to
the attraction of the PAC amongst. urban youth. (14) Whereu.s
Lodge only touches on tsotsis very indirectly, Gerhart
argues explicitly that tsotsis represented an 1mportant
constituency of the Transvaal PAC. Nevertheless, both Lodge
~~d G~rh~rt deal very cursorily with the issue of tsotsis.
While acknowledging the importance of youth to t~e PAC
support base, they neglect to analyse that ~~outh
consti tuency it,.elf.
\\\\
Wherea.s aria Lys I's of youth subculture is seriously
underdeveloped i"" bontharn African historiography, there
are rich bodies at British and American work on youth gang
subcult~~es. With the possible exception of A.K. Cohen's
insightful material prorluced in the 1950s (15), however,
the merican studies tend to concentrate on the individual
psyche of the juvenile delinquent and underplay broade r-
social conflict, particularly class conflict, in American
society. An important body of marxist hi.storical arid
sociological work on British subcultures ~lasdeveloped at
,.,
l
the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies
around the mid 1970s. The key text to emerge from thjs
school wa s R~s istance Through Rituals published in 1976
and edited by Hall and Jefferson. Youth subcultures are
placed within the context of their "parent" working clas~
culture and the wider social struggle for ~ultural and
ideological hegemony. Subc_itu~al style, it is argued in
this anthology, .~presses the frustration over material
deprivation thro~gh a denial of cultural consensus. The
theme a of this bOdk are developed in a number of creative
pieces, most notably by Phil Cohen (19BO), Mike Brake
( 1980 ) , Steven Humphries (1981) and Dick Hehd:i:ge
(1984).(16) Despite obvious material and cult.ural
differences between Britain ~nd South Africa, and despite
its
if"
/itendency to over-stress class at the expense of other
important cr-oss+cLa ss social (i:Jeavagesi this body of
literature pr~vides fi valuable theoretical sta.rting point
for anaLxs i.ngSouth African urcan ;youth subcultures.
Lne v I t.ab Ly , in a thesis which vee.vsI'l:wayfrom mainstream
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history and deals with the experiences of ordinary people
on the ground., hi.at.ori cal sou t-ces are scattered. There is
no ttDrou~h Qfficia10documentation on the issue of tsotsis.
NeverthcleS~t by yathering data from a divers~ range of
sources it has been possible to establish a substantial
resource base. Although tsotsis were generally only dealt
with obliquely, the West Rand Administration Board kept
surprisingly extensive documentation on ,juvenili?,
every published South African aut.cbLo 'aphy
delinquency, youth unemployment and township gangs. There
were Also four government commissions between 1950 and 1962
which attached a great deal of importance to the tsotsi
issue.(17} Newspapers and magazines proved to be an
important source, particularly those catering to a township
audience such as Bantu Worlel, .Golden Citv POS,t. and Drum •
. ;
The features, news sections and letters, columns were filled
with references to tsot~i gang activity. Independent social
weI fare institutions and associated individuals hf,~thlighted
the issue of urban African juvenile delinquency throughout
the 1930s, 19405 and 1950s. Useful material could therefore
be gleaned from the South African Institute of Race
Relations (SAIRR) Collection, the JointoCouncil Collectiont
the Ellen Hellman Papers, the Quintin Whyte Papers and the
Margaret Ballinger Papers, all housed in the William Cullen
Library, University of the Wh, a.t.er-sr-and, Autobiographies
proved to be an invaluable historical source. Virtually
incorporates experiences of the Rand in the 194;/)s and 1950,<J
hs,s some reference, often very substantial, to tsotsi
activity in the 1940s and 1950s.(18) This in itself
reflects the importance of the youth subculture in the day-
to-day experience of township residents. Tsotsis also
feature prominently in South African fiction, a source
which, if carefully used, can add texture to 4ft historical
reconstruction.
Finally, oral testimony provided a. crucial sl.!'Pplementt.o
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these written sources. It is beyond ~ha scope of this
introduction to elaborate on the problems and virtues of
oral testimony as a histori~al resource. Sliffice it to say
that, with adequate self-consciousness and caution (which
should be exercised with any historical source), oral
ev ldence is extremely useful, in fact essential, for a
study of this nature. No other source can compete in
revealing the personal detail of individual experienc~,
personal fluctuations ~ri consciousness or the interact inn
\\
\\
individual wi~h wider society. I conducted
ex-teatsis, poLiticians, musicians,
,',
journalists and
of thE:
interviews with about twenty informants amongst whom were
\rdinary township residents who had come into substantial
contact with the tsotsi subculture. My informants generally
lived in Sophi~town, Orlando or Alexandra for some part of
their lives during the 1940s, 1950s or early 19608. In
addition, I drew on severd1 interviews which touched on my
own concerns conducted by fellow historians and about a
dozen interviews with ANC and PAC activists transcribed in
the Carter-Kariu Collection.
The teatsi subculture was very much a generational
phenomenon; with few exceptions it incorporated only young
people fr0m around the point of puberty until marriage. In
order to cont.ext.uaILse the subculture it is important to
examine not only the material and social conditions of the
broader black urban working class but also the conditions
which affected black urban .s.:~m.:tJ} specifically. On the
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Witwatersrand during the 1940s and 1950s experiences such
as rampant unemployment, inadequate ochooling and excess
leis~re time were exclusive to the youth, In Chapter One I
outline the socio-e~onomic context of juvenile
and youth gang formation on the Ran~ from the
delinquency
mid 1930s
ufitil the early 1960s. This involves a thorough examination
of family instability, black schooling, youth unemployment
in the townships and the impact of influx control
implementation on urban youth.
In ~har r Two I turn mure specifically to the tsotsi
subculture itself. 1 trace the origins of the subculture
and explore tbe relationships between criminality, gang
membership and subcultural p~rticipation. I also attempt to
quantify both the wider tsctsi subculture and the core gang
membership,
In Chapte!'
subcu l t.ur-al,
place the
Three I draw heavily on British marxist
theory to analyse tsotsi style and ritual and
tsotsi subculture within a context of the
struggle for cultural hegemony. Al~hough tsotsis directed a
great deal of anger against the socia-economic and
political status quo, they distn~ced themselves from formal
political
1950s.
involvement throughout the 19409 and most of the J
Nevertheless, once the concept
cultura.l
"political" is
broadened
sJ'Jheres,
to
the
:i.llCO);,porat('!the and ideological
entire tsotsi subcul turf:,
of political
I argue,
represented an important form resistance.
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Subcultural style and ritual defined itself in antagonism
to hegemonic cultural norms. The subculture angrily denied
social consensus in a way that political resistance
movemen ts were unable and unv i.LlLng to do. Tsotsi youth
directed their anger not only at the symbols of white power
and privilege but also at their parents, who they perceived
to be passive and acquiescent adherents of the consensus
culture. It followed that tsotsis were anti-social members
of the community and directed their criminal activity
primarily at the easiest victims, the township residents
themselves.
In Chapte~_Four L focus on the masculine identity of the
I,
teatsi Bub~~lture. r argue that the subculture cannot be
fully understood without being subjected to a systematic
gender analysis. Although young women played an important
subordinate role within taotsi gang life, the subculture
hl;}!'; esaen t LaLl.y a male one. I show that the exploration of
ma.le sexuality was central to subcultural style and ritual.
r attempt to t"ac~ the origins of tsotsi sexual identity
Bnd argue that there were important c0ntinuities between
traditiona.l ~frican youth organisations and urban gang
formations. Like the traditional youth organisations,
tsotsi gangs involved a separation of young men from wider
society to explore their independence and masculinity.
Unlike traditiona.l youth organisations, however, tsotsi
gangs were not regulated and contained by the community to
promote traditional values and hierarchies. Tsotsis
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systematically subverted generational hierarchy; parents
were unable to regulate the sexual identity of urban youth
gangs or impose effective restraints upon their sexual
activity. Young women, who were involved extensively in
domestic activity and had less leisvre time at their
disposal, were drawn into the subculture on male terms. The
tsatsi subculture did not provide women with an avenue for
their own sexual expression; they tended to become the
objectified rewards and trophies for males who had achieved
success in terms of the subcultural mas~uline identit •.
In Chapter Five I examine the political consciousness of
tsotsis. Although tsotsis made a powerful political
statement through their style and ritual, in terms of
formal resistance politics the subculture was essentially
apoliti~al until the very late 1950s. The ANC, until it
adopted the armed struggle in the 1960&, recoiled from the
anti-social excesses and violence of the tsotsi youth. The
Congress Yo~th League's support amongst the youth was based
in the schools and universities. The tsotsis, in turn, were
not &ttracted to the ANC's peaceful, lawful and respectable
style of operating. The PAC, and the Africanist faction of
the ANC which preceded it, on the other hand, were willing
to take far more risks with organising the volatile and
undisciplined tsatsi youth constituency. The PAC,
pa~ticularly in 1959-60, the two years it operated legally,
made an enormous impact amongst the urban African youth.
The PAC, impatient with legal methods, tacitly advocated
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violence and embraced a spirit of anti-establishment
machismo and aggression. All these elements struck a
respopsive chord with tsotsis. Although the majority of
its signed-up members were school students and educated,
often professional, urban Africans, the organisation
clearly penetrated the urban lumpen youth constituency in a
way that the ANC had rarely done. Apart from a few
scattered and individual exceptions during the 1950s,
tRt'-,tsiyouths became attracted t.o or-gan i se.; politica.l
opposition on a large scale only with the emergence of the
PAC, Certainly this was the case on the Witwatersrand and
in the Vaal Triangle. After the internal ANC and PAC were
banned and decimated by the state in the early 19605 a
steady trickle of unemployed former tsotsis continued to
join Pogq_and Hkhonto we Sizwe, the armed insurr.ectionist
wings of the PAC and ANC respectively.
I have chosen the early 1960s as a cut-off point for this
thesis because the tsotsi youth subculture gradually
dissolved during the first half of the 1960&. The
distinctive style, the pattern of gang formation and,
perhaps most importantly, the generational element of the
subcul t.ur-eare all ext Lnct , The term IIt.sot si.'' in the modern
context has become too open-ended to hold any distinctive
subcultural connotation. Between 1958 and 1962 the most
famous of the tsotsi gangs on the Rand were broken up
through the Western Areas removals and masstve police
crackdowns. In addition, two coinciding factors in the
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1960s help to explain the dissolution of the subculture. On
the one hand, e~condary schooling under Bantu Education
started to expand significantly providing, for the first
time, mass schooling for African adolescents; on the other
hand, the boom economy of the 19605 partially offset
materia.l deprivation and chronic urban youth unemployment
in the townships. By the late 1960s the schoolsl rather
than the streets, had become the most important point of
cohesion for African urban youth.
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CHAPTER ONE:
"THEIR PLAYGROUNDS ARE THE STREETS"
The Socio-economic context of Juvenile Delinqupncy on the
Witwatersrand 1935-1960
From around the mid 1930s, before the term "tsotsi" was in
usage, a clearly identifiable youth gang and juvenile
delinquency "problem" began to emmrge in the Witwatersrand
townships. In 1938 a conference on juveni.le delinquency was
organised by the SAtBR and enthusiastically supported by
the Johannesburg municipal authorities. The observations
and analyses which emerged from the conference were taken
extremely seriously by the local administrators but they
nevertheless failed to implement effectively any of the
wide ranging recommendations. During the war years the
juvenile delinquency problem grel';and the term "tsotsi"
took on common township usage. The term initially referred
to a specific youth subcultural style but gradually widened
to incorporate urban juvenile delinquents more g~nerally.
Youth gangs, some of them extremely violent, proliferated.
By the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s juvenile
delinquency and "tsotsiism" were out of control both on the
Witwatersrand and in other South African urban centres.
Juvenile delinquency was, and always has bA~n, a common
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pr~blem in virtually every major urban centre throughout
the world. What made the situation unusual od the
Witwatersrand was the sheer size of the problem 8longst
urbanised African youth. I~ facts the terms "juvenile
de Li nque ncv " , II t.sotsi ism" and "youth" !::lecarne almost
synonomous in administrative jargon. In the next chapter I
will trace the origins, define more carefully and make some
attempt and periodising the t.ao ts I
subc nLt.ur-e on the With-atersrand. In this d',Bt)ten, however,
T will not focus on the subculture as such. Instead, I will
confine myself to establishing the broader socio-economic
context of the African juvenilS delinquency cri$is on the
Rand during the 1940s and 1950s. An explanation for this
crisis can b~ found in five key factors, each of which will
be esamined in turn:
1} family instability and. the br-eakdown of generational
hierarchy;
2} Lnade quat,e school ing .and ear! y school leaving;
3) :,·onth unemployment;
4} poverty. overcrowding and the shortage of social and
recreational facilitjes;
is 1 pass Laws and ur-ban Illegal i ty.
,. -:;
I
! ,-:,1'elong, we shall be ruled by our children in our own
homes"
- S. B. Sibiya, Bantu War.l.!!,Readers' F01"11m
7 September 1946
From as early as the mid 1930s one of the favourite
explanations for ur-banAfrican juvenile delinquency was
~rban/rural discontinuity and soclal dislocation. This kind
of explanation was particularly popular not only amongst
Johannesburg administrative officials and iberal 90clal
welfare circles but also amongst literate urban Africans
such as Advisory Board mejnbe rs and the gene r-a I ~! jlorlc1.
J:'esderf'..pip.This explanation tended to r-omarrt.LcLse and
simplify rural African society and set up "the city" as its
evil opposite. In rural society, it was argued, youths were
socialized effectively. They were taught respect for
eLdors; they had a wide support network of extended. family;
they accepted social laws Bnd moral values and thus became
constructive and integrated members of society. In the city
youths were exposed to a variety of "immoral" influences
such as ('i'ime, prostitution, irresponsible cinema i in the
ci ts youths of eight.e en we r-e rb~istered as indepf}ncient
adults who could marry and seek emplo)ment without parental
corsent; in the city youths lost aocems to wider kinship
support and socialisation networks as the nuclear family
replaced the extended family. Moreover1 youths were better
adapted to the urban environment than their parents. They
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tended to be more streetwise and were generally better
educated than their parents. In short, generational
hierar~hy was breaking down; the parents were losing
control. Without parental control and effectivE
socialisation of youth into society, it wa s argued,
.juv..s iLe delinquency was inevitable.
Hany older Bantu .wQ.!~14readers looked back no s.t.aLg i(~ally at
the ordered pt-e ccLon Lal rural soc i.e t.v, Take for example
Douglas Mbopa who wrote to the newspaper in 1935:
Sir - In the olden days before the advent of Western
Civilisation, the Bantu had a thorough control over
their children. One never heard of Bantu youth
miabehavLng . .
They had chiefn ~ho ruled, there were laws and
customs which were net to be broken. Boys w~)e
trained to be straight and truthful and be worthy
subj ecb: t.othe i1' chiefs to obey Beniers and to fear
touching anything that would degrade them. Boys grew
up to their manhuod trying to abide by their customs
and laws •.. (1)
Al t.hongh r-ecognlsi.ng the t.e rrLbLe inadequacy of education,
housing, health and recreation facilities, a writer in 193B
\)
emphas ised the "moral br-e akdown" ,...hich accompan i.ed the
t.r-an s it.d on from rural 1:1..1 ur-ban society. (2) Ye t another
writer, Ln In:3H, reminisced about t.he"old customs" under
,...hic h youths were c cn t.e nt. and cont.r-o Ll.ed , The "present
gr:~nElration o f youth" t he Lament ed t bad lost 11'8 z-espec t for
tbp older gene.rat ion; t.hej r vaIues and moraI s were
be t.wen 1937 and 1.940 iLlust.r-a t.ethis:
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.•• JuveniJe ('.iel inquency i:s primarily, although not
altogether, a product of town life and its main
incidence is urban... the t.emptat.Lona of youth &,reso
much more varied than those of the rural areas.(4)
••. On account of the lack of education facilities,
thousands of boys Rnd girls are growing wild in the
midst of the dazzling splendour of Western
Civilisation, with its picture and dance halls, its
lipsticks and cigarette smoking, its drinking parties
and gangstex:s. Can such Lgnonarrtboys ann. girls,
living in the midst of such complicated lifb, be
expected to cultivate the good qualities of thl~human
heart and mind?(5)
... Where is rjuveuU.e delinquency] going to stop?
Yet juvenile delinquency is a new thing among the
African peoples. It was unknown in the olden-time
tribal state. In the towns tribal life hu~ brbken
down completely for the children at least.(6)
The white liberal social welfare organisations. such as the
Joi nt Couric Us and the Lnst itute of Race H.e19,tipnsJ tended
to adopt a more Multi-faceted explanation of the juvenile
delinquency p~oblem. The rural/~rban adaptation argument
was placed alongsid~ othe~ more concrete socia-economic
fa.ctors. A ,Tt~int Council memorandum on the causes of
juvenUe vagrancy alid delinquency dating to the mid 1930s,
although giving eqnal"weight to ear-Lyschool-leaving and
youth unemployment, placed a great deal of emphasis on
"Lack of Parental DisCipline". It was argued that in the
city rural control mechanisms had broken down and that
rural parental behaviour t..va.s inappropriatE; to the urban
environment.(?) Likewise, Ellen Hellman, in her 1939
gave equal weight to the issues of youth unemployment,
early school-leaving and family problems arising from urban
dislocation. In rural tradition, she argued, relationships
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in the immediate family emphasise respect and obedience and
do not encourage familiarity and confidence. But, although
there is this stress on authority within the immediate
f ami 1:-',
the child is subject not only to his parents but to
the wider body of relatives. Moreover, the parents do
not bear the Bole responsibility ~f rearing the
child. but are assisted by their kindred. The
mafernal relatives temper the severity of the
behaviour pattern between parents and patern~l
relatives and the child. These behaviou~ patterns
complement each other. The chi ld pavs r\rspect to
those in authority over him; he has an outl~t for his
demands for familiarity; and he receives respect from
those junior to,111m. The whole tribal system appears
to be balanced and to meet the full range of the
child's needs.(8)
"She we nt on to ar~ue that extended kinshi.p ne t.wor-ks had all
(, . \"
but
Il'ceased to function 1.r1 thE: urbar,; con t ext ,
II ,1
•• t If relatives live n~arby this 18 usually
fortuitous, not designed. Urbar conciiLions, in which
a family hat; little cho ice but to take a vacant house
in a lpcation or a vacant room in a slum-yard, make
it almost impossible for relations to settle close
together. (:j)
The inte~dependenc~ of the kinsh~p group living
and Korking together in a hom~stead no longer
exists. .• [C)aspi te t he numerous exceptions ,..h Ich are
f'ound, the rndLv i.duaI family is the stock unit in
urban ar-eas , It is an economLc nn i t and very La rgeLv
ilHlepc.<>ndent oil its ';lil for ot.her- pur-poae s as
t,t, 11 . ( 10 )
Hpl1man observed t.hu t, ul'tnm parent-child reLa t i.onahLps
r-ema i.ne d f ai r-Ly cc ns tan t., The emphasis on deference and
obediPlJcE" cont.Lnne d dr'spite th~) huge shift in en v ironment.
Tllp chi l d ' s u.pb r f.nging , lacked the balanc(': nnd the
crucial ol1tlet.:'.~ of "tribal" family life. Chlldren
con:"pquf~lltly became un r-ul.y and t'(~b(~11iOlH~. The parents'
difficulty ill d l sc Lp l ini ng thf'it' c hi ld r-e n wa s e x a c o r-ba.t.e d
by parental absence from the home due to wage labour and
the very real possibility of escape for children who felt
they have been too severely dealt ~ith.(11)
The find ngs of the 1938 Juvenile Delinquency Conference,
which was supported by both the Union Social Welfare
Depa r t.ment and the local Johannesburg Native Affairs
DE!:Pf,l't.ment,outlined four main causal factors for urban
it
African delinquency: poverty, inadequate housing, lack of
education and unstable families. The latter issue
incorporated urban/rural adjustment. The Native Affairs
Cc:>mmission of 1940, sponsored by the central Union Native
Affairs Department (NAD), picked up on the urban/rural
adjustment issue 0to strengthen its advocacy of tightened
influx control regulations. The uncontrolled drift of
Africans to .the c i t j es , the Commission Q,rgued, was at the
root of (~rban depr-av t t.v ,
I,
I
It dannot be denied that the bare human fa~ts as
disclosed in the papers at the Conference need to be
more widely known and their full implications
realised. The increase in the number of cases of
juvenile del inquencv appear ing before the Courts in
Johannesburg - an increase of 63.8% during the single
year 1937/1938 - is distinctly alarming; the
continual migration of the rural population to the
towns - in J(.1}lannesburg an increase of 100.65%
between 1921 and 1936 - must, if continued, defeat
every effort at amelioration; and the growth and
ex t.ena loh of the pr-cm i acuou s society which
Johannesburg is breeding up (sic) is a dreadful
reflection on our civilization: for it is a society
in which. in the abandonment of all tribal sanctions
and coupled with a corresponding failure to adopt
Chriqtian standards of morality, the old Bantu
obligations and affections and sanctity of family
1ifa al'~:: complete ly disappearing. An 1.•• id iac LpILne d ,
unmoral, LawLe ss communi.ty is fast being created,
which wi: 11 become increasin~fiy difficult to control
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with the yaars.(1Z)
The Commission's strategy, then, for dealing with the
growing juvenile delinquency problem was to screen out all
juveniles from the citias who did not have jobs or stable,
legal guardians. The South African Institute of Race
Relations was heavily critical of the Commi.ssion-'s
approach. In a memorandum replying to the Commission's
draft report it pointed out that the majority of cases of
juvenile delinquency came from amongst the more permanently
urbanised rather than the recently urbanised section of the
African population. In other words, for the Commission's
strategy to be effective, the government would have to rend
settled and legal urban residents bfl.~kto the rural areas.
FOl' the SAIRR the ao Lu t; ion to t.he pr-ob.Lem Lay r-a t.her in
upgrading urban f ac iLiti e.s and Lmpr-ov ing standards of
Living . Juvenile de Ltnque ncv .....as not inevitable if the
urban standard of livin~ was adequate; "delinquency L '""
Lowes t. in those families wher-e good Hages! a st.abilised
family life, decent housing and regular school attendance
are to be found." (l~l) In other words , Africans could
]\
ad.i ust. to urban Lif e more ("fi'l~ctively' if their urban status
the NAD :trgned that Afri can s were inev i tab ly rural peopl.e
\vhORP 1j restyle was 'ina pp r-opt-La.t,e ~.() the c i t.y , 1ibera1
soc ia I NeILf'a ri s t s tended to arl5ue tha t s oc tal problems such
a::,; .iuveri 1.1e de l, inque ncv emerged out of sudden and har-sh
Pl'OCPSSf'S of ad.ju s t.ment to the C1 ty and that solut ions Lav
i 11 SPNHU ng up r a t.he i- than retard ing t.ha t ad.lu.s t.men t,
Responding to the "natural protection" of the wa~ years,
South African industry continued tr boom and Africans,
responding to labour needs, continued to pour into the
cities. Needless to say, urban facilities, inadequate as
they were by the late 1930s, did not keep pace with the
urban influx. The conditions which ~l;I.verise to juvenile
delinquency oniy intensified as state policy hovered in an
indecisive no+man l a+Land between encouraging and
discouraging a settled ur-ban African population. The urban
I
African population was allowed to expand but little was
done to cater to its needs. There were chronic shortages,
pa:t'tLcu LarLy in housing and education. Under these
conditions juvenile delinquency was nurtured and encouraged
more than ever before but as a social issue it seemed to
fade into the background as the war- effort ~ook precedence
over most internal social issues. The problems, of course,
had not gone away and by the late 1940s juvenile
delinquency made a dramati~ "comeback". Around 1949-50 the
issue flooded back into the public consciousness. Advisory
Board. members constantly highlighted delinquent youth; the
Pt1.~m..t.Q~.!!J._fmt~.as appointed under S. P. Viljoen; social
welfarists organised another conference. Although more
concrete factors such as youth unemployment and inadequate
education started to take centre stage in explaining the
growing cris'is, the urban/rural adjustment argument
continued to be popular. For instance, in a Joint Advisory
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Board memorandum dr-awn up in November 1950 by} amongst
others, R.V. Selope Thema, P.Q. Vundla and Paul Mosaka, the
"disruption of modern industrial society" Has seen as the
crucial context to township crime.
It has substituted a money economy for the cattle
economy of the African; it has broken down tribal
solidarity with its social sanctions; it has
undermined the authority of the chief and of the
parents; it has accorded a freedom to women and
children which is expressing itself by a challenge to
au tho r I t.y ,
The writers then went on to say that the government had not
allowed a viable urban social alternative to emerge.
Despite massive urbanisation, "especially following the
1:313 Land Act", the government refused to recognise
Afri can s as urban cit Lzen s and hence had taken no care OVer
the Af rLcan uz-ban env i ronment. (14) The Viljc1en Report which
came out in 1.951 also pointed to an absence of tribal youth
control mechanisms which both kept youth "in their place"
and imbued them with a sense of social responsibility.(15)
Lilan Hellman,in a speech to the SAIRR in 1951, reiterated
many of the points she had made in her 1939 thesis. Again
she empha si sed the "difficulties of adjustment" during a
period of "intensive C\1JtUl',~; con t.act." as Africans shifted
from a rural to an urban environment.
Bu t difficult.ies of ad.i nst.ment no less significant
than those dUE) t.o change from country to t.own are
those which arise out of the ,jllxta-postion of Bantu
and K""stern ell 1t.ur-e s , t.ho ca rrv-iove r 0 f Bantu forms
unnu ited t o the prev a i Ling '~est.el'nwav of life and
partial acculturation.
• •• Ur-ban Af r Lc an ch i. 1dren have to forego the
tnt.e r-es t., love, r ewa r-d s and punishments handed out bv
a Nida circle of l'elativps in the country. The
ma.j or i ty do not pass through the tn i t ta t Lon
ceremonies which,
large part in
responsibility, (16)
under tribal conditions,
awakening a seas~ of
play a
social
Inevitably, many established attitudes and expectations
drifted through from the rural environment whi~h were
inappropriate to the urban environment. Neverthei.qss,
arguments which concentrate on material urban condition~
are more illuminating in explaining urban juvenile "mal-
adjustment", What is important is not so much the
rural/urban adjustment per se as the urban conditions under
which that "adjustment" took place. In examining the
breakdown in family security and generational hierarchy, it
is crucial to focus on the sheer instability of the urbac
African family throughout the 19305, 40s and 50s. Family
instability was by no means a ~~ssary urban condition; it
must be explored and explained in its own right.
Seve val factors accounted for the extraordinary instability
of urban African familiies. First, African workers were
generally unskilled which ensured a high job turnover.
Workers were constantly on the move lo~king for new or
better pai! jobs. Second, the migrant labour system a~d the
implementation of pass laws often broke up family units.
Third, there was a disproportionately large po~ulation of
males to females.
There was a clear correlation between family instability
and jHvenih~ delinquency; children of unstable families
received virtually no supervision or guidance. These
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children, particularly the male children, had an enormous
amount of free time to roam the streets. Teenage girls
tende~ to be drawn more effectively into housework and many
were already mothers.(17) In a study of family lives of 87
Diepkloof Reformatory inmates during the mid 1930s, it was
found that only about cne third came from a home with both
mother and father present. 54 of the 87 belonged to
gangs. (18) A Bantu ivorld_editorial in September 1937 argued
that, along with general poverty, the key reason for
delinquency was the insecurity of the "Native Family" in
Ow t.own s.(19) In a study of .Juvenile Court s ta'ti.e t Lc, in
1939 it was found that, of the 900 cases handled by the
Probatinn Office, about 40% had one or both parents
deceased and fully one third of the total lived completel~
independently of parents or guardians. (20) The Juvenile
Court generally dealt wIth children of 18 or younger and
occasionally stretched their age limit to 20 year-aIds.
The rate of illegitimacy was extremely high throughout the
R~hd townships. Ellen Hellman, in a study of 216 sample
t.own soip fam i.ILes in 193B, found that roughly 34% of the
families numbered illegitimate children amongst the family
gr-oup or were 11 i rt'eglllar"in that the parents we re not
married.(21 ) At a social welfare conference in September
1944 a welfare worker, ~r Radebe from Orlando, stressed the
need to stabilise the home environment of the urban African
fami l~ if .luve n i Ie delinquency we re to be effectively
combatted. He estimated that 60 to 70% of Orlando ~esidents
had not entered into a form of marriage. (22) The Viljoen
Report of 1951 expressed concern about the effects of
illegitimacy on children:
It would se~m that the majority of Native children
born in the urban areas are illegitimate, a potent
force undermining parental control and weakening
disciplinary forces which are so necessary to the
maintenance of a stable society.(23}
Illegitimacy, however, was not necesc~rily the problem.
Officially consecrated marriages were often aA unstable as
casual un i.ons. Conversely, informal unions oc casi.onaL. y led
to fairly stable families.(24) Technical legitimacy was
less important than family stability in so far as it
affected children.
Township childrent whether legitimate or illegitimate, were
largely free of parental controls. Parents, even if they
retained a commitment to their children, were usually at
work all day. Wages for unskilled African male workers were
LnvarLabLy inadequate to support a family in -Johanne sbur-g.
The result was that wives had to seek a s~pplementary
income, whether through formal or informal means. The SAIRR
emphasised that wage 1",vels ",'ere related to family
stability. If thp fathor earned enough, the institute
researchers argued, mothers would stay at home and be able
to keep a much t.Lgh tev rein on t.he Lr children. "The absence
of the mother from any home is a menace to the well-being
of the children of that home .•, "(25). EVen in stable
families" then, children remained virtuallY unsupervised
throughout the riay.(26) It was not surprising, therefore,
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that ~rreet gangs became a major counter-attraction to
family life.
One of the key targets of blame for juvenile delinqu ncy,
particularly in the pre-Nar period, was independent African
"omen. (27) Local Johannesburg administrators, liberal
social welfarists and respectable literate African males
sa~ the issue of family instability as be:ng inevitably
intertwined with the inter-related issues of J"er brewing,
prostitution and "loose" and independent women. Beer
br-ew i.ng encou r-aged del Ln qu enc y , it was argued, because it
exposed children to "immoral" and illegal activities from
an early age and because it gave Nomen independence which,
by extension, destabilised families. On the subject of beer
brehing "and other illicit occupations of mothers to
supplement family income" ~ a. Joint Council memorandum in
the mid 1930s commented: "This, of course, means not orrLy
neglect, but the children's early familiarity with society
as an anpmy and the law as something to be broken rather
than to be maintained. in the C o iTIHIU 1'1 interest ••• '( 28 )
Craham Ballenden. the ~1anager 0 f the Johanneshurg Non-
Atfair3 Department (NEAD), made a similar
observation in 19~1!
It is so frequently alleged that the children of
washerwomen who go out tc work are the chief
delinquents .., ~1y 0\';:1 Irnpr-essicn is more often than
not they are Lrnbued \·;1th the spi r:it 0"" indu st r-v of
their parents. Children who are more likely to appear
in the .juven i le courts are t.hose of the illicit
liquor brew i.ng mother who r-e ma ins home and uses the
children as 'touts'.(291
Their op ini.ona ,.;er'e,of cou rae , informed by <'1 llet:'Nol'kof
sexual and "western civilized" prejudices. There was no
proven connection between beer brewing and delinquency. If
anything, a beer brewi.ng mother wa s J:..i..'t.)bablymore able to
giv~ her children attention than other working mothers
because she tended to work from home. But these linkages
remained strong in the minds of many male observers. An
excellent example can be found in B. 1938 Bantu J£prld
editorial. The editorial raises the issue of "old customs"
undermined and discarded with the advent of western
civilizJ'ltion.
But nothing was done by those who urged for their
abandonment to replace them by such methods as would
have ensured the security of our family ]if~ and the
safety of our youth. Instead women were given to
understand that in the eyes of God they were the
equal of men and could do as they liked; children
were made to understand that as soon as they became
of age ttH"Y were no longer under par-ental control ..•
o Pove r t.j...§ has dri v en many women - acme of them
t respectable' members of' our w'-'tl1known churches - to
th<"!sell ing of ill Lcit I f.quo r' i~~order to SUPl:-LCment
the meagre earnings of their husbands. But in the
course of time this awful busiaess brings family
quarrels which ever.tuall~r lead to separa.tion, because
women have discovered that by selling liquor they can
become economically independent of map's
ccnt.rols . (:30)
The issue of African urban family instability ~~~ clouded
bv a whole range of administrative and cu I t.uz-a.I pr-e.i udi ces .
Often it becomes extremely difficult to determine where
ideology and prejudice end Rnd valid social causality
begins. ~evertheless, one concrete causal factor seems to
from all this: urban African children we r-e
drastically lacking in parental and kinship supervision.
Their time ,,'as La.r-g eLy unmo n i.t.ot-ed and they we re gene'i, ly
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given lIttle emotional or material security in the home
environment. Juvenile gangs, which werp involved in various
degrees of criminal activity, pj"ovided an obvious
alternative locus for emoti0nal and material support.
Ii
In thp crowded street~ of Sophistown, Newclare Rnd
the native townships and locations, over LO COO
native ch iLd r on a r e r-unn ing w i l d , TIHH'(~ art~ no
SChOf~JS to accommod at.e t hem , for the schools - auch
as they are - are filled to overflowind. They are the
ariuLt.s of the f'ut ur-e , hilt their chance of becomi ng
i'(>nsolHJ.hl;:.- r;,ecent, Law= abi d i.ns;c i t.i ze.ns is sl('md.::-r.
1'lH~i r' play(p·ound.3 a r-e th(" st r eets - among cars, ca rt s
and the mi:.("l traffic ()f U, native quarters •.•
- :rJl~~.51~.:!'x., ad it;.0ria 1,
16 ~Qvember 1938
No c cun t.r-v can expcc t 'i.C) be f r-e e f rom c r i.me whe n it
!c"Jpendr.; p t-o po r-t. }.011<,\ t€ iy sue I':. <1, small amoun t on tl:w
education of one section of its chi'drsn as SOJth
Africa does. When 60 to 65 per cent. of African
children of school-gojn~ a~e in the to~ns are unable
t.o :'50 t o school thl·ons;'h l.ac k of accommodation, it
1111I."lt be c lea t- that they art" merely be ng qu a Li.fi e d to
IH~collle .luven lI.e fhoJ inqHPllts ,;'~H:llat~,;r gaol b i r-ds
simply becnusf' society ha s Ill"gL,.ch",d them and d()(~s
not trr tc discIpline them or create a social
f>tn:iPOI1JU':Hll co.nduc i ve to happy', mwful c LtLz en sh io
- Dr A.B. Xuma, address to ANC
tonference, Bloemfontein,
December 1~45 {3l1
'I'h r-o ug hou t the 1 :):Ws I 1 !}·tOS and 1 !J50s r o ug h Ly 'two-·t.Iu r ds of
African children of schoolgoin~ age on the Reef did not
to capture public attention around the mid 1930s. In early
1935 the City Manager, Graham Ballenden, released schooling
figures for the narrower Johannesburg area which provoked
edi tOl'ials in both The §tar and Bantu :,yoJ:l..Q.• At this stage t
there were officially 8 000 African children wi thou t
edt~eation in Johannesburg. The newspapers feared that the
problem would get bigger and noted that youths were
increasingly attracted to gangs.(32) At a meeting of the
.Io harme abu r-g Joint Counc I l, Committee Juvenile
Delinquency in August 1937 ~imilar figures were quoted.
They estimated that 8 000 African childre~ in Johahnesburg
between the ag es of 7 and 16 we i-e ~iot a tt.endlng sohoo l.,
Only 10 iF wer,,~ in schools. 'I'hE:!comma tt.ee cal Led fOI'
it
sufficient compulsory schooling.(33) The figures were even
mo r e alarming When extended to the Whole of the
Wi.t.wa t.ersr-and, In April and November 193'1 Bal)j;.u N..9r1d ran
ft"atut'? ar-ti.cLes on the African schools shortage on the
Reef under the respective headlines "No schooling for
60 000 Boys" and" 72 000 Children Growint~ Wild". The
November article went on to say that "from reliabl~ sources
we learn tha~ on the Reef alene there are 90 000 Native
childr~n of schoolgoing age of whom only 18 000 are in
school - and practically every school is overcrowded", The
articles drew attention to the drasti0~11y inadequate
nchoeling facilities for African children as well as the
ma ssi.v'e and gr-ow ing population of "idle} Loi te r ing "
youths.(34) fn October 1938 the Union Secretary for Social
WE~lfal'eJ Dr L. van Sc ha lkwy k , adm i t t.ed t.hat;only about; 40%
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of African children went to school and that the provisions
for schooling were "u t t e r Lv Lna de qu a ce?", (35) In. October
1939 13.'111tu World again ed i.t.o r Lali ae.d the issue of youth
"lawlessness". The news pape r gave the figure of 6~% n:.m-
school attendance for the Johannesburg municipal area and
ariued that these children were "therefore a potential
menace to society". The editorial explicitly linked the
'1 :"ll.ll:S of Af r Lcan school shortages with the emergence o f
"orl5anised African youths who attack and rob blacks and
wh it.e s al1k(~".(:Hi} Tlw Bantu '~'o:r:Jd fi.gures corresponded
fairly closely to Ellen HeLl man ' s f Lgu r e s 1. n her -(-Tr_ban
~iU1t1J l.QJ!t.h. HeLl man ex am.ined 12 sample acho oLs , which
accounted for roughly hal f the total of Ai'1' a can school
children on the Rand. There were 7 514 children attending
t he ae schools. (:-$'1) If we accept the total figull'(~ of 90 000
African children of schoolgoing age on the Rand the non-
a t tendance f:igtlre is wel I over 80%. An important add.it Lona l
element of Hellman~s study showed that school attendance
was cl1.1ste~ed in the lower grades. 5~% of the total number
of sehool(~hildren in her sample Here in the two sub-
s t a nria t-ds . H~?nghly j.O% were be yond Standard FOIH' and only a
nwagl'e 3,8% vere in Standard Six and above, ( ~-38)
ch l Ld r-en , In October 194~ji\ WUfrl;'>d Parker, the Bishop of
Pretoria, commented that it was surprising that juvenile
d e l Lnque nc c lIH.S not even wor s e than it was given the
appallingly 101\1 school at.t.endan.ce figurF:s. Educa t.Lon , he
insisted, was necessary to combat juvenile delinquency and
tLis wuuld have to involve state intervention in African
schooling as mission-run schools were hopelessly
insufficient and ill-equipped. (39) By 1949, Hellman
calculated, roughly 42% of African children of shoolgoing
age nation-wide attended school. She considered this figure
to be critically low although it represented a significant
Lnc r-ease in per centage terms from the 1936 figure of
213%. (40) It should also be noted that in overall numDers
this more than likely left as many children as ever without
schooling in rapidly expanding urban centres such as the
Witwatersrand. What is more, according to Hellman's
figures, 51% of ac hoo Lg oer-swere in the substandards and
only 2,7% were past Standard Six.(41)
It is particularly important to focus on secondary as
opposed to primary school attendance because juvenile
delinquen<;y was a problem primarily, though not
oxc Lua l.ve l.v , of adolescence. This view WBR certainly
supported by the Riots Commi8sion of 1958:
The major problem in regard to urban African youths
centres in effecting their transition from school to
employment withollt permitting an intervening period
of idleness: for there appears to be widespread
evidence that in the pe rLcd , roughly from the age of
14 to 18 years, marked deterioration sets.in.
The normal process in a modern society is for
people to remain at school until at least
legally enjoined school-leaving age, usually
years, and then to tske up employment. This is not
the normal process among Africans. There is no
compulsory schooling.
t •• The natural result of these conditions is thQ
exi~tence in the townships of a elan of native youths
who are .idle, un8ducated, unused to work and
dLs inc 1. h)(~d to ent.ei- regular employment, and it 18,
young
the
16
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of course,
are likely
from such a class that the tsotsi
to draw their recruits.(42)
gangs
Since secondary school included Standards Five to Ten, it
is safe to assume that vel'~;few primary school children
"ere more than sixteen yea.rs old and t he ma.j o r-Lt.y were
fourteen and younger. In 19f12, the average age for an
Afr lean 5 tanda rd Fou r- pnp i1 was 13-and-a-,hal f and 14-and-a-
half tor a Standard Five.(13) In the year 1~49 only 6 533
children attend~d secondary school on the Rand and in
Pretori&. Ronghly 10% of African scholars were high school
students. School at.t.e ndaric e dropped off rapidly in each
pro gr-essLve year of $choolingj there weJ'e 18 478 Sub A
pupils, 10 899 Sub B pupils, down to 3 770 Standard Five
pupils. Th&re were only 820 Standard/Seven pupils and 63
matricuiants.(44l I have no compar~tive figures for the
1950s. HOWt)\'f.H' #
/
is likely th:/it the aec onda r-y school
figure of 6 533 remained fairl~ stable throughout the
decadf> despibe the int.z-oduct j ('m/of Bfl\ptu Educat ion in the
J
mh1 lS50s. Pe r-haps partially} J.lS a ~\esult of the Bantu
Edu c a ti ou boycotts, !'>econdal'y!/school ;tlttenrlance initially
remalnerl lC)w. Hyslop e(~ucat ion did
'\1.
'1
Edocn.ti on. {-Hi'i A s i.g n 1f LI,rant I?xpansH1n in .§'."~.rO.li.';LfH:Y
.I
iVas (HllL" not ic e a b l.e in the 1960~:,;. The
attendance figHt'S in HI,l9 was
total had actually decreased
:=;] ightly Cnless Prptoria. and Rand
attendance pa~terns were dr~sticallY different from those
\1
(,\,
"
'17\\. \\
II
of the rest of the union, it is safe to assume that African
secondary school attendance an the Rand and in Pretoria
remained below 7 000 throughout the 1950s. According to a
,1ohannesburg NEAD estimate in 1961 for the Johannesburg
area only about 4% of schoolgoers were in Standards Beven
to matric.(47) Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, then,
schoolgoers represented a startlingly small proportion of
the African urban population aged between 14 and 20.
In a.ddition to the problem of low formal school
registra.tion, high levels of truancy further eroded tr~~
schoolgoing population. In Hellman's 12 sample Rand schools
in 1936, there were truancy. rates, i.e. per centage non-
attendance to enrolment, ranging from 5 to 21%. Principals
were extremely anxious about this. Parent~ were often
oblivious to their childr~n's absence from school.(48} The
problem had not gone away by as late as the earh' 1960s.
The !962 interdepartmental committee on "ledige en nie-
werkende Bantoe in die stedelike gebiede" found that a
y~'!arly average of over 4 000 children "d i aappear-ed" from
African schools on the Rand. This referred to children who
registered at the beginning of the year and stopped
ar.t.ending classes during the year.(49)
There were three ~~sic reasons for low school attendance,
early school leaving and truancy thooughout the 1930s,
1940s and 19508. First, schooling was bot compulsory and
there wel'B far too f"""wschools and teachers to accommodate
even those children who did want to attend school.(50)
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Spcond, the quality of education was extremely low.
Children rejected inferior, unstimulating teaching made
worse by the overcrowded conditions. schooling was also
Lmp rac t t ca.L, A school educ at.Lon NBS not perceived as
e nh anc Lng a school-leaver's employment: oPPo1(1'.unities. In a
"
sst.ndv of over 500 African school Leave r-s on the Rand in
1939, Hellman found that 25% of these children refused to
go to school against the wishes of their parents.(51) To
begin with, the worst teachers and the worst conditions
tended to be concentrated in the Sub-standards. Hellman
observed:
To anyone who has watched the dreary classes of sub-
standard children, heard their monotonous rote
spelling of words and repltition of phrases, it is
not surprising that after lan~uishing in the snb-
standards for thr2e Dr four year~ the child emerges
bored, listless and unwilling to continue his
schooling. (:.2 )
In ad~jtion, pupils had no incentive to stay on at schools
there appeared to be no attractiye job
oppc nrun iti e.s for t.hem on c(Jmplet len of thei r school ing .
The pupils wi t.ne e s ed Af r i can teachers and clerks receiving
t6 be no possibilities for upward mobility, despite
education, be cau se of' ..ell"" (~ol()ur Bcll'.f5:1l The de V111ie1'8
Louw Cornmi SR.ion 0 f 1!J50 r ("cognised these problems. The
standard of Africa.n schooling was so bad, the commission
complaj ned I that c h i l d r-en pr-e fe rt-e-dto .joj n youth gangs.
The commias i on also r e comnre nde d tha't schooling should
provide skills more immediately necessary to the economy,
Children, the commission argued, would then be employable
once they left school and they would recognise some value
in attending school.(54)
Finally, most urban African families could not afford to
send their children to Bchool. Children were pressurized
from a very ealy age to become economically active. Parents
often preferred to have their children contributing to the
household income rather than wasting their time at school.
In Hellman's study of school-leavers, she found that 37%
left school out of economic necessity; either to seek
employment or becatse their parents were simply unable to
afford fees, boo~s And schoel clothes.
Thus t a chiId may be forced to leave school o'wingto
the temporary inab~lity of hi~ parents to pay fees or
tmy him clothing fit fD~ 8chool wear. He then drifts
into the company of non-school-goers and, when the
requisite funds are forthcoming, he so prefers this
life of l~isure spent with his friends that he
refus~~s to go back to achoo l.. "Poverty" and [the
np~ctisityJ litowork" are identical causes for many of
the 0 ldpr' school-goe~s, U,$ the poverty which makes it
imposRible to pay .choal expenses also forces the
,juvenile out to seek employment. (55)
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III
The re is a gap - a hiatus - be t.we.e n """,hool-leaving
and unemployment. What fills this gap? Gambling and
drinking - idle congregation on the streets, joining
a gang, harmless pursuits gradually becoming less
harmless.
- Ellen Hellman, memorandum,
April 1951 (56)
Unemployment hits those in the 16 to 19 age
group hardest of all.
- W.J.P. Carr, memorandum,
September 1960 (57)
As in the case of schooling shortages and non-attendance,
African urban juvenile unemployment started to attract
ma.j o r- public and administrative attention from around the
mid 19305. In fact the t~o issues often went hand-in-hand
as administrators and social welfarists tried to explain
the massive rate of "idlen~ss" amongst urban African
youths. (58) 'Unemployment was a c r-ue 1a1 focus of both the
1939 Juvenile Delinquency Conference and Hellman's 1939
thesis, "The Problems of 0rban Bantu Youth", In t.he early
19-1-05 unemployment ,.!onti.nued to be identi fied as a major
factor in juvenile delinquency.(59) Throughout the 19408
the problem escalated, coinciding with the expanding urban
African population.tHOI III 19~8 the Native Youth Board was
established, under the chairmanship of Ray Phillips, with
t.h e intention IJf placing Afr icari youth s in ,jobs.(61) The
youth urremp l.o yme nt; pr-oblpm peaked in the 19503 and prompted
major central government intervention which will be
addressed later in the chapter. By 1961 the problem still
appeared to be extremely severe.
In 1939 Hellman provided the first reliable set of
statistics on the juvenile unemployment problem in th
Johannesburg area. The following table the
occupations of 139 African school-leavers in Johannesburg
townships ( 62 ) :
14 Years and Over Under 14 Years Total
Boys Girls Boys Girls
Working full-time 15 .J, 19
Working part-time 5 3 2 10
Unemployed 12 12
Roaming 12 H: 18 3 49
Busy in home 1 7 10 18
Reformatory 2 1 3
Sick 3 2 4 6 15
In count.rv visiting 5 3 5 13
TOTAL 50 38 27 24 139
The crucial figures here are "unemployed" and "roaming".
The categories were, of course, identical but for the fact
that the "unemployed" had presumably officially registered
as unemployed (it is worth noting here the high level of
unregistered unemployment). 61 of the 139 were walking the
streets. If we discount the last three categories since
these youths were, in one way or another, removed from
active urban society, we arrive at a figure of 61 out of
108, almost 60%. It is also lmportant to look at the sexual
division in this table. Again discounting the last three
categories, 42 out of 65 African male youths who had left
school were walking the streets. It is interesting to note
~hat, although a mu~h smaller proportion of female youths
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were employed, a much smaller proportion were "roaming".
The key factor here, of course, is the extent to which
girls were drawn into household labour. This helps to
explain the overwhelming male domination of the y~uth gang
aubcu I Lure t..h ich emerged in the t owns hLos .(63 )
In July 1950 the Native Youth Board G rlucted a largescale
survey on youth unemployment in Jabavu, East Native
'l'ownahi.p (ENT), Orlando and ~~oI'oka. In tr I.al, 549 families
were interviewed. Of the children of working age (14 to
20 years old) who were not in school, 157 were unemployed.
The Youth Board extrapolated wider Johannesburg figures
frem their survey. The following table shows the survey
results as well as the extrap~lated figures of the
..p t-o babl.e" number of unemployed youths in the -Johann eabu rg
a r-e a I 64):
Families Unemployed
visited youths
, tal famil Les Probable I1~·.mber
cluding qub- unemployed
tenats)
Jabavu 109 15
E;\;T 116 ~,..,o o
Orlando 1-" 38n '.
:-'101'oka1"" 'J 51,:..
5100
1115
19914
12400
702
509
4998
367(1
If similar conditions existed in Sophiatown, Martindale,
Newclare Alexandra and Pimville whi~h between them had a
t otal ·1' 39 10:.: fH.milies, the repc.rt argued, the grand0 ...
total of unemployed youths not in school in the
.Iohanriesburg area could be put at 20 833. (65) These
statistics leave a number of r~estions hanging. First, did
.i :.........
domestic work cov.rrtas employment? If the survey had dr-awn
the same distinctions which Hellman drew in 19391 it would
b~ safe to presume that youths, particularly girls, who
w~rked in the household were not considered unemployed.
Second, th~ statistics are ~ot broken down into sexual
divisions which makes it difficu.i.tto assess the proportion
of male y out.hss who were II idle" . Third, the report does not
provide total population figures for the 14 to 20 age
group. Agai~ must to resort to some guesswork here.
According to official 1953 figure~ there were 66G 000 "Nnn-
Europeans" resident in the Johannesburg urban and peri-
urban area of which roughly 33% were 0 to 19 years 0Id.(66)
Extrapolating from this, we can assume that roughly 10%
fdll into the 14 to 20 age bracket, which puts the total at
aroun6 65 000.167) There is Jood reason to ~elieve that
this figure of :W 8~33 unernpLoye d youth is an underestimate.
Firat, it fails to take into account the numerous illegals
most of whom were 11nemployed (and certainly not registered
8S unemployed); second, it is perhaps rash to extrapolate
:Sophiatown, Martindale, Newclar-eand Alexandra figures from
those of Orlando, Jabavu, East Native Township and Moroka.
The former townships were poorer with fewer schools and
virtually 110 government infrastructure. It should also be
borne in mind that, because of the ~omestic labcur issue,
it is likely that the unemploy~ent figure is weighted on
the side of males. It is impossible to reach any certainty
with the figures available but it would be reasonable to
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asaume that at least half of the urban African ma Les
between the ages 1~ ard 20 ~ere neither employed nor at
school in 1950.
In November 1961 the Johannesburg NEAD provided the
following figures for youth unemployment(68):
1 and .9ve1' L-!:. E_ar§.:
:'tElJ..St§ E.g:!!§1_Le s
1 5. !iP.it .u.n..cier ].9 ve a r §. :
Hal,,gs Fema.le..§.
Resident!>; in 39 :n7 .t1 112 23 395 14- 4-12
.Jo hanrre abur-g
At school 31 25B 30 000 6 503 4 200
Working (r(~gistered I 5 "192 285
Unemp Love d 01:' 8 121 11 112 11 400 9 957
unable to work
According to these figures roughly -17% of African males
bet~e~n 15 and 18 years old were neither at school nor
elirp l oye d in UHll. AI though the equ iva lerrt fi gur,? for
females is 68%. it is likely that a large portion of the
f\C;lJtales were dr-awn into domes tie labour. Once again it is
p r-cbab l e that unempLoyment was unde r est Lmated both because
of t.he high incldcnc.Q of illegal urban residence and
bo ean s c of t.he t.r-ua nc y 10V(;'18 r-ef e r r ed t '" e a r I Ler . The
school a t t.endanc e patt.Pl'llS of tho timo would a lao ~311gg(~st
thnt in the 7 to 1·1 agt:" group the unempl()Fm~nt
t'll!stt~l'E:'d i n the 13 to l-~ year flg~). bracket .
was
You t.h
u n e-mp 1o yme n t, l.ov eI s ('ontl'ast":.'d starkly \·;1t.h adult
19 Years and over:
Males Females
Residents in Johannesburg 216 821
(+ 22 377 from
outside Jhb)
4 200
220 260
17 103
(+ 1235
incapacitated)
154 882
At school
Working
Unemployed or unable to work
200
7G 000
32 182
(+ 57 500
houaew i ve s )
Al thvJlgh adult female unemployment ran at j~;st under 20%,
it should be borne in mind that women were typically
involved in informal employment ~uch as beer brewing snd
washing clothes. The male adult unemployment rate of around
8% wa.s not unu sua lJ y high by world a t.anda.r-d.s, R.evim-ling the
1960 unemployment figures for Johannesburg, W.J.P. Carr
made a similar observation. In 1960 the estimated African
adult male population of Johennesburg was 241 000; 225 000
were in day-to-day employment. Carr remarked:
This doe& not mean that the difference between these
b\>,,, f igl.res is unemployed as Lnt.e r+t.own movements,
sickness and seasonal fluctuations account for the
major pc r-tion, ]'hg ~ncidenc~. Qi male :'ldult
lU)&~.!11plQ.x...l!!.E.!nti$ VE:J::.y" loJi. at, J.he ffiQ_ffient•••
unemployme~t hits those in the 16 to 19 age group
hardest. (69)
If employment pattern~ were consistent, it is also likely
that the 19 to 25 year alds represented a lare~ portion of
t .e 17 000 ma le a du I t unernp Lo ye d in 19f . (70) Dur i.ng t he
wa r ~"ea.rr~, t he r a wa s a mass tve demand for Lndus t.r-La I
unuk iLled labour which means that African adult male
unemployment was probably ev~n lower during that period.
~" extremely hig!. level of endemic unemployment, then, was
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an experience quite specific to the African youth,
certainly i~ the case of the Witwatersrand.
The factors involved in youth unemployment remained fairly
constant from the mid 1930s through to the early 1960s.(71}
Probably the most important reason f~"r urban youth
unamp Lcvmen t was the competi t.Lo n ur-ban :1youths faced from
migrants on the job market. Employers on the Rand, despite
influx c ont.r-sllegislation, pr-e f'e.r-r-e d to employ migr-ant.s
rather than YDtlths~ Migrants tended to be more acquiescent,
"r-e spec t.f'ul" and r-e Liab Le than their urban counterparts.
Furthermore I they were prepared to accept 1owe r wages.
Employers of both industrial and domestic labour tended to
this W8;\', { 72 i In an official letter to the
Jallannesburg Regional Employment Commissioner, W.J.P. Carr
wr-o t.e in 1955:
Native juveniles who are urbanised are often
unreliable, work-shy and selective in their choice of
a Job - many prefer to e~ist by gambling and other
nefarious me ans I and make little or:no corrt.r-Lbut.f o.n
to the maintenance of their fam'lies .
•• , Em~loyers because of these facts, are unwilling
to employ native Juveniles.(73)
1'1 ario t.her letter in 19iHl, Ca:'r !.'Io>it,erat.edthat urban
Af'ri can youths "tfHul to Ill} um-eli abLe , work= shy , aggressl.'ve
and unea-operative when offered employment". (74) There was
cl (~a't' ly truth In thesc' allegations hn t the
un e mpLo yme n t was eXRcerbated by these very
impressions of the employers. Employers were usually
pI·cjud.i (;('11 t.owa r-ds urban you t.h s and lund 11 ing to gin" them
a ChH.llC£',(7G)
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bureaux in the 1950s and employed directly through contacts
in the countryside. (76) Throughout the 1940s and 1950s
municipal authorities throughout the Pretoria-
Witwatersrand-Vereeneging (PWV) generall~ turned a blind
eye to these breaches of influx control in order to avoid
discouraging local industry~(77) Domestic employers, like
industrial Ls t s , p:r:'~ferredto employ rural worksf:ekers, thus
restricting the chief avenue of employment open to female
urba.n youths. (7B);' Ur-ban youths found it. virtually
impossible to penetrate the industrial and domestic labour
i\
market in any significant way. The greater the influx of
mIral Korkseekers, the smaller was the natantial job market
for urban youths.
'I'her e were two other practical cvw~ldel'ation8
employers. First, urban youths tended to have less strength
and stamina than adults. There was a high level of
malnutrition in the African locations which physically
weakened chi Ldz-en and .iuve nLle s , Furthermore, tC~.'i' had very
little experience of hard physical work.(79) Second, the
Wage Board fixed wage l~vels for juveniles. Industrialists
~i~ht have been more amenable to employing urban youths if
they could hnve paid them wa.gt~::; below t.he Leve La fixed by
the Wage Board. Since wages were fixed, ~mployers were
determined to find the productive
possibie.{~O) Trade Union Council of South Africa (TUCSA)
affiliates and t.he South Afric.an Trade and Labour Council
{SATLC)! 81 though officlal1:r symp~tthetic to the problems of
unemployed youth, rejectEd any interference with Wage Board
contrals. Unionised adult workers feared that they would be
nndercut by juvenile workers should wage fixing be
removed.(81) Furthermoret there was A~ implicit colour bar
in "the Apprenticeship Act which excluded African juveniles
from the skilled trades.IB2,
The a t.t.Itude of urban youths towa rds employment /w'as
Lfif Lue nc ed by you t h gf-H1g cu Lt.u r e , 'I'aot s i culture re,jected
d i sc Lp I ine , hard wor-k and "res:p(~ctable'll emp Lo ymerrt , Any
form of informal, qua.si-lega.l employment was preferable to
steady, badly paid, legal employment. h. d. ,July 1950
memorandum the Nat iVB Youth Boa rd c omme nted i
The Emplovrne nt. OfficHH'S of the Bo a.r-d have
discovered that numbers of Nat i.ve lads are not in
s c.hoo I, nor nre t.he y interest ed in ob t a tn ing
employment. The Larls, most of whom ar~ city born,
lounge about the Townships, live on their parents,
;Stetas "r-unne rs " for the Chin(~Sf~ "Fall pt:'e'l game, sell
articles on the Orlando/Plmville trains,gamble with
dice or cards, enga~e in smuggling dagga or liquor,
pick pockets and drift into crime.(83)
Cr-Lrae , genE'!';' Ily o r-gan i sed i.n gangs, often l~rovidc~d an
a 1 tt~l'rl<d,i ve means 0 f sllh~;i s t enee for urban youths. The nt::~ed
front page art ic 1e in J11nr" 1~~50the B!1J2ill JiQpld eommerrt.ed :
It is common knowledge amongst Africans in the
t.owns h ips that many of tht"se Cl.m(H.lpio~-edJ youths
r.h i.nk it is a ,,,aste of time wo r-king for small "'7ages
while, by means of rohbery, they are able to collect
l;~rgp s ums of mouey , (84 )
UtH;' mpl.oyme n th<?n., mutua.lly
unemployment became a viable option fvr urban youths.
Simultaneously, unemployment helped to swell the ranks of
the tsotsi gangs. The Viljoen Report of 19ijl noted a direct
causal link between unemploYffient and the prevalence of
tsotsi gangs. ~Juveniles out of employment develop
spontaneously intI) Tsotsis in order to find an outlet for
their energies as well as a means of earning a livelihood
by Blega. t lIIt:a.. rJ.G" • (811) The Pheno,rnon of ~arl~ school
leaving, the Report added, also swe11ed the ranks of the
youth
"
Not only did it add preA&Ure to the
unemp l.cvnrenlt problem but it ensured that young chi Idren
cam!'!into dally contact with "uride si.r-ab.Letypes". M(Jreover,
children weve more susceptible to tsotsi influence~ when
they were no longer Bubjected to the disciplinary effects
of the school environment. (86)
IJnattractive. To get a vou th
\~\
\\
expos~ shdlsy urban status.
lObS
~.had
additionallyP,;ass laws made the prospect of finding
to register
officially and th,Js cou ld o f t.an
'~ "
Moreover, passes tlet'enecessary for youths to traverse even
from their townships to th9 City. Without the correct
documentation th i s oouLd lead to arrest. In 1948 nay
Phillips cummented:
The p~ss laws mi1.ttatt~ against their finding Jobs.
They fear that if t.hey enter the tCiwns they lV'lll be
detained by the police for their lack of passes. They
fear they May be returne~ to the smaller centres,
where the type of employment they s~.ek is
una.vailable.(87)
In 1951 Bovs ' Glub o f'f'Lc i.ale r-eLt.er-at.ed the point: '",.• it
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l',~.:> not always easy for a boy to come up to the City owing
to the Pass Law Regulations under which he might be
arrested".{88} Noticing the low rate of registration for
unemployment amongst African youths in 1960, W.J.P. Car~
observed that "Often some of UH,,~'le boys are reluctant to
coma forward for employment because, for one reason or
another,!! their papers are not in or'()~r jmd they fear arrest
and persecution if they bring themselves to tbe notice of
the authorities".(89)
During the 1930s and 194-0s the ju-..;p,n'.. 'delinquency problem
was left in th~ hands of various social welfare
or-gan iaat.Lcrrs .. but bv tlH~ late )9405 it became cLe-ar that
I
'I
the efforts' of the philanthropisbi had been in vain; they
weJ;e of juvenile
unemployment and de Li.nquericv . By the y 1950s the stat~,
both" local and centr-aL, became inc r-ea s i.ngLy anx ious about
the yo ut.h pr-cb.l.eu on tr!,te RAnd. It recognised that we<\fare
;/
or:';ftllisa.LioJ~ were inadequate to cope wi th the pr(Jblem.
scale state intervention was needed.. Youth
unemployment wa.s targeted'/-t$ the key issue.
In 1951 the In t.e r+depa rt.mentaI Commi t tee on Nat! ve Jnveni Le
PnBInl)toyment was es t.ab l iahed . This committee was aimed at
investigating the extent of, and reasons for, juvenile
Ullem~ 1o~(Jllen~'on t he Rand and in P;>(~toria. The commi t tel!
,.
unemp l.o ymcn t, an sd "tsob;ilsm". (DO') Th(~ central state
:i 1
led to "tsotsiism" as politically threatening. (91)
Following the Viljaen Report I the central state showed
great interest in finding employment for African youths on
the Rand. It attempted to provide the Johannesburg
mun icjrpaI government with active assistance in this regard.
In February 1953 the Director of Native Labour &nJ
represe,ntatives from the Central Labour- Bureau met with
16cal state officials to discuss the issue. Central
government officials called for greater coordination
between local ~nd central state.(92) The central state
~lis eager to handle the problem in a forceful way. It
offered assistance to 10calo labour bureaux whe r-e ve r
possible •.(93 ) The central government was convinced that
the tsotsi problem coqld best be combatted through
overcoming African Juvenile unemp l.ovmerrt. H.S.J. van Wyk,
the Secretary df Native Affairs in 1954, said explicitly
ie indiensplasing van jeugdige Naturelle [is1 een
van die belansrikste stappe om tsotsiisme te bestry .f.,. .
In th-a~ame letter he went on to argue that most young men
were eager to enter the job market "Derhalwe was
werkver,sk';Lttn..knog altyd as die eer-st.e en beLangrLkste
middel tel' ~styding van die tsotsi-vraagstuk beskou".(94)
In the same year Dn P. van Rensburg of the NAtive Affairs
Deportment, Pretoria, told The g.ru: th~t "juvenile
unempl.ovment had be come a big social problem and this
idleness led to tsotsism".{95}
At the 1U53 meet i.ng between LoeaL and central govern,.ent
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labour officials, the state decided to embark 0:.1 a three-
pronged strategy, based largely on the recommendations of
the Viljoen Report, to combat Juvenile unemployment on the
Rand. First,
it was the intdntion of the Minister of Labour
to grant t(\ those indllstries employing juveniles
expm~Lion from the various wage instruments to allow
of (sic) the payment of a lower wage than that
applicable to adults.(9B)
It was hoped that more local juveniles would be employed if
Wage Board instruments were removed. Second, the Department
of Labour committed itself to exploring avenues for
juvenih' employment in commerce and industry " and to
\(
enr:iea'\fur, t.o
.\ IIprefere)l\:~ Ln 1'i 11Lng such vac anc Les to locat ion youths i11
persuade commerce and Lndu st r-y to
to ~ths from rural areas or ~ative
.Tf;~ritories".(97) Finally, the cerrt r-aI government intended
to place the al1ucation of jobs on the Rand more firmly
und er Central Labour- Bureau control. All wor-ksreeker-ahad to
be o f fl.ciaLl.y registered at the local buz-e aux wh i.ch , in
turn, had to supply the Central Labour Bureau. with regular
reports on job registration and job placement. This fitted'
into t.he Cen tr-aI Labour Bur-oau strat(':'\\!y'to screen (Hit
1110gal migrant workseekerR and encourage the employment of
urban juveniles.t98}
Itl mid 1953 the Johannesburg Department of Natlve Affairs
launched a .iuve n ILe employment drive. Tn i, t ial.Iv, the
(h'pa r+.ment had some auccesa , Between September 1g~'i3 and
April 1954, 17 987 juveniles (16 to 21 years of age) were
registered as employed. Of these, 15 197 found
employment. (9q) The official surplus was only 2 790 but of
course thousands of youths managed to avoid
registration. (100)
increase in the
The figures for 1955 showed a marked
official surplus. Between February
and October 1955, 38 695 juveniles officially registered as
workseekers. 23 396 were placed in employment. A balance of
15 299 failed to find employment. (IOl) These figures
probably indicate a tightening up of registration procedure
between April 1954 and February 1955 rather than a decline
in ju\enile employment over this period. In fact the number
of job placements was significantly hilhe~ during 1955.
Nevertheless, in line with the central governMent's newly
acquired concern over this issue, the Secretary of Native
Affaits, van _Rensburg , was angry and perplexed by the 1955
juv6.nile unemp l.ovmerrt figures. He demanded more details and
Bn explanation from the Johannesburg Registration
Officer.(102) The pace of placing juveniles in employment
flagged until, by the early 19609, between 2 000 and 4 000
juvenile workseekers were being placed
of the
to be
a:nnually.(1031 But even this limited aucc es.s
Johannesburg Juvenile Employment Section has
qualified on two counts. Firr~, it is unclear to what
extent state intervention made a difference to the overall
empioyment situation. In other words, the majortty of those
placed in employment may well have found employment anyway.
Second! and more importantly, almost as many juvenile
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workers lost jobs as those whQ were placed. It was not
uncommon to find that oV('lrallemploymen.t figures had gone
dovn over a three month period despite the fact that over a
tho.sand 'N'ereplaced in employment. (l04) Ultimately, the
juvenile unemployment Dr~blem was as serious in the ~arly
19608 as it had been in the early 1950s.
In late 1953/early 1954, the Department of Native
Affairs, probably out of a growing sense of d~speration,
became interested in youth camps as a method of controllina
"tsotsiism". Youth ~amps were envisaged as qUBsi-
reformatory instituti0ns "where young Natives who were not
properly adjusted to local [urba~ society could be
disciplined and trained to take up various
employments". (l05) The Secretary of Nabive Affairs stressed
in 195·t that youth camps were not intended to house all
unernpLoyeI ur-ban ye ut.hs , The insti t.ut.i on was to be aimed at
"unemployable", work-shy you t.hs who did not even try to
seek employment. (106) The youth camps were to b(~ placed
well outsjde of the city limits to cut the inmates off from
city influences" want dit is ampsr onmoontlik om die
I.nv Loed van die on omgewlng aLdaa r te neutraliseer". There
also be "good traditional influences" in the
coun tr ys i.de to di.aci pIine the youths. (107) Youth camps,
then, were env i.ea.ged as a cont.r-. 1. mechar..ism aimed at
keeping dangerous taotsi elements out of urban preas. The
first youth camp,
established at
which accommodated about 100 youths, was
Elandsdoorn in ~ovember 1954.(108)
Conditions at Elandsdoorn w~re appalling and the inmates
tended to be uSed as ultra-exploited labour on surrounding
tarms.(109) Probably owing to lack of resources, however,
no other official youth camps were established during the
remainder of the 1950s. The state concentrated its efforts
on finding empLoymerrt for local . .~Juvenl.J..E!$while
simultaneously tightening up restrictions on rural
worksee~ers.
Chronically high youth ~nemployment on the Rand, coupled
with low s..::hool attendance, gene:rl.ted massive
constituency of African youths, parti~ula.'! ~ ~e youths,
W~i roamed the streets of the townships without routines,
supervision, regular income or responsibilities.
IV
Our children are
absolutely with
channels of life;
for them.
left loitering in the streets
nobody to gU1de them along proper
and of course the devil finds work
- e.p. Molefe, Readers Forum,
Bantu World 20 July 1935
By the mid 1930s urban Africans were already experiencing
severe overcrowding problems and, to avoid claustrophobic
households, t.housauds of male children made a natural home
of the streetl.(110) During the war years the housing
shortages became much worse. While squatter set.tlements
5G
.. 1)
sproutea chroughout tha Rand, more ~nd more children poured
into the streets and efforts at providing them with
altern~tive stimulus and recreation were hopelessly
inadequate. Gang l.fe became increasingly popular.
According to Hellman, by the early 1950s Johannesburg had a
housing backlog of between 25 000 and 50 000. She observed:
The consequence of this extreme congestion on family
life is obvjous: lack of privacy, inability of
children to work or play in the crowded home and the
necesRity for them to make the street their
!lOme.(111 )
After serving in the war, W.J.P. Carr returned to the
Johannesburg municipal administration in 1945 to find that
both the overcrowding and juvenile delinquellcy problems had
become much more serious than in the pre-war years. Carr
observed that there was nothing to attract the youths to
their homes. Youths, de~peratc "to get out from under the
feet of the adults", went out onto the streets to find
their own amusement. (112)
fhroughou'C the 19408 and 1950s, social welfare a.nd church
bodies struggled to provid~ "suitable" recreation for
township youths. If the home environment was disastrous and
employment and schooling was scarce, they reasoned, youths
could at least be guided and controlled to an extent
through leisure activities. In Western Native Township,
which, unlike Sophiatown and Al~xandra, fell directly u. :er
West Rand Administration Board (WRAB) control, some
Lnf'r-aat.r-uc t.ur-ehaa. been developed for youth r-ecrea.t.don, The
Anglican Board Mission was very active in Western Native.
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Ray Phillips organised football teams which became a
"tremendous draw-card" for the youth. His w Lf'e, Dora, ran
the Wayfarers for girls which organised sewing classe2,
picnics and netball. But, even in West Native, their work
was a "drop in the ooeao".(113) T'ere were also numerous
indepe~dently organised soccer and boxing clubs which were
extre~e1y popular but these clubs were just as likely to
reinforce, rather than counteract, gang association.(114)
Throughout the 1940s and 19509 there were persistent calls
f r-cm we Lfar-Lst s, local. admt.n.i st.ra+cr-s and government
for improved recreation faci.lities "to
counteract tIre lure of the streets".(115) The state, both
local and central, encouraged organisations such as the Boy
Scouts, Wayfarers a~d Pathfinders but allocated no mat~rial
~esources to them. What resources were made available to
the youth problem tended to be allocated to the creation of
employment. Despite lack of resources, these organisations
often a.tt.r-ac ted fe,.irl~ substantial membership f i.gur-es,
Ne..;ve r-t.he I e s s , t.hei.t· aucc ess in coun ter-accLng the lure of
gang life was minimal, largely because they recruited most
effectively from amongst the schoolgoing population. They
appeared to make no substantial inroads amongst youths who
were already involved with gang8.(116)
The one leisure time activity which was unambiguously
popular amongst township youth was the cinema. Movies were
easily available and reasonably cheap. More importantly,
movies represented an outlet from the crowded home and
squalid stre~t environments; they provided a glimpse of
romantic and inaccessible lorids. It was not surprising,
therefore,
subcultural
that movie imagery (:f'CAf''''' :( .udamerrt aI to tsotsi
style. (117) Lc :;~.1. :.'1"\ .: ~\istrators often
3ncouraged the township movie induE~IvJ and even provided
municipal mobile film units, ·,.U the hope of drawing
children away from street life. Carr, for instance, felt
that I if the movies were adequately monit~ore\'l.to allow only
"healthy and wholesome" entertainment", movies could
counteract youth gangsterism.(118) Ultimately this kind of
approach was sh'mped in a wave of outrage agttinst movie
influences. By the mid 1940s the centrality of cinema to
tsotsi style and imagery was abundantly clear. In a 1946
editorial, Bantq World complained bitt.erly that "hundreds
of African children •.• are running wild in the streets of
aur big cities" and that it was "in the cinemas where they
receive an education which prepares them for a life of
thieving and killing".(119} In a context of urban squalor
and social and educational deprivation, the cinema
aricour-aged rat:.H?rthan diacour-aged youth gangsterism in the
t.ownah i.ps ,
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vP.Q. Vundla: I am satisfied that the cause of
the majorIty of crimes in the townships
is the pas ae s ,
Col. Grobler: What?
P.Q. Vundla: The pass laws. The young men go to the
pass office, they are given a definite
time within which they have to find
employment, if not, they have to leave.
Only this morning T took a young boy to
the Superintendent - he was born at
Masinga, his parents stay in Western
Nativ~ Township - he was told to leave
Johannesburg, he will never leave
-Joharrne sbu r-g , the next t.Lme you meet
him he will be in gaol. He is going to
.resort to crime.
- Extract of minutes of WRAB
Conference, December 1955 (120)
Although pass laws only became a major socf~l issue for
township youth after the Kational Party takeover in 1948,
it was by no means an issue unique to the post-1948 era ,
Fl'om as early as the mjd IH30s numerous city-born African
youths 'lVer(~ being forced into an underground existence in
t.he absence of o f f i.c i aI urban status. To survive in the
urban unde r-g r-ound youths bad to avoid tax and uriemp l.ovmerrt
l'f'glstrntion. The easiest survival route was to join a
street gang. In the ear 1:' 1~1;lOs.\f1'1cans became 1iab l.e to
pa;;: tax at the age of 18 wh lch , in itself, became a
mo t Lva t ion to avoid o f fi ri al ur-ban status and seek security
in gang life.(121) Tn 1~);~1 !i~l}.t1lKarld noticed this
co nne cti on bet.ween pas s laKs a"·d .iuven i l.e delinquency.
The conception of ou r \;atiYe location as r'eservo i.r-s
of 1abo ur- rather than home'''=: for our t own \'ati7;."0
po pu lat ion and t,he 0P,'l'ilt. inn of the t.r= k p;-.:.:;s sys t.ern
which obliges a man to 'move on' in the event of his
losing his job and failing to find another within a
certain period of time, results often in women and
children being left without any ell 1m to remain in
the town in which the children may have been born.
Usually the only alternative in such circumstances
are (sic) to live precariously, dodging the pOlice,
or to wander homeless about the cQuntry.(122)
In the late 1940s and early 1950s the National Party
tightened up on influx control particularly in dealing with
"excess" unemployed urban youths.(123) The connections
between delinquency, gang association and pass laws became
more apparent. Hund~eds of youths were rO\lnded up and
ja1led or sent to the ~ural areas. But the hardened ones
stayed in the cities, often after serving jail sentences,
and livMd a' £light gang existence. Periods in jail tended
to harden their criminality and registering RS unemployed
was impossible becaua8 it would expose their lack of urban
G_atus.(124)
In the mid 19508 the Advisory Board member, P.G. Vundl~,
becama vocal in pointing out the connection between pass
laws and the prevalence of criminal gangs. He railed
against the government, which tried to justify ics
clampdown on urban youth by claiming that it was
encollraging the employment of permanentl, urban youths.
This was invalid, he argued, both because city-born youths
were often included in the clampdowns and because there was
no signifiqant improvement in youth employment. " What
ahout this influx control? That was brought into being they
told us so that only Johannesburg youngsters ~ill get
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these youngsters then we are waging a futile . "c ampa i.g n •••
employment in Johannesburg. If we don't get employment for
He aLso argued that chi Ld r-en who i~'ere seHt to .jail for pas s
(,ffences made contacts and learnt things from gang members.
"~!r:my of the se boys don 1 t fe~.r to go to .ja i L, if they have
been to jail, they are ~eemed to be heroes." ?~ss laws were
f'o r c Lng townah Lp youths into a criminal exist'-"·~€'.~.1.,)5) In
~ir Yund I.a wan+.ed to knc« wh~.. it was that a boy, 'aor n
in Johannesburg and whose parents were in
.]<Jbannesburg! should be refused errt r y into the urban
a r ..~a. ~ian}- months elapsed s omet i.mes before the boy
t-,';:r.!; giveu pe r-m.is si ou to rr=,main and "'ork in
.Johannesburg. It often happened that wh-en a man lost
hi s job .in .Joharme s bu r-q and w i.s he-d to seek ot.her
\(.~mploymt~flti he 1-\'8S told to leave ,Johann~sburg and
return to the place where he waR born. As his family
was in JQ~annesbllrg he remain~d in the area. He would
go into hiding from the police and would becom~ a
menace to societ~· as he had no legitlmatt': means of
~arning a living.(12n'
1956, during a Non-European Housin~ Committee meeilng at
which ~d~isory Board members were present, Vundla was again
vocal on the issue.
Ea r Lv in 1£157 an article rr 'Lh~ lli;c!:l1:dealing w i t.h crime in
Alexandra identified pass laws ~5 an important factor in
gang /lC~·.IV'i t y. Pass la~s were seen as particularly
One It'esirient said that th;~ l'f"Rson for the existence
of the se gangs is tbe' numb e r of' unomp l.oye d yo un g
:'f.i.tivcs who have net been giver} passes to wo rk in
,T.)hanllestlurg.
ITher have nothing to do all day and they also have
no monev , They ex pe c t t.o live· on us ~vorh:el's.'(127J
'rh,,' issue remained. aii,B in the e a r-Ly l~)rlOs. In l~)Gl three
asserted that youngsters became de Lfnquerrts and gang
members 111 response to be:ing endorseci out of the city and
not vice versa as government sources claimed. (128)
I have shown earlier how, in the contexts of urban
adaptation and juvenile unemployment, there was a
divergence in strategy between local and central state.
Influx control lay at the ce~tre of this disagreement.
Wh~reas the local Johannesburg administra.tion argued that
''\
urlJarf',juveni Le del Lnque ncy could best be combatted through
\\
improvi~g urban conditions and expandin~ juvenile job
\\
opportunities, the central government tended to place their
faith in influx control.(129} fhrough limiting the number
of Africans permanently settled in the city, the central
admLni.at.r-at.o r-s asserted, jobs could be found moze easily
for local youths and resources would be less thinly spread.
Although t.h Ls st.r-at.eg i c d Lve r-gerrce became much more
pronounced in the era of Nationalist rule, it was apparent
during 'the 19308 and 1940s as well. (130) In the early 1950s
there was a great deal of continuity in the administrative
staff of the Johannesburg NEAD while the central
administrators were more ardent adherents to influx control
strategy than their predecessors. There wa.s enormous
tension at local government level as the central
administrn~ion placed permanent inspectors in W.J.P. Carr's
offices to ensure that ministerihl instructions were
carried Qut.(131)
Influx control backfired tragically as a strategy for
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combu£ting juvenile delinquency. Instead of allowing the
administration to concentrate its energy and resources on a
limited number of strictly legal urban youths, the pass
created a mass i.ve population of influx control
P8fugees who 11~ed a shadoKY illegal existence in the
~ownships. Hounded by police and without any chRnc~ of
f\nding leghl employment, their best chance for urban
Sll ivaI lay in joining criminal street gangs.
! .de 1Lnque nc y and' /youth gangs emer-g ed almost
org&n~cal1y out of the social and economic dead-ends which
tOWH:'>h ip youth~. faced throughout the 1H30:;, '40s and '50s.
It was also imp~'rtant that vou t.hs, pa et icu Lar-Lv bo~·s,\\were
1e ft wi t.h an ex t r-aor-dinary amoun t of free t ime Virtually
Li ved in an unstable fam lLv unit i.n which one or both of
I)is parents were absent. Even if his parents remained
attached to oue ano t he r }. he sa~, v e r-y little of them because
t.hf~:tt both wo r ke d I leaving for \..o r-k before he wo ke up and
l'Piln'tdng af t.er nightfall. His hou seho Ld ,,,as dr-a s t Lce.Ll.y
cv e r-c i-owded ; any r-ea L pri '\·:t'~y t..as t.mpo s s ib Le , He had left
school because his household could not afford to keep him
there especially since schooling Was unlikely to secure him
., better' job in the future anywav . He wa s unemployed.
:\Ithough he t r i.ed findi nn; d job ,)11 a number of occasions 1
he soon bec-ame disillusioned. He wa s also wo r-r-Led that he
would lose his urban status if his books were found not t~
be t.n order, Besides, many ')f 1',.is friends were earnin5 a
substantial living through r<;,'bl~ery.There were no decent
I
recreation facilities in his vicinity. While his sist~rs
j/
tended t.o do a great deal of housework, he w~fi not socially
expected to do the same. He $pent the majDr part of his day
unsupervised and without any strdctured activity. Ganl life
seemed attractive; it offered companionship, a sense bf
belonling and a possible means of income.
'I
\
\
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(1) .Bantu World (mlTl 13 .lul;:IH~35! "Readers' 'Views",
S l.m.i La,r v i.escs l"~""'" e vp r-e ssed in an All African Convent.ion
memoranduR on f Childrenls Protection Act in the mid
1£1:308:
"In the urb'::':!la r-e as whe r-e there are no chiefs, nor
ho admeu, and whe r e t.lte Nat ive Adv i s or-y Boards have no
authorit.y of any kind to l'egnlate social conditions, the
law o f emanc ipa t. iori for chi ldren seems t.o operate in a
dLsas t t-ous manne r, precipitating a general
derQoraLisationn and child de Li nque ncv, Resulting from
this apparently 4eneral tendency is a state of rebeLlion
of ch i.Ld r-e n ag a ins t anv form of pa r-errte.I control, the
eal/;1rr mat i.n of .iuve n l Les and the deflowering and.
SE'(tl(kt. i.on girls at t.ende r- ages. One need scarcely
merltUul the ever increasing number of ilL'?gitimate
childl~~.'fn and illicit. marriages, to say the least of
neglected children by able and hardworking fathers."
See C.cbntrral Ar ch ive s , Pr-e t.o r La (CA), NTS 8/331, ~femorandum
on .lJ,:.renile Courts and the Children's Pr-o t.ec ti.o r, Act
presenteci by the Exec~tive Committee of the All African
Conventi~n, undated, c1936.
(:::! B\~ 1.I,~ June H,38, letter from Golden ~T. Sithoie, Adam's
College ,:
(3) .B!v
;\h1apo
African
2 December 1939, letter from Walter B. Khlapo.
Kas a very respected ~ember of the Jobannesburg
e Li.t e and a l:' •.:-gular ccn t r i.but.o r to the m~: Lett.e r-s
pages.
(1) BW 25 September 1937, arti~al on editorial page
'-entit[;;d"Poverty and Del i.nquency".
(5) !lli. 21 O;;tQber 19:HI, editorial.
(6) .BJi 2 ~larch 1940, a r t ic Le entitled "Al.ar-m ing increase in
juv~nlle lawlessness ~mong Africans", piS
(7) Univer s i t.y of the Wit"'att,rsrand, Church
of 'South Africa Library (CPSA) ADl~33,
Collectlon (,Ie), Memorandum: "Ju,-enile
Delinqut'1:ncy" , unda t.ed , cl!);lf).
( 8) Hellman" Ellen, £roh.lt:Tn$., 0 r.. 1i.f_b:m Bantu 1::gut:,h {Pt13Y},
Soutil Afri.can Institute of Race Relations, Johannesburg
1 !HO, p;i. I'h i s is a pu hI i s he d vel'S ion of Hellman' 5 1939 Phd
of the Proyince
30 int Counc 11
Vagrancy .and
( 51) H,,~lllflan! PU13Y, p5
( 1 (1 1 Ih_;,l.Lman I PJ7BY, po
Ill) Hellman, fUBY, ppi-10
(12) CPSA AD843, South African Institute of Race Relations
Collection (SAIRR), B25, ~ative Affairs ~ommission Draft
ReYlOrt, Cape Town 19·10, para:,;;G,
i 1:3} CPSA AD843! SA rUR., D:';~1, ~lemOr3.ildum submi t, ted to the
continuation Committee of the Delinq~encr Conference,
und a t ed , c1940.
InterestinglYI W.
Educa tLon in the
in t (;r-ve n t, Lo n to
Eisnlell, a:,.; Chief Lnape c t.o r- t)f Nat ive
Transvaal. also support~d government
impro':c-> :~,fric:ln schooling; in the ur-ban
areas. He saw expanded education as crucial for the social
control of youth. Ree CA NTS 8/331 (7642), letter from
Eiselen to the Secretary for Native Affairs with a TED
memorandum enclosed, 20 Oct~ber 1938 and CA NTS 8/331,
Eiselen's speech to Bantu Juvenile Delinquency Conference,
1938.
(14) Intermediary Archives Depot (lAD), West Rand
Administration Board Archive (WRAB) 351/1, "Memorandum on
the Growing Incidence of Crimes of Violence in the African
Townships" J 1.9 November 1950. The memo was dr-awn up by an
elected committee at a meeting of the Joint Advisory Board.
( 1;)) R(~port.Q1l the Tnt~.?_t~-dg1llirtmental Committ,ee 011 t~ative
JUy'~i],_g Unel,nployment.()Il the Wi tw.atersranci anJA ill Pr~ toria,
chaired by S.P. Viljoen, 1951, mimeographed copy (Viljoen
Report), pp 5-6.
(16) CPSA A1419, Ellen Hellman Papers (EHP), Me:;norandum;
"Bantu Youth in Our Cities", presented as a speech to the
SAIRR, 26 April 1951.
(17) See HeLl.man, pUBY, p43.
(18) CPSA AD843 SAIRH B14, Memorandum: "A Preliminary
TilVE:stigation of African Juvenile Delinquency" b~T J.L.
Reyneke, undated, c1935
( 19.) BW 25 September 1937, pa
(20) lAD WRAB 351/2, Non-European and Native Affairs
Department (NEAD and NAD), Research and Welfare Branch,
~Non-European Juvenile DelinquAnts", June 1935-June 1939,
Probation Office and Juvenile Court StaLl~tics,
{21) HeLl.man, PUBY, p16; see also ,BW 8 July 1937, "TLe
Neslect of Bantu Youth" by Francis LeMas.
(22) lAD WRAB 351/2, South African National Congress on
Post-War Planning of Social Welfare Work, session 2:30-
4:30pm, 27 September 1944.
(23) Viljoen Report, p6.
(24) See Phil Bonn'er-, "Family, Crime and Pc l.Ltica L
Consciousness en the Ea<, Rand 1939-1955", !JSAS, Volume 15,
No 1, 1988. pp39B-401.
(25) CPSA A843 SAIRH B23,
Continuation Committee of
undated, c 1940.
(26) There are numerous references to the issue of paz-errt aL
absence from around the mid 1930s until the late 1950s in
newspape~s, socla1 welfare organIsation reports and local
Johannesburg administrative documents. See for example:
B~ 18 September 1937, editorial; BW 3 September 1940, p3;
lAD WRAB 351/3, report by L. Nkosi, "The Nsibanyoni Gang",
April 1940; lAD WRAB :351/2, letter from P. Hashego to the
Welfare Officer, undated, c August 1944; The Star 11
January 1957, comments by W.J.P. Carr on delinquency
problem; lAD WRAB 285/7, Hemorandum: "Urban Bantu Youth
Problem and its Possible Solution" by A.S. Marais, Director
of NEAD Boksburg, 24 June 1959; The Star 20 October 1959,
letter from Boyle S. Ndukwana of Dube.
(27) For an interesting argument about independent African
urban women and "moral panic" see Kathy Eales,
"Re hab.lLi t.at Ing the Body Politic: Black Women, Sexual i t.y
Memorandum submitted to the
the Delinquency Conference,
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and the Social Order in Johannesburg 1924-1937",
uripub I ished paper for t.he African St.ud ies Ynst itute
seminar, University of the Witwatersrand, 2 April 1990.
(25) CPSA AD843 SAIRR B25.3, Memorandum: "Native Juvenile
Destitution and Delinqllency", Johannesburg Joint Council of
Eur-opeans and Africans, unda ted, c1935 <
(29) lAD WRAB 351/2, let~er from Mana~er (Graeme Ballenden)
to Senior Probation Officer, 15 December 1941.
{aO) m~29 October 1938, editorial, p-l ,
i :31 I BK 22 December 19-4;'7, front page headl ine art Lcle ,
(32~ BW 12 ,January 19:35.
(3;~ l CPS), AD 41433 .Ioin t Counc I I Collection Cj2! minutes of
meeti.ng r)f the Committee on Juvenile Delinquency of t.he
.Jo hanne sbu r-g .Jo in t. Counc i I of Europeans and Non-Europeans
held at the Bantu Men's Social Centre, 24 August 1937
(fi~ures include Alexandra}.
(:3·4) !H£ 10 April 1937, p20; BK 13 Nov embe r 1937, p lS,
!35l BK 8 October 1938
(36) BW 21 October 1939, editorial: "The Menace of
Law l e s sne s s " •
(:n') Hellman, EUB'{, p34
(as) HeI Lman , .pUB~~:,pp 1,*-.35
i :39) 13\'; 30 Oc t obe r 1943
(40) CPSA A1419 EHP File 31t Memorandum: "Bantu Youth in
Our Cities", 26 April 1951, pp19-21.
(41) J b i4 P 21
(42) n.~J?..ort .f!..U.the !tioL,::,Commissi(H! LDube Hgstel ..LiLli)
S_f;llt_embfll~ 195:[1 chaired by A. Van de Sandt CentLivr-es ,
Johannesbur~ March/April 1958 (Riots Commission 1958),
pArags 96-99. For another, earlier. expression of the same
vie~, see CA NTS 8/331, letter from E.W. Louw, Native
Commissioner, Johannesburg to the Chief Native
Commissioner, Witwatersrand, 5 February 1936.
( 4 :,~1 Va r..3JaJ! vall d i_s I nt~l:!:lS'J2£!rteID_en_t.~ttl Kom i_tg_g_ i n..$.I!k~
It,>I_:li,£ e.. g;n njg=Jye£.ke.lL<~,g BCl_n:tuLn £l_tfiQ.,g,L:iJi~. g,?b.l§iLs.,chaired
by M.C. Botha, 1962 (Boths VersIng), parag 276.
(~41 Viljoen Report, pH.
(_fil) .Jona.than Hyslop, "tA Dest.r-uct Lon is Coming': Bantu
Education as Response to Social Crisis", paper presented to
the Social Transformation Seminar, UUlversity of the
KitKHtersrand, 21 April UH39. SE:~" particularly p9 and p l li ,
At DC point does Hyslop attempt to disaggregate primary
from :'lecondaryschool iw.;. During the sem lnar- d i.acuas i.on he
did 1';,)1nt out, co rree t.Lv j t.hat pupi Is often remained at
primary school until ;"l.S old as s ix t een years of age.
(Hil For the 19"tH figure, see V iLjoen Report, p8. For the
UHiO figure, see Co 1in Bundy, ..Street Soc iol:')gy and
.PAvement Politics: some aspects of stui t/youth
co nscicusne ss during thr;':. 1985 schools crisis in dreater
Capt.'> Town '", ,.ISAS Vol 13 No :1, April 1!)87 • This figure i.s
t.a ken from a table "The Expan s i on of African Education
since 1960", p311.
1471 lAD WRAB 401/44/20, Johannesburg NEAD ~emorandum for
the In1,-01'd~..Q£l,rt,mI:nt.:!.1 (~Q.lJmltt.J-;..tt: ,t.Q. _i_!lg.pi.T~§, int.c} lflJg <!nci
l,H!"~lJ1~19.J:~dBantq, 15 NO','ombe<, :9fH.
(48) HeLl.manEUBY, p28. See also lAD WRAB 351/3, "The
Nsibanyoni Gang", personal profiles of young gang members
in Orlando written by Luc as Nkosi and passed on to
Johannesburg NAD, April 1940; lAD WRAB 351/2, lett~r from
Bantu Lads Hostel Committee to the Manager, NAD, 1 April
1943. The Committee could not cope with the number of
applicants to their hostel. Pa.re•..rt s complained repl"?atedly
about "children out of control" and truancy.
(49) Bothe Verslag, parag 14 and corresponding footnote.
(50) See (.SA AD1433 Joint Council Collection, Memorandum:
"Juvenile Vagrancy and Delinquency", undated, c1936. In
1944 this problem was recognised in an article on the front
page of UlItteteli}V~j;\antu, 11 March 1944. A new Anglican
mission schoo 1 wa.s opened in Orlando with a capac! t.y of
495. Hundreds o f children apparently had to be turned awav ,
In this article the newspaper complained that African
schooling was hopelessly inadequate on the Rand. In the
early 1950s the Eiselen Report reiterated the shortage of
schools for Africans throughout the country.
(51) HeLl.man , pUBY, p54
(52) Hellman, PUBY, p41
(53) Hellman, PUB):,p70
(54) Report Q_f. the Commission j\...IrQ_Qintgdto Inquire ir.lto
8.sts pf_ Violenc_.g Q_ommij;_h_eq!u: Jlja1<,ives at Krugersdo:Qh
New1_f!.ll.gfuR?-_ll9.fonteinand .Newclare, chaired by J. de
Villiers Lam.;, 1950, UG 47/1950, parags 189-190. See also
lAD WRAB 351/1, Report of the Man~ger, W.J.P. Carr1 to the
Technical Subcomittee, 19 March 1957.
(55) Hellman, PUBY, pp 54-55
(56) CPSA A1419 EHP File 51, memorandum: "lJantuYouth in
Our Cities", 26 April 1951, p13
(57) lAD WRAB 285/7, memorandum: "Juvenile Unemployment,
Johannesburg" written by lL J .P. Carr and submitted to the
Town Clerk and Bantu Affairs Commissioner, 20 September
1960.
(58) .B\v 12 January 193.5"8000 Cityl's Bantu Children of
School-going age without Education"; CPSA AD843 SAIRR B14,
memorandum: "A Preliminary Investigation of African
Juvenile Delinquency" written by J.L. Reyneke, undated,
c1935 (~case history of 87 juvenile delinquents residing
at Diep~loof reformatory which revealed that only 14 were
in schClclor employed at the time of conviction); lAD WRAB
351/2, dEAD and NAD Research and Welfare Branch, "Non-
European Juvenile Delinquents", Probation Office and
Juvenile Court statistics, June 19S5-June 1939: of 9UO
cases handled by the Probation Office, 62% were found to be
employed or at school (a surprisingly low figure given
some of the other figures on juvenile delinquency in the
late 1930s).
(59) lAD WRAB 351/3, flApreliminary survey (.if juvenile
gangs in Orlando" and "The Nsibanyoni Gang", both by Lucas
Nkosi, Boys' Unitt Orlando, passed on to Johannesburg NAD,
February 1940 and April 1940 respectively; lAD WRAB 351/2,
letter from Hon~~ary Secretary of Bantu Lads' Hostpl
Committee to the Manager, Johannesburg NEAD, 25 June 1941
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-
calling! for an exc en s t on of the ~~llnicipal Labour Bureau to
"offer incr~:l'ased employment fae il ities for juvenile
adults"; tAD WR~B 351/3, letter from Magistrate W.L. Marsh
to Social Research Officer, NAD, 14 March 1942, examining
the bac kg r-our.d of t: convicted juvenile gangster cal i ed Fish
Ka t.e s j B\v 8 Augu st 1942, "~-:aveof Crime", p4, in which
Colonel Horak , Depu t.y Commi ssione r of Police for the
Witwatersrand, drev attention to "tens of thousands ~f
unemployed Nat iva juveniles roaming the st reets" and called
for, amongst other things, improved employment
opportunities for AfrIcan juveniles.
(RC) lAD WRAB 351/2, "A Practical Suggestion towards the
Prevention of Delinquency amongst Native Juvenile-Adults in
Large Urban Areas", C. ~orman Crothall, for Chief Social
Welfare Officer, received by the Manager, Johannesburg NAD,
L1 April 1947 drawing attention to the drastic lack of
facilities for dealing with youngsters between the ages of
15 and 19 who are unemployed; lAD WRAB 351/2, letter from
t.he ~iane,ger, ~ADI ,Johannesburg, to the Town Clerk, Port
Elizabeth, 23 September 1947.
(61) Iite Stal~ 20 J!t!ly 19..J,8.
(62) He llman ~{2_3Y1 p77
(63) See Chapter !7,onrfor an anaLvs I.sof gender relations
in the subculture.
1641 lAD WRAB 285/1, Native Yout~ Board, "Report on the
Investigation into African Juvenile Unemployment in Four
Johannesburg Townshins", Jllly 1950. The survey was carried
ou t; in conjunction Hi th a case instructor from the J.'l.nH.
Hofmeyr School of Social Kork.
(65) tn a thesis written in 1952, W.J. Kie~er, a princip~l
of Diepkloof Reformatory in the 1950s, computed that. there
were "about 120 000 Native children of schoolgoing age
idling away their' days in the s t re.et s about the Loca t i.cns
of the City and the Reef", Over half of thuse, he claimed,
we re in Johannesbul'!5 ~Hth 10 noo in Springs I 9 000 in
Germiston and 6 000 in Krugersdorp. Kieser, W.W.J., "Native
.Iuv en iLe Delinquency" 1 NEd t.h esis , Uni versi ty o f
Potchefstrooffi, 1952.
Kieserls figure of over 60 000 for the Johannesburg area
does not necessarily differ greatly from that of the Native
Youth Board since he includes §-1.1 children of schoolgoing
age, roughly Y to 20 years old, whereas the NYB focuses on
the age group 14 to 20. Population was also weighted in the
lower ages. Nevertheless, Kieser,s figure is higher and
possibly more accurate. His estimate could include one or
both of the following: a marked deterioration Gver the two
years since 1950 or, more credibly, a figure which moves
awav from the 0 ff Lc iaI po pul at ion cerisna .
(66) lAD WRAB 205/1, Joint Report: Manager of NEAD and
Medical Officer of Health, population st8tistics, 17
September 1953. This figure included Orlando, XDrcka,
,Jabavll, l'imvi l le , East Nat hoe 'I'own shLp , \'.est Nnti VB
'I'own shi.p, Sophiatm.;n, ~1artindclle, Newc La re , Pa.gcv iew and
A.lexandra.
(67) This allows for three years growth and takes into
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account that population is slightly weighted in the lower
age groups. For instance, in 1961 statistics, BO 000 fell
into the group 7 LJ 14 years old (spanning 8 years) and 37
000 in the group 15 to 18 years old (spanning 4 years).
(68) See IA~ WRAB 401/44/20, memorandum from NEAD
Johannesburg to Ln t.e r-depar-t.me trt aL Co",mittee on Native
Juvenile Delinquency, 16 November 1961.
{69} lAD WfiAB285/7, memorandum: "Juvenile Unemployment,
Johannesburg" by W.J.P. Carr submitted to the Town Clerk
and Bantu Affairs Cummissioner, 20 September 1960. See also
lAD WHAM 351/2, record of discussion between the Manager,
NAD Johannesburg and Joint Native Advisory Board, 1 March
1961, report on Juvenile Unemployment Section.
(7U) For instance, around 1940 Hellman estimated that
whereas 5a% of the 14-18 year old African males were
unemployed, 20% of the 18-21 year-olds were unemployed, See
CPSA A1419 EHP File 51, memorandum: "Ear-Ly School-leaving
and Af r-Le an Juveni l.e Oecupational Opportunities", undated,
c1940.
(71) Hellman provides an excellent summary of th_ factors
as she sal" them in 1939:
Summar;j-: 0:(. the Main Factors Affecting ~Tuvenile
Occupaj:ion.~lOppo:ctunities
( a) Ext,erna.1,
1. Physical inability to undertak~ heavy manual work
excludes all but mature juveniles - and certainly those
under 1M years - from employment in industries such as
brickmaking, most branches of engineering, etc.
2. A minimum wage, while there is no ~carcity of adult
labour, makes it unprofitable for industries to employ
juvenil.es.
3. In industries in which wages have not been
regulated, the low average Native wage does not make the
savings which can be effected on the wages of juveniles
sufficiently marked to offset the additional supervision
which juveniles requi
4. The implicit colour bar in the application of the
Apprenticeship Act completely excludes juveniles from
entry into skilled trades.
5. The prejudice of employers and employees,
sanr ioned by the civilised 1abour policy of the
Government, prevents the acceptance of Native juveniles
into occupations for which they would be suitable.
6. The absence of any machinery en&bling juveniles to
ascertain where they can obtain w0rk leads to a
f ruit.Jess and pre-tracted search for work with consequent
di.sceur-ag ement and apathy.
7. Most Satives ar~ unskilled labourers earning a more
or less standardized unskilled labourer's wage. There is
accordingly little, if any, inducemeh~ for the juvenile
to commence working at an early age in the hope that his
industry w i 11 be r-ewar-ded by periodic wage increments.
The man who , at the age of 26 I has been working for ten
years is seldom able to command a better position and
better wages than the man of 26 who has been idling
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around. In other words. the absence of a graduated wage
scale and the inability of most Natives, under South
African industrial conditions, to progress e ver. from
un s k i Ll.er to s emi +a k i l Led work, influences the attitude
of the juvenile in that 110 stimulus t.owa.r-d s perseverence
and industry is offered.
8. The ahsence of recognition for educational
attainment and the limitation of occupational scope for
the educ a t ed .juv e n i 1e fail to enc0urage the educated
juvenile to enter the labour market as speedily as
possible. His educational qualifications are of no use
to him; such emp Lo yment; a.s he can obtain w i Ll, Li.kew i s e
be open to him in the futllre.
(b) Interna}
1. The inco' sistency and unreliability of illBny urban
.juv en iLe s , due to upbr-I ng ing and environmental
Ln.f Lue nc s s , have caused w i de apr-earl d ls s a ti s f ac t ion among
employers and have led to a general condemnation of
juv€nl1es as a class.
2. Opposition - both reasonable and unreason~ble - to
reg :'.stl'at ion on the part of some juveniles causes: them
to refrain from taking such employment as is obtainable.
3. The demand of .juv en i Le s who are earning lot" wag e s
(more marked among urban juveniles) for rapid inc~ements
anci advancement, .rnd the Labour- mohi It t/ consequent upon
tllis attitude imperils their ch8nces of permanent
emp Lcvme n t ,
Ho Llman , PUBY, pp1:;l-1:~:L
(72) VfLj oen Report; Bonner, "Family, Crime and Po Li t i ca I
Co n s c i.ou srie s a " ; ~lat +.h(;',\, Cb a s ka.Lson , "The Road to
Sha.r-pev iLle " , unpub I i shed paper for African Studies
Ln st.I tute seminar I Un i ve r s i ty of the Wi t~~'atprsl'and,
Se p t.erube r- 1~HHi ,
(73) lAD II/HAB 401/2f./l, Le cte r from W.J.P. Carr, ~1anager,
to Regional Employment Commissioner, 22 December 1955.
(74) IAD WRAB 401/25/1, letter from W.J.P. Carr, Manager,
to the Nat i vo Affa r s Commissioner of Johannesburg I 17
October 195G.
(7:1) Bonne i- , "Fam il y, ~~~im(~and Political Con s c i ou s nass '",
pp40·t-405.
(7G) In Ve r-ee n i.g i.ng , fop instance, industrialists built up
a relationship with R particular group of migrants from a
particular r-u r a I district and empLoye d freely from this
po o l . See Cha a ka Ls on , "The Road t.o Sha r-pev i Ll.e " I 1'7.
(7;) Chaska1sol', "Tl Ro ad to Sh a r-pe v i Ll e !", pi.
(78) ViJjoen Report. According to this commiSSion,
u ne mpl ovmen t amongst f emaLe yo u t.h s was "probably worse"
han amongst male youths.
( 79) fAD WRAB 351/2, Ie t. tel' from ~AD, Johannesburg, to the
~IHY')l'l "Appo a l to His \'hr::-jhip the ~iayor by the 'l'r-an svaa l
Aa s oc i a t ion of Non+Eu r-ope an BO:TS I Clubs" , e nc losed in
letter from the ~anaqer (Acting), W.J.P. Carr, to
Co unoi l l o r Hu rd , 23 ~la~; 1~);:·1.
(8() Bonner, "Family, Crimp and Pol i t ica I Consciousness",
pp4 {).l-.! 05
,.. ..
I'
(81) CPSA AH646 TUCSA Collection, memorandum, African
Textile Workers Industrial Union (Witwatersrand Branch) to
Native Juvenile Unemployment Commission, 6 June 1951; CPSA
AH646 TUCSA Collection, "Findings: Native Juvenile
Delinquency", Western Province Local Committee, SATLC,
reply to Native Juvenile Unemployment Commission
questionairre, undated, c1950.
(82) CPSA A1419 EHP File 51, memorandum: "Early School-
leaving and African Juvenile Occupational Opportunities",
undated, c1940, p9.
(83) lAD WRAB 285/7, Native Youth Board, "Report on the
Investigation into African Juvenile Unemployment in Four
Johannesburg 'I'ownshLps.'", July 1950.
(84) J3\Y 24 June 1950, pl. See also lAD ~mAB, memorandum:
"Steps to Combat. the Rising Incidence of Unemployment among
Urban Location Youths", 10 May 1950; lAD WRAB 285/7,
extract of minutes of meeting between NEAD and Native Youth
Board deputation, 28 September 1950: IAD WRAB 210/5,
minutes of meeting between NEAD and Exe'utive C.ommittee of'
Joint Native Advisory Board, 18 Septero.e~ 1957.
The attitude of tsntsis toeard.sthe "work ethic" is
explored in more detail in Chapters Three and Four.
(85) Viljoen Report, p7.
(86) Viljoen Report.
(87) The Sta_r,20 July 1948
(88) lAD WRAB 351/2, letter from NAD Johannesburg to the
Mayor, "Appeal to His Worship the Mayor By the Transvaal
As~ociation of Non-European Boys' Clubs", enclosed in a
letter from the Manager NAD Johannesburg to Councillor
Hurd, 23 May 1951.
(89) lAD WRAB 285/7, memorandum: "Juven~le Unem1?ioyment,
Johannesburg" written by W.J.P. Carr and submitted to he
Town Clerk and Bant Affairs Commissioner I 20 Sept.ember
1960.
(90) Viljoen Report, pp7-10.
(91) The de Villiers Louw Commission of 1950, UG 47/1950,
which was appo i nt.ed to Lnve st Lg at acts of v iol.ence in
Krugersdorp, Randfontein, Newclare and Newlands, \dentified
youth gangs as major catalysts of violence in all four
locations. Youth gang involvement is mentioned on virtually
every page of thp report.
See also lAD WRAB, memorandum: "steps to Gombat the Rising
Incidence of Unemployment among Urban Location Youths"
written by W.J.P. Carr and SUbmitted to the Native Youth
Board; Chapter Five co~tains a more detailed exploration of
state fears of youth gang politicisation.
(92) lAD WRAB 401/25/1, letter from Acting Deputy Manager
to Acting Manager, Johannesburg NAD, 19 February 1953.
(93) For instance, on 4 May 1953 the Director of Native
Labour sent a letter to the Johannesburg Native
Commissioner offering central state ~ssistance to tackle
youth unemploymr i:; lAD WRAB 401/25/1.
(94) lAD 'vRAB 401/25/1, letter fr'om H.S.J. van \';yk,
Secretary of Nati~e Affairs, to the Director of Native
Labour, Johannesburg, 1 February 1954.
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(9ri) The Sta1: 10 February 1954
(96) lAD WRAB 401/~5/1, letter from Acting Deputy Manager
to the Acting Nanager, Johannesburg i'iAD,19 February 1953.
(97) i!)i<i
( 98) ibLi
(99) lAD WRAB 401/25/L, Monthly Reports
Registering Officer, City of J~hannesburg, on juvenile
unernp l.ovme n t . These f i.g u r-es are computed from monthly
statistics.
(1001 W.J.P. Carr admits to this himself in a letter
wr-Lt t en in October IH57; I:\D WRAB401/25/1, letter from
~.J.P. Carr, Manager, to the Native
.Tohannesbnrg I 17 October 1H5().
(1011 lAD WRAB 401/25/1, letter from W.J.P. Carr, Manager,
to the Regional Employment Corami s s i one r , 22 December 1955.
(102) lAD WRAB 401/25/1) letter from van Rensburg,
Secretary of Native Affairs, to the Registration Officer,
.Io ltanue s bur-g , 24 November 1955.
(10:j) IAD WRAB 285/7, (~uarterl;.r 11.:>ports, Registration
Officer to the Ha.m"ger, .JuIv 1960-~'fa~'ch 19{)2.
(104) lAD WRAB285fl} Quarterly Reports. See, for example,
the f igur-es for October-December 1960.
(105) The Star. 10 February 1954. Interestingly, the
normally philanthropically inclined W.J.P. Carr supported
the idea. See lAD WRAB 351/1, minu~e~ of conference
a t; tended by Deputy Cornmi 53 i.orre r- SAP, \oli t.wa ter-sr-andI Area
Officers, members of the Non-European Affairs Committee and
membe i-s of the Advisory Board, 1·1 Dr~c(~ml:)(-?r195.'5.
(lOG) IAD ,mAB 401/25/1, Let t.e r from H.S .. I. van h'yk,
S0cretary of Native Affairs, to the Director of Native
Labour, .Joharme s bu r-g , 1 February 195,f.
(107) lh.Ld
{l08} TAD WRAB 401/25/1, Ge ne r-aL '-;otii'ication Ls an=d bv
W.W.M. Eiselen, Secretary of Nati~e Affairs, 2 September
195·1.
(to!)) See Q.91rhm f2it.:.Y EQ~st 1 St"!ptember 1957, pplO-ll and 8
Sep~ember 1957, ~pl0-11, for an expose" on the conditions
in th ElanrisdQ~rn youth ca~p.
(110) $f.H' B.N\editorial l B Se p temb e r' 19;)7, "Pov e r t.v and
Dt"~1i nque ncv ' Blld a Lct.t.e r- from Go l.d e n ,J. S i.t.ho Le cal 1 ing
for bettE'r e du c a t ion , he a lth , housing' and who l.e s ome
re(,l'pation to comna t the .iuveni Le de Li nqu ency problem, BJi
IR .Iu n e I H:38.
(1 i 1) CPS.';' ..\1,419 EHP FU.e s t , mem,1r!1ndum: "The So c io Lo q i ca I
n;l('k:::il'o~md to Ur-ban \frican .Juve niLe Delinqllenc;,'''~ If}
'\ll~llst 1~~5~~» p~~.
(112) Ln t.erv i.ew "\'i .. T.P. (':11'1', .Jo ha nne abn r-g, 15 \prU 199B
For an int.e r-esti ng i.nd ivi du a I case study of a young
~:'lngc:;ter du r ing the HIU' ~·e;H'S. Sf":> Le t tel' from Pro bat i on
OfficF'r, Nr Narsh, to ~~()ci:d Rpseaxch Offic(~r~ 11 ~iarch
1!-l-t:.:. A youth calle d Sih'iilJ(jp, a ho u t l:J ~'ears old, a.rrE"·':t«d
for hnndbag snatching, camc" fr-cm a f am i 1y of seven ch i,Ldr-en
wh•.:' sha r e d a one - r oome d h01l ~~.e1n Ale xand ra ,.;1t h t.h« i r
p:lI"'nh ...l. Sihi:lnde was as;-:oeiah·d w i t.h a youth g.:1n:.; in
\lc':';ancll'a called the Tu t« Ran~('l'S wh ic h , it wa s t?st.imated,
....r r-om the
Commissioner,
had a membership of between 150 and 180 youths.
(113) Carr 15/4/88
(114) Interview, Don Mattera, Eldorado Park, 10 July 1988.
(115) The quotation comes from a Johannesburg Joint Council
Memorandum c ited in m¥ 8 August 1942, "Wave of Crime", p-l ,
See also the following: CPSA ADB43 SAIRR B23, memorandum
on Native Juvenile Delinquency, 1938; The Star 14 November
1938, editorial; m~ 17 Augu s •.1946, ed i t.o rt a.Lj lAD WRAB
351/2, "A Practical Suggestion towards the Prevention of
Delinquency amongst Native Juvenile-Adults in Large Urban
Areas", C. Norman Crothall for Chief Social Welfare
Officer to the Hanager, 11 April 1947; SUJ'1.9axTimes 7
September 1958; UG 47/1950; Viljoen Report 1951; Riots
Commission 1958, parag91; Botha Versiag 1962, parag69.
(116) See Chapter Four for an analysis of the competing
attr~ction of youth gangs and the Boy Scout Movement.
(117) See Chapter Three for a more thorough exploration of
this issue.
(118) See Carr's let-tel'in .Thg f?Jjc§:!: 15 January 195.f,
letters column.
(119) 1lli 17 August 1946, editorial
(120) IAD WRAB 351/1, Extract of minutes of conference
ar.t.ended by the Deputy CO.iilmissioner of Police l
Witwatersrand Branch, Area Officers, members of the Non-
European Affairs Committee and members of the Advi$ory
Boardj Johannesburg, 14 December 1955.
{121} See CPSA AD843 SAIRH B25.3y memorandum: "Native
juvenile destitution and delinquency" compiled by
Johannesburg Joiut Council of Europeans and Africans,
unda t ed , c I 934.
(122) I3W 25 September 1937, ed:i.tor:i.al:"Poverty and
Delinqnency", p8.
(123) See Lazar, J., "Coformityand Conflict: Afrikaner
Nationalist Politics in South Africa 1948-1961", PhD
thesis, Oxford Univers~ty, 1987, p97. In Chapter Five T
ctiSCllSShow the intensified application of pass laws in the
early 19508 politicised teatsis.
(124) Interview, Godfrey HoIoi, Sowet.o , 26 March 198R: Ih£7.
St;..at20 .July 1948; B~ 30 September 1950, Readers' Forum,
"Kn1.fe Terror and Terrorism Associated with Pass Laws." by
Charlse;;Ricksha Finquana; 13W September 1951, "Thema and
Marks on T.sots:is", 1'1; prum November 1951, feature article
entitled "The Bi~th of a Tsotsi"l; TAD WRAB 351/2. letter
from Johannesburg NAD to the Ma~ur, 23 May 1951.
(125) lAD WRAB 351/1. Extract of minutes of conference
attended by the c)eputy Commi.s s i.one r of the SAP,
Witwatersrand Branch, Area Officers, members of the Non~
European Affairs Committee and members of the Advisory
Board, Johannesburg, 14 December 1955.
(126) lAD WRAB 210/6, minutes of meeting between NEAD
Housing Committee and members of the Advisory Boards, 28
March 1956. Mr Malize, a member of the Jabavu Advisory
Board, raIsed the issue earlier in 1956; see lAD WRAB
351/1, Extract from minutes of .Jabf'vu Adv lso r-v Board
meet inS;t 2:3 Februa r-y 1956.
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(127) :.rhl2.Star 12 .Iarrua r-v 1957. See also the comments of
Ray Phillips during a social welfare meeting in 1957: IAD
WRAB 219/13, minutes of first AGM, Johannesburg Planning
Council for Non-European Social Welfare, 26 ~arch 1957.
(123) IAD WRAB 351/2, Minutes of meeting of the South West
Bantu Township No 3 Advisory Board, 15 June 1951. The
three members in question were messr Ramokgadi, Ngqase and
NCKana.
(129) Carr 15/4/88
(130) It is interesting to contrast the arguments in the
Native Affairs Commission Draft Report and an SAIRR
IDPIDorandum compiled in response. CPS A AD843 SAIRR B25,
Kative Affairs Commission Draft Report, Cape Town 1940,
paragS; CPSA AD843 B23, memorandum submitted to the
Continuation Committee of the Juvenile Delinquency
COil f'e r-eric-e , undated I C 1B40. Local. ,Johannesburg government
strategy on this issue tended to be in line with that of
the SArRR.
(131) Carr 15/4/88
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CHAPTER TWO!
THE RISE OF THE "nO-TSOTSI'
The Origins, Definition and Structures of the Tsots1
Subcul ture
In oorrt empo r-ay usage, a "tsotsi" refers very broadly to an
urban African criminal. During the second ha.lfof the 1940s
and through.out the 1950s, however, the meaning o:t "tsotsi"
was far mot~ specific. A tsotsi was a young man who
dressed, spoke and behaved in a clearly identifiable way.
He imitated American "city slicker" clothing styles, spoke
tsotsitaal, indulged in some kifidpf criminal OX" '1ua9i-
legal activity and generally moved around in gangs. It is
useful to conceptualise th~ tsotsis of the 1940s and 1950s
as a subcultUre: they represented an insular culture within
a broader t.ownship gh\~tto culture. Tsotsis consti tuted wha c
~the contemporary sociologist, C.V. Bothma, described in
1951 as "a society of the adolescent" with a clear sense of
identity forged in the furnace of a hostile urban
envi r-onmen t .(I) A description and explanation of tsotsi
style and ritual is deferred to the next chapter. In this
chapter I attempt to periodise and quantify the subculture
as well as define its boundaries. In the first section I
examine some of the early social forerunners to tsotsi
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youth gangs and then explore the emergence and meaning of
the word "tsotsi". In the second section I examine the
boundaries and internal structures of the subculture which
emerged in the early 19405. I also assess the extent to
which criminality Rnd gang membership were integral to the
subcultural definition. Tn the third and final section of
this chapter I assess the prevalence of the subculture on
the Witwatersrand during the 1940s and 1950s.
I
By 1943 the term "taotsi" had not entered common usage.
There had been no reference to tDe word in either
newspapers or administrative documents. Ne ve r-t.he Le s a ,
throu~hout the 19308 and early 1940s township youth gangs
started to emerge which had many similarities to the later
tsotsi gangs. Probably the earliest A~~ican youth gang
·format.ionsin the South African cities were the Amalait,!'!.
These distinctive gangs emerged, particularly in Durban and
Johannesburg, as early as the 1920s. They continued to have
a presence in the urban areas until well into the lS40s and
even 1950s. But, although state officials often failed to
differentiate between the various urban youth gangs (2),
Am_alaita§. represented a t radi t ion of urban youth gangs
separate from those which pre-dated the t.sctsis, Amala.iL~
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gangs were made up of young male migrant domestic workers
who liv~d. in white suburban domestic quarters. j\malaita.
gang members tended to have a strong rurnl c0nsciousness
which was parti~ularly evident in the fact that they
continued to participate in the circumcision ritual. Gang
association could be seen as a way of ~oping with an alien"
ur-barr=errv Lr-onment , Although Ame.lAita!:ltgenerically, did not
all have the same ethnic background, the individual
Amalajta gangs did tend to associate along ethnic lines.
During the week, gang members were employed domestic
'\\Ii servants; their AVHl.laitaidentity only became apparent on
their "day off", Sunday.(3) Another early form of y~uth
gang fo~mation, extremely common amongst young Pondo
,," .:
migrants from as early as the 1930s, was the indlatJ;~,_~.
Rathor than being urban yovth gangs, however, the::ind18vini
c!\uldbe seen as renegade youth bands which had broken away
Ittom t:;c'adit.LonnI Pondo age structures.
comd.sted of' youths who had shaken !:iff t.radit LonaJ.
courtship and initiation rituals. Although the incllavini
were heavily influenced by urban life through migrancy and
displayed ~ number of characteristics associated with the
tsotsis such as terri~orial violence and sexual aggression,
they wePG essentially a rural phenomenon.(4) By contrast,
the gangs which can be identified as tso-.si fore~\lnners
,
were township based and, even if some of th~ir members were
.technically migrants, asserted a strong urban identity.
In a book published in 1962, Absolom Vilakazi argued that
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the most important cultural forerunner to tsotsis in
Na.tal was a social stratum called the abaghafi. The
abaqh~j:'i apparently emerged in the urban areas during the
early 19208. Like the tsotsis, they were adolescents
heavily influenced by American movie images, particularly
those of the Wild West. Their style was modelled on
cowboys. But most young urban Africans could not afford
real cowboy get-up, so cheap imitations emerged: ordinary
handkerchiefs were used ,'::'h*ii ead of mufflers and pants were
tied under the knees to imitate breeches. Vilakazi says
nothing about'abaqhafi gang formation. It would appear that
the ab~qhafi were an amorphous stratum of Natal youth whose
chief expression exlsted at the level of clothing style.
V'i lekazI argt.:;oedthat v ] thj-ough m.igr-ancy , the style became
popIllar amongst rural youths. But, wherea& the abaghafi
st~le remained popular in the countryside, it gave way to
the tsotsi style in the urban areas. "In the urban areas,
what would have been the abaghafi in the past are now
called the ,tsot§is". B:v the 1950s~ abag_pafi style in Natal
ac t.u -:a l.Ly became symbolic of ruz-a I lack of
sophistication. (51
-.
\',
In t.he Pretoria townships youth gan~.s, called Fun_anis
generically, emerged during the 1930s. Like the tsotsis,
these gangs asserted their urban iA~ntity and
influenced by American gangster imagery. They spoke c.l')
embryonic form of t.ao tsit.aaIcalled f Laa i t.aaL, 'fhe FUn9i;!~lQ
self-consciously differentiated themselves from the
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Amalaita gangs. The term "tsotsi" eventually came to
incorporate what were the Funanis.(6)
In Johannesburg! there were a number of precursors to the
t3:;lt~is. By the early 19409 the Blue Nines and Hal(~lapipes'
had become "-"common feature of township life, particularly
in Soph Lat.ownand Alexandra. The Blue Nines and ~alalapipes
were an amorphOUs strata of ragged, homeless children and
young adolescents who engaged in begging and petty theft.
The Ma.lalapipe~ got their name from the dLacar-der] junkyard
plpes in which they slept and sought shelter. (7)
In 1940, on the request of Graham ll;allenden,the Hanager of
the NA.D Johannesburg, a.n Or-Lando Belys' Unit employee, Lucas
NkosI, IF'~~s asked to gather, information and write up a
report on local youth gangs. According to Nkosi, a number
of juvenile gangs sprAng up in Orlando in the late 1930s.
tha best known of which were the Nsibanyoni Gang, the Boar~
Gan~ and t.he Station Gang. Each gang tended to',!havebetweelil
15 and 20 members aged between 13 and 21 years old. The
gang members were generally unemployed and engaged in
informal employment or petty theft; they smoked dagga and
galli:pledon the streetcorners; they were influenced
American movies and those who could afford it attempted to
imitate American clothine fashions. Nkosi added that
similar gangs operated in Alexandra, Pimville and
Sophiatown but the Orlando gangs were generally "better
behaved" than those of the other townships.(S) In January
1942 the Orlando Residents' Association requested a meeting
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with Ballenden to discuss the d~teriorating
delinquency problem in Orlando.(9) The meeting went ahe6d
and jn September 1942 Ballenden commented: "It would appear
/;
that delinquency amongst children •.. is on the increase.
Cases have recently been reported where children have
operated in IC):'ime gangs'Il.(10) Similar problems wer-e
being experienced in West Native Township. One resident
wrote to Ballenden complaining ihat "people are simply
stunned, th~y do not know what to do. The location is
corrtr-o Ll.ed by w i.c ked boys .....(11}
In early 1942 administrative attention was dl:'awn to the
activities of the Tuta Rangers, a maes ive criminal, ~uvl'fnih~
!~~'-
gang oper't.t-trilngin Alexandra. ( 12 } Acc or-dj ng to the N(1)jor0-'od
and Wynberg police the gang was tightly organised making it
ex t.r-emeLy d i f f icn Lt to pin any incriminating evidence on
(J
the members. The Tuta Rangers appa rent.Ly operated on a
smaller scale in Sophistown. The Superintendent of West
Native Towrrah i.p commented that "a common threat in
Suphintowh is ~I will call the Tuta Rangers from Alexandra
rn fix you up'''.(13) The Alexandra gang consisted of
between 150 and 180 members ranging from 15 to 30 years of
age. The gang was known to have robbed "respectable ~atives
and. unprotected woman ' and to have broken up dances and
concerts. Several shooting incidents in Alexandra were
be li.eved to have been aa socLa ted with the gang, With the
money raised from criminal activities the Tuta Ranlers
hi r e d pxpensive Lawye r-s to defend members under
prosecution. According to Lieutenant-Colonel Horak, ~eputy
Commissioner of Police for the Witwatersrand Division, it
had been establ ished "that members of the",e gangs ier,re
children of respectable stand-owners in Alexandra township,
and t l ._oJ':; 1r paz-e nt.s have no control whatsoever over
:"hem. " ( 14 )
In J04AD~ssburg, a more generic term for young township
"city 'afickers" was Clevers. Rather than referring to a
specific youth gang, .Ql.w,rersreprAsented a six'atum of' urban
African youth: unemployed, stylJ.sh, LnfLuenc ec; b;,· American
movie images.(15) The +.ermClevers survived into the tsotsi
era but the meaning narrowed to refer to a more GanlOr,
experienced and socially successful type ot tsotsi.l16)
Tsot&itaal was an important element of tsotsi sub~ultural
identity durIng the late 1940s and 1950s. Like the tsotsi
gangs themselves, tsotsitaal had its precursors. The first
d l s t.Lnc t.i.ve lan<tuage- used by township ~rout.h
gangs, parttcu;'arly t.heFunanis of Pretoria, was known as
shaLambombo , It was a language intelligible exclusively to
t.ne "in-group" based an Zulu and Xhosa. Sha Lambombo 'las
self-cOIlS..::iouslya "secret la.nguage"whilun delineated a
group identity. The word "shalambombo" comes from two Zulu
words: "ah.vl.a" meaning "shunning" and "mbo+mbo ' meaning
"covering over" or "turning upside-downll.(17) Around .1935
fl~~.tdt~al, a secret language with an Afrikaans basiLect,
took over as the most popuLar language amongst the urban
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youth aangs first, it seems, in Pretoria and then
spreading to the Rand. Shalambombo gradually fad.ed
out.(18) Ftaaitaal evolved into tsotsitaal. The languages
we re t:..;",sentiallythe same but for a major expan s »n ill
vocabulary that is associated with tsotsitaal. Tsotsitaal
was also more widely spoken; it became a language almost
universal amongst the African ucban youth. The linguist
C.T. Hs/;rhangargues that "the development of Tsotsitaal is
one of thp most important socio-linguistic developments in
Southern Africa in the twentieth century".(19)
The term "tsotsi" entered township vocabulary around
10·13/1944. There is general consensus amongst my informants
~I at the word referred to a st~le of narrow-b0ttomed pants
which became popu l.ar-among st UL G.::'U \'fr; c an youtll .~.n the
early 1940s.(20) In American gangland slang the narrow-
bottomed pants were called "zoot-suits", It is possible
that the word "tsQtsi" comes directly from the word "zoot-
suit", with '.\l'YI"Cll11nr':iationshift. C.V. Bot hma provides
another' fa i r l? »Laus IbI E~ su~;gestion that the Nord comes
f rom the South So tho "ho t sot.sa" which means "to sharpen",
referring to the shape of the pants.(21) There is some
evidence to suggest that the fashion became popular after
the moyie St9.l'~: !i,g[!:h.b(c'J: was ac ree.ned in the townah ips in
the early 19408.(22) The styl~ was reinforced through
ano the r influential mend (', C::tJJ..Ln 1.1:1 .t.h§. §lu:, ac reened in
.Johanner,>burg he t.ween 19·!:)and 1950. (23) To be "Ln fashion."
township boys had to wenr tsotsis; it became a crucial
symbol of urban sophistication. "All the youngsters used to
wear these pants," recalls ex-Spoiler, Norris Nkosi.(24)
The sharper the ~rouser bottoms, the morc fashionable the
youth was deemed to be.(25) Initially, then, "tsotsi"
referred to a style fashionable amongst the township youth.
It referred to a style of dress "which was worn by any
self-respectjng city ~licker. To be twith-it' you had to
dreas like that. Dressing like that meant you were an urban
kid. As opposed to a well-mannered~ well-brought up, God-
fearing country kid".(26) All youths who wore those pants
were called tsotsis. Gradually, however, the meaning
shifted. Tsotsi became synonomous with "skelm" or "villain"
or "t.rickster".(27) A tsotsi beeame "someone ~'j 0 is rude
towards everything"; disrespectful towards elders, Laws ,
employment. For teenagers, the mere act of wearing long
pants was deemed to be precocious; parents still expected
their teenage sons to wear shorts in the 19408.(28)
Although older people tended to view all those who wore
tsotsi pants as gangsters, this was not necessarily the
case. The pp.r.tswere almost mandatory amongst teenage boys
by t.he late 1940s.(29) The subculture, then, acquired a
name and a dominant style around 1943/1944. However, much
of what, later became associated with the concept . "teatsi"
had already started to take shape by the mid- to late
1930s.
The first written reference to tsotsis can be found in the
P.antllW9r1d. Readers' Forum in Apr'il 1945. Between April and
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;~ne 1945 a vigorous debate raged in the Readers: Forum
ove r- the nature of what most readers called the "Bo-
'l'ao t sL'". ~oJhereassome readers argued that the tsotsis wez-e
a dangerous scourge, others argued that tsotsis were
essentially harmless youths very concerned with their
clothing style. Clearly, by April 1945 the tsotsis had made
a major impact on township life. The first letter in this
series was written by a Mr J.n,N. of Benoni. The letter is
an important historical document not only because it helps
to periodise the emergence of the tsotsi subculture but
also because it helps to establish its parameters. The
letter is worth quoting in full.
As a result of the introduction of fashions in
dressing, of broad-brimmed hat~ and narrow trousers -
which have been christened "Teotsi" - not excluding
the different kinds of bright-coloured shirts, ties
and sport8 jackets, of all designs, there has emerged
i.i.t;o popularity (1: wonder if I should say Not.or-Let.y )
a class of young men in Johannesburg who answer to
the fancy name of "bo Tsotsi."
This class of budding "men of tomorrow" forms the
bull: of the cinema goers , "cu Lt.ur-ed" audiences of
shows and concerts and the "Jive Kings" of
Johannesburg and the Reef locations. They are common
in the streets, where they are sometimes in the
company of young damsels whose very fine broad-
brimmed and decorated straw bats make them very
attractive to tho "bo Tso t.si.'": al.t.hough I would
rather wear such a hat on the beach, they haunt the
danee halls, they sleep latest, and most of them are
more artful than t.he "artful Dodger" in Charles
Dickens' "Oliver Twist," when it comes to "borrowing"
ycur wallet 0:::' playing "hide and aeek" with the
Police.
You would think there was never such a thing as
wor-k whe n you SB.\V how some of them "burn the candle
at both ends" in idling and moving about from pillar
to post. Those who work, among them, represent a very
small per centage of the "Teotsi" population. they
are a defect in the "T'so t.e i " bo dv ,
Talk of drinking and I'll tell you to consult
"T'sot s i" who knows more about the manufacture
pr ice control of ev ery kind of location beer
Mr.
and
(or
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"Boi.L", as it is sometimes called) than he kn-w.shis
own name. Consult him on how you can be happy ar-d he
will philosophise to you with the words: "Eat, drink,
steal and be happy for tomorrow you go to gaol!lI
If you are an anthropologist who is interested in
locatinn life, especially where there are so many
street fights during weekends, study "bo Tsotsi" and
you'll get enough information to write a thesis that
will excite many universities into honouring you with
degrees!
Step into d train and you'll find that our friends
form the majority of the passengers; peep iato a
prison cell and you'll find a regal choice of them,
go anywhere, in any place, as long as there's room
for mischief there, you'll find yom.' "Tao t sdII
gentlemen.
"Bo Tsotsi.!" The Reef is uxhaue t.edby the terror
that they wrought (sic), parents hewail every day the
sad fate of the existence of these "guys", they are a
thorn in the flesh these poor victims of ruthless
delinquency. Yet they seek to be helped out of this
dungeon of the giant Mischief.
Only by patient reform and moral training,
side of parent~, cpn we be rid of this
nuisance: but how can it be done? Has it been
And to what e~tent~ I pause for a reply.(30)
on the
trivial
tried'?
It is clear from this lett~r that a distinctive teotsi
subculture had emerged by the mid 19408 on the Rand. Many
of the elements of subcultural identification observed by
the writer - clothing style! street fights, attitudes to
work - will be explored in more detail in Chapter Three.
II
Both contemporary observers such as Mr J.D.N. and
historians alike have tended to use the term lItsotsi"very
loosely. Little attempt has been made to get to grips with
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the definitional ambiguities of the concept. What was the
relationship between youth gangs and the wider subculture?
Were all tsotsis necessarily gang members? What did a
"gang" entail? Were tsotsis necessarily criminals? In
this section I explore some of these ambiguities and
attempt, ultimately, to infuse the subcultural definition
with some precision.
During the mid- to late 1940s the term "ts()tsi" seemed to
have a broad subcultural, fashion-centred connotation.
Gradually, though, throughout the 1950s, the criminal and
gang ct)nnotations .3trengthened but remained sumewhat
ambi.guous. In the J?antu World Readers' Forum tsots! debate,
between May and July 1945 several of the readers defended
tsotsis as being harmless adherents to fashion. Fashion,
rather than criminality or gang formation, was seen by
these readers to be the essence of the tsotsi phenomenon.
Thus, a Mr Nzima wrote, "Let them be' a fashion never
harmed anyone, and the present fashion is the best for the
time."(31) Another contributor, Wl:>.lterNhl.apo, took a
similar posi t Lon . "Why should these children apcl.ogLse for
their clothes? It is a fallacy that certain clothes signify
corruptioD or degradation of the spirit."(32) Even once
the criminal gang connotation had become widespread, the
term "tsotsi" continued to embrace young "city-slickers"
who were neither in gangs nor involved in criminal
activity. A teatsi was a "slick guy" wbo dressed and
behaved in a particular way.,33) For ex-American, Peggy
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Bellai~, the word represented "a style, a way of 1ife".(34)
The stovepipe trousers remained the key identifying
symbol. (35)
During the 1950s, most township residents perceived the
subculture to be undifferentiated: zoot trousers implied
tsotsi which, in turn, implied member of criminal gang.(36)
According to Norris Nkosi, tsotsi trousers were so
pervasive that elderly people described almost any youth
wand~ring around the streets as a tsotsi.(37) Stan
Motjuwadi
elderlY
made a similar observartion: "The ordinary
the
style
that
citizens mistook all those youths who wore
for a bad element."l38} It would be safe to
the subculture extended to include urban youths
say
who
were neither gang members nor criminals. Subcultural
identity cut across gang membership and criminality. A
young male could be a member of the "in-group" if he wore
tsotsist drank alcohol and smoked d.agga freely, spoke
tsotsitaal well and demonstrated a familiarit:y with the
township environment. Nevertheless, the criminal gangs
constituted the QQ~ of the subculture; they epitomised
subcultural style and behaviour.
Clearly, members of the subculture tended to cluster in
groups. Subcultural clusters, however 9 took a number of
forms varying in degrees of cohesion and size. There was
also a great deal of shading in the extent to which these
groups participated in violent or criminal activity. Three
different gang formations were discernible within the
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tsctsi subculture: "big shot" gangs, "small-time" criminal
gangs and non-criminal street-corner networks. The
divisions were rarely clear-cut; these three categories
often merged into one another.
The "big shotll gangs were gangs with name and fame in the
townships, Individuals were known, they drl':"ssed
distinctively. Their criminal activity tended to be slick
and well organised. They often ran protection rackets and
gambling dens. Leaderstip figures would often be older - in
their late twenties or thirties. These gangs liked to
distinguish themselves from the common tsotsis. MotjuwBdi
explained:
To be a gang member in especially the old townships
had a certain exclusivity attached. It was like a
closed club with a clear identity. Sure, they broke
the law occa.sionally, but they weren't involved in
heRvy crime. Apart from gang warfare. If you became a
member of a gang it's prestigious. You Bren't a
nobody. The muggers were d.spised .•• The old gangs
were looked up to in a way ••• they commanded some
respect and they were envied by youngsters.
The famous gangsters enjoyed dressing well and "liked to
associate with socially acceptable people" such as
musicians and politicians. They had a known! coherent
membership. "So-and-so is a member of the Americans, so-
and-so is a member of the Berlins •..If They almost had a
register of membership. (39) The Spoilers of Alexandra did
not like to be called tsotsis, claims ex-Spoiler Norris
Nkosi, "The small-time gangs were not of our class. ,.(40)
Where does one draw the 1ine between "big-time" gangs and
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smaller t~otsi gangs? Henry Miles argues that there were
only three "real" gangs during the 1950s, the "Sig Three":
the Americans, Spoilers and Msomis.(41} Whereas these
three were clearly the best known youth gangs in the
Witwatersrand townships, a number of other gangs could
realistically be placed in the "big-time" category such as
;1
the Black Caps (l,'hichlias best known during the 1940s), Die
Jakes Gang and the B~~'liners of Sophia.town, the Co-
operatives of West Native Township, the X.Y.s of N.wclare,
the Ot,to Town Gang of Orlando, the Apache and Berliners
from Orlando East, the Black Swines of White City (see
Ta.bleOne). All these gangs controlled large areas, had
large ~emberships with known leaders and ran extensive
crime operations. They aspired to high style. The Torch
Gang of Orlando was an ambiguous case. It was as famous and
as large as the other big-time gangs but its membership was
,
amorphous and its style (apart from its notorious custom of
, Y->
shining t.orches in mu.gging victims' faces) was not
distinctive. The gang was more interested in theft than
exclusivity and style.
Motjuwadi claimed that the bigger, slicker gangs had "8
kind of a code" not to mug and steal from township
residents. "They were township kids themselves. The
township residents [were) their parents ••• they Cwere:]
known". (42) Nkosi supports this view. "The Spoilers," he
insists, ~were decent guys."(43) There Is some supporting
evidence to suggest that the Americans, as a lone
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exception, had social scruples. Their criminal operations,
whether robbing railway trucks or pickpocketing, tended to
be carried out in the Johannesburg central business
district rather than the townships. (44} The Spoilers and
Hsomis did not need to mug local residents because they ran
extensive protection rackets. Although protection rackets
can hardly be construtid a~ ~uclally scrupulous, their
operations did have a professionalism which set them apart
from petty muggers. Residents of Alexandra, it seems, wou.ld
feel safer running into a. group of Spoile.[·1:jin a dark allpy
rather than some nameless tSotsi gang (provided, of course,
they had paid their protection fees). Spoilers took ~ride
in their operations; they did not like to be associated
with petty criminals. Itcis impossible to determine whether
this attitude of professional pride extended beyond the
"Big Three". Clearly, though, the well-known, bigger gangs
operated more slickly and less arbitrarily than anonymous
tsotsi gangs. Their very familiarity with the re~idents
r'l
seemed to place some restriction on their activities. One
notable area of exception, however, was in their treatment
of women. Their sexual violence and arrogance was in line
with the wider subculture. (45) Sexual violen<::e aside,
serious and overt violence was, for the most part, confined
to inter-gang warfare. In dealing with residents, coercion
was unstated, the violence was Intent. So a well-known
gangster would walk into a resta~rant and, in a very
COllrteous manner, order a ~eal which, it was understood, he
would not pay for. An anonymous tsotsi would have to hold
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the proprietor up with a knife or gun to get his meal.
Small-time tsotsi gangs ranged in membership from as little
as three or four to as much as twenty. (46) In some cases
their membership could be as large as those of aome pig-
time gangs but it was an amorphous, shifting membership
withou.t a clear orga.nisational structure or hierarchy. The
gangs would often remain nameless; those that ha.d names
were only known very locally. These small, often anonymous,
criminal .tsotsi gangs were extrem.ely common; thElY preyed
off the communi t.y shamelessly, mugging and pickpocketing
residents in trains a.ndon the streets. They lacked the
polish and exclusivity of the big-time
tended to be more overtly violent towards
Occasionally, individuals from these
gangs and they
residents. (47}
gangs would
"graduate";
made and
that."(48)
"some would become refined from the money they
they would go a.~ry join the bigger gangs after
The LaotaI term fOl: a gang was "L;'LU" or
"re~..i", coming from the common cowboy word "ranch" which
referred to a group of cowboys based at a particular cattle
post. (49) The term ,;ras,jwas used to d:<·scribe these
smaller, less formal group~ rather than the big-time gangs.
The street-corner networks, also referred to as ras,is,were
esaerrtia l.Ly non+c t-Lm i.naL, unar-med and def~nsive. It was,
however, extremely difficult to dra.wa distinction between
the criminal and non+c rLmf.na.L!:l'a.s,j. Many of these ratis
arose to protect t.hemseIves against violent t bullying local
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gangs but their response was often viclent itself and
shaded into criminality. Bloke :In his
autobiography ~lamg Me on History, recalls how l~is own
li.ttle rasj eJIler-gedin Sophiatown.
I did not learn •.• the daredevil hero complex of.the
American male; I wanted to be with the good poys
against the bad boys, so we formed a street-corner
gang: Philip Spampu , Mannass, Ncali, Valance, Dw~~rf,
Niff and I; we were the Target Kids, with tarS.lets
drBwn on the sides of the shop on Gold and Victoria
Road. Target was for girls and we wrote the names of
the girls we wanted; but we were also a kind of
vigilante group concerned with keeping our corn~r
.aa.(~ frorl1the marauding gangs of Sopl:).iatown;we wer~
neit]l~ o~Lhieves nor thugs, 'and nevl't'carried knive~,
but we never hesitated to use violefibe against the
tsotsis, the bull-catchers who attacked, robbed and~
stripped people, We ans~ered the tsotsis with
violence! which was a kind of lingua franca, and, in
effect, we too were tsotsis; legally we should have
handed them over tJ.the police, but we wer. black,
the tsotsis were bla~k aud the law was white. We had
no intention of being produced hs-whites as witnesses
against blacks t t.hie would have e~(~osed us to the
vengeance of the tsotais, arranged ~s in the line of
knives and guns, and to the scorn of other Africans.
The tsotsis were violent m'en; the force of violence
~as the only voice they respected; it was a
comforting morality a.dequately masking the violence
w.1.thin us, we were little gia.nt.swith I' .wer
complexes, filled with acts of cruelty, injustice and
oppression. We cleansed ourselves with
rationalisations, armed in point with pious
indulgences, 1ike a. Christi'iil~straight out of a
confession box.
We grouped round our corner singing pop songs,
making instrument sounds with the mouth, whistling
wolf calls at the passing parade of girls, daring
each other on ••• (50)
This is an interest1n~ ;!;'{tractin a number of r-espect a
First, it reflects the spontaneity and essentailly
defensive nature of the street-corner .t.§.sJ, Second, it
reveals an ambigunus identification with tsot.sis; Modisane
and his friends simultaneously set themselves up in
opposition to the tsotsis and absorbed t he logic of the
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subculture. They hated the violence of the tsotsis and yet
were violent themselves; they actually did take on "the
daredevil hero comp l.ex of the American male".
t,
Their
identification with the tsotsis was ultimately stronger
than it was with lIthelaw".
'I'he r-e ~ere also street-corner ras,js which were less
p..mbiguously non-vielent and non-criminal. According to
Henry ~1iles~ there Were hot many substantial ganr.;
Orlando; "tht:rewere many str(,i ;'c~l'ne:t~s that were o r'
no significance ... harmles3 and', useless}!. They would club
},
together, wear the same cloth"tsand call themselves a
nY. (51) Many of these networks emerged quite
spontaneously out of pla.y groups consisting of boys between
six and ten years old. As they got older, minor skirmishes
arose between the emerging .ras_js..It'orsome street··corner
networks, the fights become incl.'easingly'Viole:lltas they
defended their respective territories from rivals. The
r&.s.isclustered around street-corner shops which, becAUcc
of their potential for both odd jobs a.nd petty theft,
became a central territorial element. (52) "McCoy"
Mdlalose recalls that there were numerous little st.reet-
corner protection networks in Sophiatown during the 1940s
and 1950s. His own group diclnot dress up particularly
stylishly and they did not have a name. They would stand
about at 'i.::heC inese and Indian shops t.rying to pick up a
"panseL'Le.'". ~hey played dice and "heads and t.ailsll,,!it.ll a
\coin, often f~~rsmall sums of mnuey. Th~r spoke :l;[iotsii:aal
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together. Some of them, like Mdlalose himself, went to
school. (53) These strt::'et-corner r:as,js we r-s on the
periphery of the wider tsotsi subculture. They were: not
classic tsotsis but t.he: .spo ke t ao t s itaal j wore tso tsi
trousers, were involved in petty gambling and were heavily
influenced by America.n movies.
In Pretoria, C.V. Bcthma identified what can perhaps be
considered a fourth tsotsi ga.'1.gcategory: the Hp'Qket~,.The
!iel?k~:t,§. aspired to high tsot.si st.yle and yet were clearly
v.
ii
non-violent and nQn~crimihal. In te~ms of style, they could
be mistaken for nbig-league" gangsters. But they were
generally employed, educated and law-abiding. (54) Althpugh
it is extremely likely that a sLm i La r categQl'Y''~merg:ed. in
the Rand townships, I have no clea.r evidence of its
existence.
The tsotsi subcultu&e, then, was f~r from mQnolithic~ It
contained a great deal of variety and stratification within
it. Deap it.s the shading, however, t.he s-e were enough po i.at.s
of commonality and identification for a ca3e to be made
that it did in fact represent a fairly coherent subculture.
The 301 t.hcugh ofren ccns c t ous l.v
sepa.rating t.hemae 1V(~S out from 'l:sotsis, were the
aubcu Itural roll? mode Ls . The streetcorner gar'>:!s, in all
their shade o of style, violence and cr-im i.naLity,
constituted the bulk of the subculture.
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Quantifying the subculture is a treacherous tesk. Ther~ is
quite literally no hard data on gang membership or
subcul~ural participation. This section is therefore
unavoidably impressionistic. Nevertheless, it is possible
to cr-eat.ea. powerful picture, albeit iJn])ressionistj.c,of
the prevalence of the subculture, bath in the wider sense
and in terms of gang membership.
Per-hapa the best starting point is the mat.ez-La.L presented
in the previous chapter on juvenile delinquency and
unempLcymen, because th,et:"iB phenomerie are far more
quantifiable, In he eyes of both township residents and
administrators there was a very streng conn~ction between
the .iuvenILe dol inquency phenomenon and tsotsi gangs; the
pr-ob l.ems were S(Hm aB lar~,~ly indistingui:3hable. I showed
that; from the war years through to the ca'r'ly19605 probably
the majority of urbanised African youths on the Rand were
out of school or unemployed. I went on to argue that for
the unemployed male YOl.(.th~) there were few avaa l.abLe outlets
other than township youth gangs. In the following table I
have compiled a list of township gangs bAtween 1940 and
1960 which can be referenced concretely. Where possible, I
have added information on size and age range. It .15
important to note that this list of a.llflvstone hundred
gangs only touches the surface of gang meDbership since the
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overwhelming majority of gangs were nameless or too little
known to be mentioned in newspapers, autobiographies~ NEAD
reports or remain imprinted in the memory of my informants.
In this section I will look first at the wider subcultural
presence in the Rand townships. This will be followed by an
attempt to assess the prevalence of tsotsi gangs. Finally,
I will focus on the social pressures which propelled male
African youths into gangs. These pressures were so powerful
t.ha t it becomes possible to extrapolate, albeit
impressionistical~~, about the pervasiveness of the gangs.
---_. _..----,---- ---
,WITWATlm.§R.ft..tfQgANG§. .1.940- LW..1.
The followins (overleaf) is a list of tsotsi gangs which
d~erated on the Rand between roughly 1940 and 1960. As I
point out, in the text of t.he chapter, this list only
touches the surface of township gangs. Most gangs were
nameless or too small to be documented. Essentially, then,
t.his ia (t list of known and referenced gangs. I have
~rouped the gangs chronologically on a township by township
basis, Where possible, I provide informa~ion on dates of
operation, gang size and age rBnge within the gang. The
dates given are the dates at the point of reference unless
the t't~ference pr-ovtdes an a1ternativa starting date. In
other Hords lit can be assumed that the gang operat.ed for
at least some time before the point of reference. If a date
range is given, it has been inferred from the first and
last points of reference.
9B
ORLANDO
Board Gang
Nsibanyoni Gang
Station Gang
Nzama Gang
Brown Sports Gang
Blue Sports Gang
Mofokeng Gang
Club Gang
Ngcukushe Gang
Nineteen Gang
Approx.
pize Age Range
194·0
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
Salamas
Kid Ranchers
Torch Gang
Three Star
Plantation
mid 1940s-
late 1950
1951
1951
1953-early 1960s
Boys 1955
Spoilers 1957-1959
Otto Town Gang
Berliners
sub....sanss:
High Scciety
Escourt
PM
Apache
sub-gangs:
Germans
Black Swines
Black Knights
Deckoids
Hlamlankuzi
15 16-21
15 14-16
20 14-16
14 14-18
8 18-21
8 18-21
16 14-16
19 12-15
7 17-21
? 12-14
20 16-25
? 16-~5
? 16-25
? 16+
? 15-16
? leader was 20
1959 "very large" ?
1959 "very large" ?
1959-1961 ? ?
Reference
(55)
(55)
(55)
(55)
(55)
(55)
(55)
(55)
(55)
(55)
(56)
(56)
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(60)
(61)
SOPHIATOWN
Black Caps late 1930s-
ea.rly 1950
1942Tuta Rangers
(local branch)
Americans 1945-1956
Berliners mid40s -mid50s
Angels With Dirty Faces 1940s
Tonto .Brothers 1950s
Die Jakes Gang early 1950s
Casper Kids early 1950s
Dead End Kids 1954
Sundowners 1950s
Mangamanga 19508
Fighting Guardsmen 1950s
Styles Gang 1950s
Home Ds 1950s
Gestapo 1950s
Vultures 1950s
ALEXANDRA
'luta Rangers
Zorro's Fighting
Legion
Spoilers
Black Koreans
"6 major gangs"
Mau Hau
Stone breakers
Msorrlis
ZP5
Benzine Boys
CPZ
Satan's Boys
Rop€! Gang
PIHVILLE
Spoilers (local
branch known as
"Ja.p 'lese")
uie Jakes Gang
(extens:i.on of
Sophiatown gang)
Styles Gang
1941
L94'1-19G3
Approx.
Size
? ?
? ?
30-45
30
20-25
15-20
? ?
? ?
"ruled Western Areas"
50+ "mostly teenagers"
? ?
150-180
? ?
')
?
?
?
?
'?
-t,'t
? ?
50+ tl:.'!enager8
"mob of tough ¥]uths"
15<~30
19ij2-1959 250
1953 ?
1953 (combined'
early 1950s ?
early 1950s ?
c1953-1958 80+
1950s "little
1958 ?
1959 ?
1960 ?
1961 ?
195.2
early 1950s
1950s
H-2.t. (in 1953)
?
500+ "youngsters"
?
?
nljer leadership,
younger henchmen
gang" ?
?
?
"youth"
13-20
'? ?
"ruled the Western Areas"
100
? ?
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(70)
(70)
( '70 )
(7'1)
(72)
(72)
(73)
(74 )
(15)
(76)
(76)
(77)
(18)
(79)
(20)
(81)
(82)
(83)
(84)
(85)
(86)
(87)
NElVCLARE
Approx.
Name Date Size Age~ Refere:Q.Q..§.
Spoilers 1953 ? ? (88)
(local br-anch )
X.Y.s c1953 "big gang" ? (89)
MEADOWLANDS
"gang :from 1957 22 "youths" (90)
Mea.dowlands"
Wib~ley Gang 1960 ? ? (91 )
Black Swines 1961 ? 17-26 (92)
KLIP'r()WN
Slagp~il.al 1951 ? 16-25 (93)
Vaalklilrners 1951 ? 16-25 (93)
Co-operatives 1958 '! 15-19 (94)
(local branch)
WHITE, CITY, JABAVU
Torch Gang 1953-1955 ? ? (95)
(extlension of
Orlando gang)
Big Fives 1956 ? ? (96)
Black: Swines 1956-1960 "very big gang" 14-18 ( 97)
Pirates 1956-195'? "big gang " 14-18 (98)
WEST NATIVE TOWNSHIP
'Co-operatives 1952-1958 e? 15-19 (99)
MOROKA
T;~rrors 1954 ? ? (100)
Torch Gang 1953-1955 ? ? (101 )
(extension of
Orlando gang)
EAST NA'fIVE 'l'OWNSHIP
Fast Elevens 1961 ? ? (102)
German Spoilers 1961 ? ? (102)
GERMISTON
Fast Elevens 1953-1955 ? ? (l03 )
Dead Man's Gulch 1955 ? ? (104)
Vultures 1955 ? ? (104)
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BENONI and EVATON
Approx.
Name Date Size Age Range Reference
Msomis 1958 ? ? (105)
(Alexandra remnant)
Mashala.shala 1960 ? ? (106)
Rooikamp 1960 ? ? (106)
ROODEPOORT
Gas Devils 1953 ? 17-23 (107)
Dead End Kids 1953 ? ? 0.07)
Torch Commando 1961 ? 16-22 (108)
VREDEDORP
Spoilers (local 1953 ? ? (109)
branch)
Time Squares 1959 ? ? (110)
Durbaners 1959 ? ? (110 )
FERREIRASTOWN
Old Man Y 1952 ? ? (111)
Baby Face Gang 1952 ? ? (11~)
DOORNFONTE!N
Thousand and One 1954 "ma:::sivemembe r-ah i.p" "young" (lI3}
Gang
One possible way in which ~o assess the prevalence of
tsotsi gangs is to observe the reactions of township
reGidents to them. The spate of letters in Bantu World
during May to July 1945 olearly demonstrates the mas~tve
impact that the tsotsi subculture had made on the
consciousness of township residents. One Brakpan resident
summed up the spirit of these letters when he commented:
"The talk of the day and the qU:E)stionof the time is 'Bo-
tsotsi' and their effect upon human peace and
morality,"(114) The style, as opposed tc. the criminality
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and gang formation associated with it, penetrated well
beyond the unemployed youth constituency. One BaDtu World
reader estimated that. "about 90 per cent of the st.udents
from the reef and Pretoria wear tbottoms'''.(115) My
informants reinforced this impression. There is general
consensus that during the late 1940s and 19508 most teenage
boys wore tsotsis, though not all those who wore the pants
could be presumed to be gangsters.(116) Tsotsitaal, petty
gambling and the imitation of American style wa~ also
common to the majority of young males. (117) The
participation of girls and young women in the subculture is
an ambiguous issue which will be discussed at length in
Chapter Feur.
The best documented evidence suggesting the massive impact
of tsotsi criminal gangs Oll t.heRand can be found in
township Advisory Board minutes betweea 1955 and 1958.
Board members complained constantly about tsotsi terror,
ab6ut youths out of control and police neglect. The streets
of the townships and the trains were unsafe during the day,
let. alone at night, because of the tsotsi "menace".
Residents were too scared to make official reports to the
police because they were scared of tsotsi reprisal~.
Township residents made regular requests to the authorities
to allow civil guards to operate which, the Board members
seemed to agree, was the only way to combat marauding
tsotsi gangs.(118) Al.exand'ra, Sophia-town and Newclare,
being freehold townships and "nobody's baby", were not
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represented by Advisory Boards. This possible source of
information about gangs is thus absent in these areas.
Neverthelesst there is some evidence to suggest that the
tsotsi gang presence was probably even more powerful in
these townshi.ps. A 1iantuWorld editorial in 1955, for
Lrrs t.anc.e, comme nt.edr "At Alex Township, tsotsis have gone
out of hand. Europeans and Africans walk the streets of
tha.ttownship after sunset, at their peril ... The people
s e e no remedy ot.he-, than to appoint civic guards, to clean
the tsotsi~infested streets of their township."(119) In
-.
195,7 Captain Rocco de'Villiers, an "expert" on township
gangsterism, was interviewed in The §ta..r..According to him,
the tsotsi gang problem was particularly serious in
Sophiatown and Newclare. He observed wryly, "I have had
more shots fired at me in Newclare in nne year than in all
tht time I was fighting in North Africa - f~rtunately they
are bad shots."(120) There was also a clear perception
amongst ANC politicians that gangsterism was rife amongst
their potential urban youth consti t.uencv . In his
autobi6graphy, Moses Dlamini recalls the violent death in
1956 of his seventeen year-old cousin Abel who led a gang
called the Terrors in White City. At Abel)s funeral,
Dla.mini's r~ther, who was a member of the Congress Youth
League, >asked in angu ish , "How many of them have died like
this ... butchering one another mercilessly for trifles?
How shiallour people get the i.r freedom with the majority of
our vout.hs turned t o gal1;gsters?"{121)
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According to Godfrey Moloit who grew up in Orlando, "It was
unusual to find a male teenager who wasn't in a gang."
Those who escaped came from a "small fringe of tdecent'
families" who tended to be churchgoing and who often sent
their children to distant places to do their
schooling. (122) "One way or another," observed Stan
Motjuwadi, "just about every young hoy was sucked into thf:
gangs, though most of them were fairly harmless."(123,
Henry Miles, who was a teenager in Alexandra in the latter
half of the 1950s, confirms this: "Most of the teenagers
belonged to harmless smaller gangs ••• Every street-corner
had a r~:....j I, Every street··corner had a leader and there were
sort of hangers on•••"(124) Nkosi and Mdlalose attest that
there were numerous street-corner youth protection networks
throu!hout the townships.(125)
Clearly, there was enormous social pressure on male
teenagers to joi.ngangs. "Even if y(jU didn't like t.he
gang, " recalled' Motjuwadi, "you were: forced to join for
your. own protection."(126) There was general
unde rat.andd.ng that a teenage male ~lho lived in a particular
area 'l-1a9member of the gang that cont.r-o l.Led tha.t area.
Thus, in Orlando East, "if you lived in Pirate territory
you weI'e t.houg ht;to be a member of the Pirates."(127) Peggy
Bellair's recollections for Saphiatown are similar. "If you
grew up ~.nSo particular street and there was a gang which
operated t.her~, you would aut.omat.LcaLl.v became a member
becaule all your friends were part af it. ¥ou've got to
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join them. It was the obvious thing. There were some young
guys who kept out of it and we called them sissies. tAg
man, just leave him alone. HA'S a sissie.'"(128) Peter
Magubane was never a member of the Berlins gang but. he
lived in the Berlin area. "If you lived in :Berlin territory
you were effectively a member of the gang whether you liked
it or not." Young males who resisted membership were
victimised. Very few ~ouths in Berlin territory were not
Berlins. According to Magubane, this pattern was common
throughout the townships. "If you can't defend yourself,
yo' become a victim."(129)
Q
I)
Despite the total absence of statistics on gang membership,
it is possible to establ ish a fairly accurate impre.ssion of
the size of the tsotsi subculture on the Witwatersrand.
Judging from the"number of cata.Loguedgangs between 194-0
and 1961, the scale of the reaction to "tsotsiism" and the
extent of social pressure on township adolescents to join
g~ngs, it seems reasonable to assert that the majority of
African male youths on the Rand belonged to gangs, whether
"big-league" or streetcorner ras.].
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CHAPTER THREE:
ANTI-SOCIAL BANDITS
Culture, Hegemony and the Teotsi Subculture on t~e
Witwatersrand durini the 1940B and 1950s
I
With a few minor ex~eptions, the tsotsi gangs w~ich roamed
the Witwatersrand during the 19405 and 19505 never involved
themselves in "politics". Because they were almost by
definition unemployed they were also m~rginal to the
struggle between cap-ital and labour. A study of the tsotsi
subculture is therefore in danger of becoming politically
irrelevant, a colourful sociological study detached from
broader social power struggles. This paper attempts to
offset this danger from the outset by broadening the
definition of "political" to embrace culture and ideology,
I will place the tsotsi subculture within the context of
the struggle for cultural hegemony in South Africa. Not
only did the tsotsi subculture occupy a significant niche
within the cultural fabric of urban South Africa, but, I
will argu~, it represented a powerful counter-force to the
cultural hegemonic status quo.(1)
Although tsotsis never challenged state powev in any direct
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way, it could be argued that they represented a 'threat to
the consensus culture more profoundly than did political
organisations with clear poli.tical programmes. Although
organisations such as the ANC and the Congress Youth
League challenged hegemonic eultural notions of racial
domination and supremacy, they simultaneously embraced most
of the values of the domi.nantwestern culture throughout
the 1940s and 1950s: patriarchal family structures;
r-everance of education; disapproval of drugs I alcohol and
~·:x;'omiscuity;adherence to the law; r-e.spect for private
property (though of course this did not apply to the
Communists who had penetrated these organisations);
revulsion of violence; a sense of living for the future
rather than for the here-and"'now; the work ethic. It was
against these cultural elements that the tsotsis rebelled.
They created for themselves an insulated alternative
culture which was considered "unnatural", an anathema to
b~th blacks and whites~ both working class and bourgeoisie.
In this section
subculture into
I will attempt to place the
a theoretical f'r amewoz-k ,
concept of
drawing
extensively on British marxist subcultural theory,
particularly theory generated at the Birmingham Centre for
Contemporary Cultural Studies (BCCCS). Clarke, Hall,
Jefferson and Roberts, all associated with the BCCCS,
articulate probably the clearest and most coherent marxist
approach to youth subcultures in their seminal 1976
nr~icle, "&ubculture, Cultures and Class", published in a
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book edited by Hall and Jefferson entitled Resistance
through Rituals.(2) Clarke et al insist that subcultures
can best be explained through class analysis; they attack a
wave of post-war subcultural theory which dumps class in
favour of generational analysis. Many of these post-war
theorists argue that as the standard of living of the
working class in Britain rose, and as consumerism gradually
penetrated the working class, generation replaced class as
the central antagonism in British society. Subcultures are
seen as a product of the new consumer age in which youths
suddenly have money to spend an~ assert their 'ndependence
from the older generation. Clarke et al reject this
argument on the grounds that subcultures are still
basically a working class phenomenon and that the improved
SLandard of living of the working class has been
exaggerated. In order to understand subcultures, they
argue, you first have to look at the parent w ~king class
culture; subcultures ultimately arise as an attempt to
"resolve the contradic~.ions" w'i thin the subordinate
culture. Although they acknowledge that there are ~jtal
generation-specific factors mediating the experience of
working class yo~th, working class youths share essential
baseline experiences with their entire clas9. These shared
experiences, they argue, should be the starting point for
any analysis of subculture. Gsnerational factors are then
important in shaping the specific responses of working
class youth to CUltural and economic subordination.
11·1
British subcultural theorists such as Phil Cohen, Clarke et
al and, more recently, Brake, Humphri2~ and Hebdige have
the relationship betweenbeen concerned to examine
subcultures and the dominant hegemonic order (~). Hegemony
is the dynamic, shifting consensus culture which emerges
out of the clash between ruling class and working class
cu l,t.ur-es, Heg(~mony ul 'lately reinforces ruling class
control by a.bsorbing and neutralising elements of
resistance within subordinate cultures. But hegemony is not
as instrumental a concept as that of "ideology": whereas
ideology is generally regarded as a construction of the
ruling class engendering a "false
the working class, hegemony is
consensus culture forged out 0
consciousness" amongst
a constantly adapting
diverse real and valid
lived experienees confronting one another. "A lived
hegemony is always a process," argues Raymond Williams,
"••.it does not jus~ passively exist as a form of
dominance."(4). The wo~king class accepts and gives consent
to numerous elements cf ruling class culture and thereby
Rllows for hegemony but elements of working class culture
may remain confrontational and hostile to ruling class
culture. elements which, if they become too powerful, can
create a hegemonic crisis. In such CBses, these
confrontational elements either haw; to be absorbed and
neutralised by the hegemonic orde~ or, ae a last resort,
the ruling ~lass has to raIl back on the coercive might of
the st~te in order to preserve the social hierarchy. The
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trade union movement is a good example of a working class
cultural element which has the potential to cause a
hegemonic crisis. In advanced western democracieG .rade
unions have generally been cuLturall:y abs or-bodbut there
have certainly been important instances in ·t,,;.• :t.';.h coercive
force has been required to subdue them. Tho concept of
hegemony was, of course, devised to explain bourgeois
domination in advanced western democracies, societies in
which consent is for""edprimarily through ideological and
cultural means r~~~er than through coercion. Nevertheless,
this does not s~5gest that coercion is absent in the
forging of hegemony. Social consent is a far cry from
social contentMent; consent can involve resignation to the
status quo. Fears for security and safety can be a.
sig~ificant as cul &1 cooptation and absorption. In other
words, elements ch are hos~ile to, and aware of,
cultural and economic subordination, such as workers with a
"working class consciousness" I c~.nstill partic.ipate in,
and help to constitute, the hegemonic culture.(5)
Clarke et
,ql1.reewith
function of
aI, Humphries,
Phil Cohen's
Hebdise and Br&ke all
contention that "the
broadly
latent
subculture is this: to express and resolve,
albeit 'magically', the contradictions which remain hidden
and unresolved in the parent culture."(6) In other words,
through an appropriation of certain styles and rituals,
working class subcult~res challenge, or .~ t:i. t h , wo i-k ing
class commonplaces such as exclusion from political power
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structures, hard work for low pay, no ownership of
property, drab clothing, crowded family units, limited
leisure time, etc.
generation-specific
unemployment. The
In addition, working class youths face
problems such as schooling and youth
resolutions to contradictions are
"magical" in that they fail to tackl~ the real source of
the contradictions; the re~olutions involve creating an
artificial and insulated environment which escapes rather
than fights those contradictions. For instance, the fierce
territoriality of subcultures can be seen as a magical
solution to the lack of ownership; subcultural clothing
st.ylescan pe seen as a magical solution to exclusion from
expensive bourgeois clothing styles. Subcultures also
create alternative status structures based on, for
instance, criminal and physical prowess. This is necessary
because of their definitionally low status and exclusion
from channels of upward mobility, such as good education,
within the hegemonic culture.(7)
Subcultures express themselves through their style and
ritual. What they express is a denial of consent, a
rejection of the hegemonically determined "natural". They
challenge hegemony precisely through rejecting consent.
Although thE~yar-elargely powerless and unwilling to fight
the material contradictions in society, they challenge the
hegemonic cuLt.ur-aI consent which reinforces and reproduces
those mat.erLaL contradictions; they refuL \ to let the
hegemonic order atrbrush those contradictions out of
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existence. As Hebdige puts it: "Style in subcultur~ is ...
pregnant with significance. Its transformations go 'against
nature', interrupting the process of 'normalization'. As
such, they are gesturesj movements towards a. speech which
offends the 'silent majority', which challenges the
principle of unity and cohesion, which contradicts the myth
of consenslls."(8) It is not so much the ruling class
cultur9 against which the subcultures define themselves as
against the historically forged hegemony.
Subcultural styles draw 011 both working class and ruling
class iIiiagery. Subcultural images are rarely alien. They
become "unnatural" through their contextual use. In fact,
the power of thei.rsymbolism depends on their familiarity.
All cultural images are symbolic; a crucial element of the
hegemonic project involves the creation of social
conformity in the symbolic comprehension of those images.
Subcultural style involves the subversion and deflection of
the linaturalll meanings of familiar images. Clarke et al
provide an excellent example.
The bow.l.ei- hat, pin-stripe suit and rolled umbrella
do nat, in themselves, mean (sobriety',
'respectability', bourgeois-man-at-work. But so
powerful is the soeial code which surround these
commodities that it would be difficult for a working-
class lad to turn up for \~ork dressed like t.hat,
without, either, aspiring to a tbourgeols' image or
clearly seeming to take the piss out of the image.
This trivial example shuws that it is possible to
expropriate, as well as appropriate, t.he social
meanings which they seem 'naturally' to have: or, by
combining them with something else (the pin-stripe
suit with brilliant red socks or white running shoes,
for example), to change or inflect their meaning. (9)
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The ruling class and the working class, then, are involved
in an ongoing str,~,ggleto consti tu .e the hegemonic culture.
The cards are always stacked in favour of the ruling class,
of course, because of its cont~ol over media, property,
commodit~ production and, in the last resort, the means of
coercion. The hegemonic culture is a dynamic and
constantly contested terrain: there are elements of both
class and b()ur~eois culture which cannot
automatically be absorbed and neut:rali.sed, elemen.ts which
can lead to a crisis of consent. Ultlrnately, consent
compr omIse. Although
(even if resign~d acceptance) and
coercive power al~ays lurk~ behind
involves acceptance
the hegemonic order, western bourgeois democracies depend
on that cultural consent for their survival. Working class
youth subcultures, although experiencing broadly similar
conditions to those of the rest of their parent culture,
withdraw consent. The subcultures, though unwilling and/or
l1nable to challenge tha material contradictions in society
in an overtly political way, highlLght social
contradictions through their style and ritual. Formal,
legal political activity is itself generally viewed as a
form of cultural collaboration. Subcultural anger and
ridicule is often directed as much against the parent
cultnre as against ruling class culture because the parent
culture, though subordinate, participates in, and gives
consent to, the hegemonic cultural order.
11.$1
The greatest weakness of British marxist subcultural theory
is that it fails to give adequate attention to non-class
social cleavages in explaining the subcultural phenomenon.
Race, ethnicity, gender and generation, though dealt ~1ith
sensitively and seriously, tend to be subordinated to class
in a hierarchy of explanatory importance. The result is
that key points of social identification and cleavage ure
cften underplayed in analysi •• Marxist subcultural theory
provides an extremely useful point ~f departure for any
subcultural anaysis. It does, however, have severe
limitations. It gen~rates a necessary but inadequate set of
analytic questions. Social categories such as gender and
generation have to be allowed an autonomous analytic stat.us
in order to brop,',;;m our understanding of !:\rbansubcultures.
In this thesis, then, while accepting that the BCCCS
tradition has generated the most incisive tools of
aubcu Itural analysis t.o date, I attempt to build in
important autonomous cross-class dimensions which would be
obscured by a rigid base-superstructure model.
Apart. from pointing out its broader inadequacies, it is
also important to assess how appropriate British marxist,
subcultural theory is to the specific case study of South
Afri'~a in the 19405 and r1)50s. HoW useful is all this
theory in anaLya i ng the t.sotsi aubcuItur~",of J,")hannesburg?
/"
The South African case LnvoLves two significant departures
from this British subcultural model. First, the South
African state ,has historically been far more dependant on
1.20
the coercive rather than the cultural elements of hege~ony
for social control when compared to w~stern bourgeois
democracies. Second, and most obviously, south Africa has
a particularly powerful racial dimension which intersects
with, and mediates, class. In other words, the very notion
of a wo rkLng class subculture becomes somewhat awkward f at
least ~ith~ut careful adaptation.
Does hegemony, and thorefore cultur ...l resist.3oncB, lose all
meaning in the South Arican context? I would argue that it
is par"',:l.cularly before t.he 1960s, to
underest.imate the ext,~ t,~ which the hierarchical order
was maintained through ~he cultural elements of hegemony.
The South African police force and defense ~orce were still
relativ.ely small while the permanentLy urbanised African
population was already substantial. The strictly regimented
compound system, of course, contributed to the ruling
elass's coerci.ve apparatu8 but this only really involved
the control of migrants in the mining sector. The majority
of township Africans hated the government and the apartheid
system and yet they also acquiesced, albeit often
resignedly, to "the hegemonic cultural -I .~r. They gave
their consent to non-violence, to tht work ethic, to
private ownership and the sanctification of private
property. The tsotsi subcul tur-e Iprovided
Ii·
opposition,
arguably the only significant opposition, to cultural
hegemony. They rejected the passivity and consent of older
generation Africans. So, although the tsotsis were "&nt1-
1~1
social" and "apolitical", a study of South African urban
resistance in the 1940s and 1950s would be incomplete
without paying attention to them. Following Gramsci, it is
necessary to view "all expressions of ange r-, de.spad r- and
alienation in class society as potentially erosive of
ideological hegemony."(lQ)
Tsotsis were almost exclusivel~ African (though mal'Y
"coloureds" participated i.nthe subculture in Sophiatown
where they were residenti,al1y integrated with Africans).
Whereas subcultural boundaries were fairly clearly defined
in racial terms, class definition was more ambiguous.
Broadly, the tectsi phenomenon could be describ~d as a
w~)rking class subcu Iture. But class categol:,iescannot be
applied
children
too strictly in defining the subcu1ture;
of the small urban petty bourgeoisie
clearly,
(minor
landlords, shop-owners, clerks, teachers, ministers) often
participated in gangs or adhered to the wider tsotsi
style.(11) It would be more appropriate to see the
subculture as a phenomenon of the township, or what Mattera
and otbers have called "the ghettolt.(12) The township
itseLf has to be seen as the complex interweaving of cLass
and racial subordination in South Africa The townships
were segregated and controlled resi~3nces for the African
working class which serviced urban capitalist enterprises.
Class and racl.al spatial separation, therefore, provides a
crucial context in understanding the parent culture of the
tsotsi subculture. In dealing wi.th the issue of class
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boundaries, two imp~rtant facts should be borne in mind
abcut the township petty bourgeoisie: first, it was
extremely small znd , ~'t'condJ it was spacially Lnt.erwove n
wi th the working c 1H.'":J ar', often indistinguishable tn
material terms.(13) r~.t': ~i1ildren of, for Lnstance ,
standowners or teachers :dhflred the same streets as working
class children; they :00 were likely to become involved in
local street gangs. Don Mattera's father was a relatively
well-off standowner in Sophiatown yet this did not inhibit
Mattera's active involvement in a gang called the
Vultures.(14) The children most likely to be insulated fr..)m
the ts 81 subculture came from a heavily christjanised
fringe of the township communities which emphasised
e~ucation, nuclear family life and Qhristian morality. This
element was often, but not necessarily,
Because of this emphasis on the nuclear
petty bourgeois.
t.e nded to be full-time housewives even if
family,
this
mo t.he r-s
entailed
material deprivation. The children therefore received
greater parental supervision than the average township
child and were kept in school at virtually any cost. The
extell;, to which ch i l.dr-er, "Iv!,~reLsoLa ted from tsotsi Ii ""e
depended to a large extent on the active intervention of
parents.(15) Parents from this "decent fringe", as Godfrey
Molai puts it, often sent their children to schools in the
countryside in
influences.(16)
order to isolate them from tsot:si.
Having assessed the significance of class and race in the
1~3
identity of the tsotsi subcultu~e, it is important also to
address ethnicity and gender as components of subcultural
identity. Ethnicity, it appears, played no recognisable
part in tsotsi gang identity. Gang memberz often came f~om
widely diverse e':~hnicbackgrounds and communicated with cne
another in the Afrikaans-based tsotsitaal.(17)
Occasionally gangs were ethnically homogenous; gangs welD
generally street-based and parents of the same ethnic
background tended to cluster togethe~ wherever possible,
particularly in the less ~egulated f~eehold townships.
Nevertheless, ethnically homogenous tS(ltsi gangs emphasised
their urban LderrtIty; they quickly a,'1optedthe style and
language of the wider urban youth subculture. (18) In fact,
"urban-ness" was central to the tsotsi self-image. Tsotsis
looked down upon those who had cc~e in from the
countryside; they referred to the newcomers scornfully as
"moesoe", "worsie" or "bari". Boys who came in from the
countryside were given a hard time by the tsotsisj
"moegoes II had to become tsotsis t.hemselves or remain
victims.
Sexuality, unlike ethnicity. did playa crucial role in
tsotsi aubcuLturaJ. Ldent Ity. Although prestige and status
spheres were male dominated it would be inaccurate to
describe the tsotsi subculture as exolusively male. I argue
later that females played a.n important, though subordinate,
role within the subculture. Although females were present,
the exploration and expression of male sexuality were
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central to the tsotsi subculture. The gangs, which formed
the core of the wider subculture, were almost exclusively
male and the clothing style associated with the subculture
was worn by males. It was extremely unusual to find a
female referred to as a tsatsi. Gender relations and the
construction of subcultural sexuality are explored in depth
in Chapter Four.
The teotsi subculture was very much e. youth phenomenon.
"Youth"~ however, Nas, and remains, a term bandied about by
administrators and academics with very little precision.
The term is hazy on both ends of the age scale; "youths"
ho somewhere between childhood and adulthood. In this
thesIs, I use the term in the following way. On the lower
end, youthS are becoming too old for primary sc.:hool and,
perhaps more importantly, reach pube~~ty. They ;_;tartto
hecome sexually active and exploratory.
generally restless~ unsettled and
Youths
have
are
few
responsibilities. On the upper endl young people cease to
be "youthsll when they begin to find jobs more easily (see
the discussion on this issue in Chapter One) and start to
think, about marriage and family responsibilities. Hale
youths range roughly b~h;een 14 and 25 years of age; female
Y0uths are likely to be 13 to 21 years of age. This
definition of youth would accord well with the age
boundaries of the tsatsi subculture. It was unusual to find
a tsctsi who was in his late twenties. They would "settle
down, get a job, get married", Older gang members gradually
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moved out of the subculture and the void was filled by
young "up-and-comings". Within the gangs there was age
hierarchy; the older members were generally the leaders but
they reached an age at which they were expected to "move
on".(19) Some of the bigger gangs, most notably the
Spoilers and MSomis of Al.exandr-a , hi, ,1 Leade ra who were well
into t.he Lr- thirties and forties bu t l'\.iswas extremely
unusua l., The Spoilers and J).isorniLeadez-s were not really
thought of as "tsotsis"; they were big criminals, while
rank-and-file members were youths and tsotsis.(20)
Whether the hierarchisation of class is accepted or not,
what remains powerful in the BeCCS approach is its
insistence on examining the parent culture as a starting
point to any analysis of subculture. Once this base line
h~s been establibhed, the focus can shift to the specific
generational factors which mediate the experience~ of
youth. In the South African context (and possibly in other
urban contexts as well) it is useful to understand the
parent culture not unproblematically as the working class
cu It.ur-e but as the ghetto culture, a formulation wh i.ch
reflects all the tensions and contradictions of an
extraordinarily complex urban erw Lr-onment.. But this "ghetto
culture" is particularly difficult tel define. In the last
decade or so, South African sociologists and historians
have taken great pains to disaggregate African urban
cu L tur-e , to demonstrate and explain its diversity,
incoherence and internal ten~ions.(21) Divisions, which
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are still apparent to this daYl abounded in the 1940~ and
19508: between ethnicities, generations and sexes, between
tenants and landlords, between migrants and the permanently
11rbanised, employed and unemployed, skilled and unskilled,
established urban dwellers and recently urbanised,
traditionalists and christians ., .. This process of
disaggregation has been vital. Nevertheless, it is
necessary to draw out the common threads as well, to create
some sense of a consensus ghetto culture. What cultural
and ideological elements were broadly regarded as "natural"
to the diverse ghetto culture? It is an important question
\)
because it is preci~ely these elements against which the
tsotsis defined themselves, the elements which were
regarded as "straight". And the essence of any subculture
lies in its particular definition of "straight".
,
,./
Urban youthst of course, shared many material experiences
with their parents: overcrowding and poor facilities, low
wages, constant pass law and beer raids, an absence of
meaningful political representation, the humiliations of
racism. But they also had to cope with specific
generational experiences: extraordinarily high youth
unemployment, poor and inadequate schooling, daily parental
absence and sheer boredom. (22) This mixture of experiences,
both in common with the ~ubordinate parent culture and
specific to youth, lies at the heart of the tsot~i
subcultural response, a response hhich, in almost every
way, defined itself in antagonism to consensus cultural
12'7
1.1
values. In a deliberate attempt to smudge contradictions
and dive r-s.r ty, common ideological threads in mad ns tream
Witwatersrand ghetto culture throughout the 1940s and 1950s
can be' listed as follows: adherence to the law (albeit
often r-e Luc t.an t.Lz and with striking; exceptions in the cases
of pass and beer brewing laws) ; l:'e5pec1~for private
property; rejection of violence; acceptance of the work
ethic; respect for sChooling and education; patriarchal
family arrangements; respect for elders; prudent living for
the future; adherence to religion whether in the form of
christiani ty, anr-.....stor worship or hybrid f'a Lt.hs , The most
common languages spoken were Sotho, Zulu and Xhosa but
English and Afrikaans were also spoken fairly w1dely.
Township residents generally wore cheap and sober western-
style clothes (Amalaitas and blanket-clad Russians have to
be seen as dist~nctive subcultures in themselves). These
common elements of ghetto culture provide a context for an
explanation of tsotsi cultural reversal.
II
The ~ Qriminali ty and Pri.vd:tePropertI:
Open defiance of the law was "natural" to the tsotsi sub-
culture. Crime was more than simply a material issue as
Tourikis argues(23}; it hecame a central sub-cultural theme
during the 1.9408 t:l.nd19508. "The resorting to crime is a
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way of attempting to get one's own back against a hostile
society in whose functioning one plays no part," commented
Johanesburg Native Affairs Department manager W.J.P Carr
about tsotsis in a 1957 memorandum. (24) In 1953 Ellen
Hellman commented ldth alarm that the increasing
lawlessness of urban youth involved "...a rejection of
moral norms, which a~ounts to a repudiation of the rule of
Law , It In the same memo r.rndum she continued:
The growing prevalence of an attitude which condones
theft from a European and describes it by the
vernacular "work" points to the emergence of a
tradition of this nature. Certainly the various types
of gangs, usu~lly referred to as "taotsi" gangs,
which are becoming conspicuous in the ulban african
scene, are developillg a tradition of criminality and
of idealization of gangstera."(25)
Tsotsi crime involved a brazen openness which was not
necessarily concerned with maximising criminal efficiency.
In one of its many focuses on tsotsi eri.me, Drum Magaz,ine
observed:
The tsotsi and his f'e Llow+t.hugs az-e more familiar to
the Johannesburger than the policeman, they parade
themselves openly and arrogantly on the streets,
dress in their C< uap icuous 'uniform' and with little
fear of the law.~ (26)
In 1958 I UolJi~J! Ci tz Pv.§~tdescribed the Co-Operatives
gnn!5 of Kliptown as a "cluster of teenagers between 15 and
1 9 [who] have formed the ir own I co=ope ra'tive errt.e r-pri,se 1 0-1"
robbery and assault conducted un~ 'r the nose of the
pol ice.':(27) Throughout the 1950s tsotsi gangs were
responsible fCtl' numerous publi<;.sexual assaults and brazen
armed robberies in residents' houses.(28)
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In some uays, defiance of the!law was an area of cultural
commor 'ty with the parent ghetto culture, particularly in
the dt:fiance of beer brewing and pass laws. When their
parents defied the law and the hegemonic status quo, the
tsotis would happily cooper-at.e, Tsotsis often assisted in
the illegal domestic beer brewing industry, particularly as
lookouts. Numerous tsotsis were passless and constantly
evading the law. (29) 1HGetting by' without a pass :is an
indication of skill," observed Ellen Hellman. vGoiag to
gaol for beer-brewing is bad luck. Hence going to gaol
altogether tends to lose its !floralstlgma.!!(30) There also
tended to be very little moral censure for tsotsis who
robbed from whites. But only criminal subcultures and
gangs were prepared to put such activity into practice.
Parents also tended not to question their tsotsi sons OIl
the source of goods and income they would bring into the
household. Can Themba, in trying to describe the average
struggling township resident, writes:
•••This is not really you, the criminal, the
delinquent tsotsi.
t10re like you is the concerned animal who conaerrts to
let your children bring home~ nights, mysterious
bales of stuff about which questions are not asked.
Or you, when you accept t.hepurchase of ,oads at the
back-door - at half-price whe!1 you know darned well
they were not obtained from tr~ legal train.(31)
The attitude of the tsotsi subculture to the law, then,
differed from that of its parent culture in tw6 distinct
ways. First, of course, most victims of tSD~si criminal
act.ivity were ordinary African township residents. In other
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words tsntsis def-:ed the law where it actually gaye
protection to the average township reside~t. Consequently,
tsotsis were generally hated and feared. Second, tsotsis
displayed an arrogant and courageous open defiance of the
law which went well beyond anything in the parent cuL t.u re ,
In some areas, breaking the law was natural to the parEmt
culture but lawbreakers gene.rally weighed up ri:sks
carefully and never drew attention to themselves. For the
tsotsis the Defiance Campaign was no big deal. They had
been defying the law for years.(32}
Crime and gangsterism were glorified by tsotsis. Their
styles of dressing, speaking and be hav Lour- H6::'e heavily
influenced by gangster images in movies, books and comics.
This will be dealt with in more detail later. What is
significant at this point is their admiration for, and
idolisat.ion o' gangsterism. Anthony Samson, for instance,
describes an outing to a "non-European" cinema during the
earl} 1950s showing the popular St~re£:tWith Nq Name. The
tsotsis, who represented the major part of the audience,
jeered at the FBI and cheered for the arch villain, Stiles.
"The scene shifted to the gangsters' hideout. A hush from
the audience. Rjchard Widmark appeared in one corner. A
shriek from the house. "St.Ll.e s l Att.abov : Go it~ Sti1~!;:'"
In one Bcene, a short gangster kills a night wa~chman with
a knife and a tsotsi in the audience shouted ")[ort Boy!"
(Kort \Boy was a Reef gangst.e r- famous for his sk:.lls with a.
knife \who ended up serving eighteen years in jail for
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murder} • Finally, "Stiles was shot dead by the FBI. The
audience groaned, as the FBI took over.U(33} As early as
1940, Lucas NkQsi, a member of the Orlando Boys' Unit,
pointed to the idolisa.tion of scr-een gangsters by local
young ga.ngmembers. He also noted that they idolised real
gangsters such as the notorious Willis.m Goosen who had
escaped from prison. The tsatsis followed Goosen's
progress eagerly j ,"> the nev..spc~pers and pz-et.eridedto be him
in their games.(34) Younger boys hero",worshipped the older
and more experienced tsotsis as well as the adult criminals
with whom they came into,contact. (35) "••• Even 'play
groups consisting of youngfsters under r.he age of 12, model
themselves on adult criminal gangs •••," observed
sociologist C.V. Bothma in 1953.(36) "Crimin'ls and
violent types are treated like Hollywood film stars in the
townships," grumbled Captain Rocco deVilliers, an "expert
on township gangsterism", in an interview with The Star in
196;7. (37)
Tsotsis regarded a jail sentence as a status symbol. Not
only was it proof of SUbstantial criminal Activity, but it
also meant coming into contact with other high-status
criminals. P.Q. Vund La , a prominent Ad,d"lory Board member,
explained this to members of the South African Police Force
in 1955. «Many of these beys don't fear to go to gaol, if
they have been to gaol, they are deemed to be heroes."(38)
Boston Sn~7manfwho ,;.:ventuallybecame a member of.the Msomis
in the late 19505 recalls, in his earlier days, being
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impressed by the words of a big time gangster: "A thug lets
his confirmation beh vnd bars, you must. go to ,jail for a
genuine offence or a frame up. When you come out from the
can you can pronounce yourself a gangster."(39)
The tsotsis had no respect for private property. They
considered themselves errt.L tied to anything tr.ey couLd lay
their hands on. Can Themba describes the ac t.LvIt.Les of
tsotsis on the trains:
There is little method in the operations Of these
criminals. Many pickpockets just put their hands into
your pocket and take what they want. More likely than
not you will not feel anything as you struggle for
breath in the crowd. If you do, what.mat,ter? They
out-brave you and t~reaten you with violence. The
younger pickpopkets go down on their knees, cut a'
hole into your trousers with a razor blade, and then
let slide into their hands wha~ever comes forth.
But the true terror for train users comes from the
rough-house thugs who hold people up at the point of
a knife or gun, or simply rob and beat up passengers.
The fear among passengers is so deep that some people
don't ~ven wart to admit that they have been robbed.
And pay days - Fridays, month-ends, from half-past
four in the afternoon - are the d3vil's birthdays.
(40)
'I'her-e is some evidence that some of the better organised
gangs, particularly in Sophiatown, were fairly scrupulous
in selecting their victims. They tended, it would seem~ to
concentrate on white and state targets rather than on
residents from their own community. (41) Even for the more
scrupulous gangs, however) this became increasin~ly
difficult as security l'laSsystematically stepped up in the
white areas throughout the 19508.(42)
Another common tsotsi activity was vandalism. They would
o£tan throw stones at houses or other property for no other
re9$O!'1t.han a minor grudge, or for no reason a~;all. (4a)
Tsotsi gangs were fiercely territorial. Gangs fou~ht each
other frequently to retain control of streets or areas. (44)
Peter Tourikis explains this in purely material terms;
competed to establish criminal monopolies ove~
particular areas.(45) Although there is some truth in this
fa r::!tula:tjon, it fails to accommodate the subcultural
dimerssi,r:!nof the issue. Phil Cohen's ~s~e~ion that
"territo'T:'';ality appears as a magical way of expressing
ownership" is more helpful in this respect. (46) Afric.::n
ur-ban yot-.::t.hs,~Aperiencing the denial of convent.ional legal
ownership, carved out their exclusive "territories according
to the::t"own. rights of ownership. This was a cent r-el
concern for tsotsi gangs, from the big time Americans who
sought to be "Kings of Sophiatown" down to the
insignificant street-corner gangs who fought for
"ownership" of their streets as though their lives depend~d
on it.(47) It was as much an is~ue of prestige and dignity
as one of material need. So owner&hip was important tG/
them, but it was an ownership based' on physical strength
and cunning rather than on legal codes •
.:Alencewas very much a wa~-..,flife for the t,sotsis. Most,
-'-....".1
of the smaller, poorer street-corner gangs would confine
themselves to inter-gang fist-fights or knife fights and
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the occasional mugging.(48) But violence could become much
more serious than this, particularly amongst the bigger,
better equipped gangs. Hurders, assaults and rapes carried
out by youths were daily occurrences. This is reflected in
Johannesburg Juvenile Court statistiCS. The following table
represents cases of murder, assault and rape which appeared
before the Juvenile Court between 1949 and 1960.
Mu£per AI, teul12t,ed murder. k c!-!ll t R@e ft!t_g
~mnted l'1!I>e
1949 20 135 33
1950 34 125 57
1951 26 4 126 43
1952 18 5 53 24
1953 25 7 225 98
1954 39 G 264 106
1955 26 13 342 118
1956 8 22 379 32
1957 36 5 323 57
1958 41 10 312 99
1959 40 1.2 381 71
1960 23 5 228 62
Between 1936 and 1939. before the tsotsi gang s started to
predominate, a tot~...1. of 6 murder, 253 assault and 11 rape
cases appeared before the Juvenila Court.(49) Although
thN,ia figures are not entirely reliable, they do indicate a
sub st arrtLex; escalation in youth violence during the lat.e
194.0s and 1950s.
Dlt!'; ng the 1950s the bigger gangs were ex t r-eme ..ly well
armed. The Americans, Berli"'ers and Vultures of So:phia.town
were involved in regular gun battles.( 50) The Torch Gang,
whi.ch operated generally in Orlando, roved around tt armed
with revolv~rs, crow-bars, knives and clubs't.(51) The
Spo i Le r-s of Alexandra appal~Nlth' owned an entire warehouse
!)
in whi~h t.hey kept their ammund.t.Lon, (52) In the ea.rly
19508, revolvers could be bought on the black market for 5
Pounds and quality knives fo~ 3s 6d.(53)
Gang warfare was probably the most common form of violent
activity for the tsotsis. Wars regularly broke out over
territorial competition., rivalry for women,
iusults, gambling debts. In order to assert their
authority or carry out revenge, bigger gangs would often
carry out horrific ritual violence. Such as a case in which
an 18 year old OrJando youth who was kidnapped by a band of
about 3 youths and hacked to death at his home in front of
his grandmother. (54) Or another case in which a young ma.n
was hacked to deat.hby the Mashalashala Gang of Benoni
because he strayed into their territory wearing a red beret
and was mistakenly identifi~d as a member of a rival
garig.(55) The most startling eX8~ple of all occurred in
the JoLmnesburg Fort in 1958. After a history of. bitt~r
and brutal I'lvalry for the control of Alexandra. dozens of
Ii
members of the~poilers and Msomis were arrested in a huge
police swoop. The Spoilers were all but destroyed by the
Ms..)mis .l.Jriorto the crackdown and were eager for revenge.
Four awaLt Lng-rt r-Lal MSOllli:: .. were placed in a cell full of
Spoilers. The four were subjected to a ritualised trial and
then kicked to death. The next morning their mutilated and
d ismembered cor-pssea wer(~ found scattered over the f'Looz- of
the celJ..(56}
Although often broadly sympathetic to the demands of
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African ~esistance politics, tsotsis, who had a history of
violent confrontation with the police, were impatient with
the peaceful methods and the intellectualism of the ANC.
Peaceful prote&ts and delegations seemed senseless to the
tsotsis. Throughout t~e 1950s tsotsis involved themselves
sporadically and spontaneously in ANC campaigns. But they
fell unde r no discipline and used the violent methods with
which th~y were familiar' beating up stayaway breakers,
l.;aylaying: and assau It.Lng school children during Bantu
Education boycotts, violently engaging police who tried to
break up mass meetings or raid for beer, attacking work
creWs and bulldozers during the Sophiatown removals. (57)
There is some evidence, hOHever, that tsotsis, and
urbanised youths more generally, be cume ml' r-e interested in
po Li.t ic.. and more coherently pollticised1 du~ing the late
1950s and early 1960s.(58)
Violent achievements and physical dtr~ngth were clearly
symbols of status within the tsotsi subculture. Male
chi Ldren in t.he townships gr-ew up wi th tremendous respect
for the knifemen. Special prestige was accorded to killers.
A tsotsi Lnt.erv Lewe d in Qrum talks about his atti tudes as a
ten year old dur-J ng the late 1.940s. "Oun heroes were the
boys who could steBl and stab, The more stabbings they did,
the 19ger they were. The 'bi~gest shot' of all was the one
who had killed somebody - either with a knfEe or a
gun.II(5.3) Moses Dlamini, in his au t.obi.ogr-aphy, recalls how
h i s 1.6 year old cousin! Ai.wi, became a hero of "the
underworld" after he had personally killed eleven people
during gang warfa!''':''In Jabavu in 1955. (60) Gang leaders
were chosen for their physica\ prowess and strength and
gangs often only admitted a member if he could point to
some Lmpr-ecsIve personal act of strength or v Lo''~W' • \ 61}
A Kliptown tsotsi dpmmented in 19~1! "r am a tsotsi, it is
true. r don't care tn work. Working at a regular job does
not pay. I can make more lIi.oneyb stealing - at least most
of my friends do. That is why they won't work."(62)
Tsotsis rejected 'the idea of steady employment. In fact
they were !'egularly referred to as "won't-works" by
exasperat.d government personnel concerned about high youth
unemployment. The Centlivres report of Lu58 notes:
The normal process in a modern society is for
young people to remain at school at least until
Jrgally enjoined school-leaving age, usually
years I and then to take up emp.Logment , This is not
the normal process amongst Africans. There is no
compulsory schooling •••
The natural result of these conditions is the
exLst.ence in the township of a class of native youths
who are idle. uneducated, undisciplined, unused to
work and disinclined to enter regular employment, and
it is, of course, from such a claEs that the tsotsi
gangs are Likely to draw their recr.1it.s,(63)
the
the
16
The Viljoen report of 1951 and the .C. Botha report of
.:
1962 both want one step further, arguing that the teotsi
cu.l.t ur e actually unemployment
problem. In analysing the youth unemployment problem of the
early 1960s M;C. Rotha distinguished bet.ween the "_poM
fid_~.Hunemployed and the "LedLge ? , youths who voluntarily
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avoided finding employment. Not only did the gangs
encourage a rre gat;ive a t.f i t.OO? t.owa.r-da wo rk I but they
actually provided an alternative support network and
attracted youths away from "normal" employment. Youth
unemployment and tsotsi culture were seen as mutually
reinforcing one another. (64) The state, as well as social
welfare institutions concerned with juvenile unemployment
and juven~le delinquency, saw it as essential to correct
thi~ "unnatural" attitude to work. Diepkloof Reformatory,
which was "mainly for .Johannesburg's tsotsi.s!", was one
corrective institution involved in this task. Its principal
in 1956, W.l. Kieser, made this clear: "All these boys are
undisciplined and do not believe in labour. We teach them
trades, hygiene and first aid, and train them back to
normality • " ( 6 5 )
Tsotsis saw reg~lar wage labour as undignified,
unprofitable and a denial of freedom. As one tsotsi
explained to Dr Ray Phillips of the Native Youth Board:
"Why should I accept a job from the Nati.ye Youth Board at
25-30 shillings a week when I made 100 Pounds last month by
gambling?"(66) In sheer material terms, crime offered
tsotsis a higher standard of living and a more exciting
.1 i festyl\;than wage employment. As DrlA.l1!observed: HA Tsots:i.
may earn as much as e Pounds a day; how else could he earn
such big money? With .~at he can look after his
girlfriends, keep his parents and gamble away the rest."
When asked why he became a tsotsi, Jeremiah Majola of
Alexandra explained, "I wanted to have a lot of money to
have a good time and g11e my girls a good time. Sometimes I
made 50 Pounds in one day with the gun."(67)
Education was seen in a similar light to stearlY employment.
Only a trickle of African schoolchildren stayed in school
beyond primary school. Throughout the 1950s an annual
average of about seven thousand African children attended
high school on the Witwatersrand. There was also an
extremely high trua~cy rate amongst those who did register
at township schools. Education was seen as boring and
restrictive. It Rlso very rarely improved chances of
employment. (68) Although the majority of tsotsis were semi-
literate through sub-grade school attendance or extensive
comic book reading, educational achievement held no status
at all within the tsotsi subculture.(69) In fact, speaking
English could often hamper social scceptance as it was seen
as a sign of showing off education. Tsotsis felt that
"teachers have the knowledge, but they have the sense."(70)
They emphasized being streetwise rather than educated. A
youth became a "clever" through knowledge and Experience of
the street rather than through schooling. Tsotsis were
scornful of those who took schooling seriously and enjoyed
waylaying and harassing schoolgoers.(71)
Linked to their rejection of employment and education was a
pervasive hedonism.
the future; they
Tsotsis did not believe in living for
searched for immediate excitement and
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danger, immediate gr·atification. They rejected all
"responsible" and IIrespectable" notions of saving for, and
investing in, the future. They aspired to extravagant
lifestyles: if they got hold of money, they would spend it
- on gambling, alcohol, clothing, women. Spending their
days working at jobs or at school seemed senseless when
there was an exciting, dangerous life out in the streets •
•
Being unemployed and out of school was an important symbol
of subcultural identification. It was conceivable to hold
down a job or go to school and, after hours, adhere to
tsotsi style but it was unusual to find an employed or
schoolgoing youth who was also a fully-fledged gang
member.(72) Apart from the physical absence from gang
activity during the day that this entailed, it was
difficult to hold down a steady job and retain respect
within a tsatsi gang.
Famil~ and ~eneratjonal hierarchy
During the 1940s and 19508 township parents found it
extremely difficult to discipline their teenage sons.
Whereas girls were usually drawn fairly effectively into
household activities, boys tended to be uncontrollable.
Working parents were absent during the day, while schools
and the labour market absorbed a minority of township
teenagers. Most male youths were left with few structures,
controls and restraints during the day.(73) During the
nights gang life provided a powerful counter-attraction to
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family life. Although parents often struggled to
male youths were largely absent"normalise" the situation,
from i:.henuclear family. For a large portion of them gang
life became their most important colle(~tive experience.
Throughout the 1950s, Advisory Board members identified
tsotsi crime and juvenile delinquency as a crucial township
isslle. Apart from yout:r.unemployment, they saw a general
breakdown in parental authority and control as probably the
most important contributing factor. (74) The Riots
Commission of 1958 also observed a " ... noticeable
weakening of filial discipline resulting in many cases in a
complete breakdown of parental authority."(75)
Tsotsis had no particular respect for adults. Adult
township residents were the chief victims of tsotsi
criminal activity. This was such a common pattern, in fact,
that the "crime problem" in the townships almos~ took on
the characteristics of a g~nerational war, particularly
when residents organised civil guard movements to protect
themselves from tsotsi pillaging. A 1952 extract from Drum
highlights this: "The story is told of a voluntary guard
patrolling in Alexandra who was attacked by tsotsis, and
had to shoot one of them in defence, only to find that it
was his own son. This is a tragic illustration of the rift
that gang war has caused in the locatio~s.~(76} Tsotsis
seemed unperturbed by the age of their victims. Older
married women were often sexually assaulted by tsotsis and
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prominent Advisory Board members were attacked. In one
particularly stark
stabbed a 40 year
example in 19G5 a
old man to death
12 year
after a
old boy
gambling
dispute. The boy was involved with a gang in Alexandra
.called the "Peacemakers". (77)
The tsatsi subculture, then, subverted the natural order of
parental and adult authority. This may perhaps create too
stark a picture of generational relations in the townships.
Male youths were involved in the tsotsi subculture to
varying degrees, almost impossible to quantify. Many
retained some respect for, and some commitment to, their
kinship network. Many shuttled, througn ime and space,
between the two opposite poles of collective security: the
family and the gang. But the hardened tsotsi accepted no
hierarchies other than those of internal gang leadership.
Nor did he accept any responsibility for, or answerability
to, his immadiate kin; the gang became his real family.
Movies, comics, magazines and cheap novels were the key
sources of tsotsi imagery and style. For permanently
urbanised African youths th~1'ewas an almost complet.e
aosence of alternative inLagery. Rural and "traditional"
imagery had very little impact on them.
the cities all their lives and had lost
Most had lived in
contact with a
rural life-style. Those elements of rural imagery and
ritual which did seep through to them via their parents or
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grandparents were generally rejected in their struggle to
assert an urban identity. Traditionaljsm was seen as naive,
old-fashioned and inappropriate to modern urban street
life. ~his set the tsotsis apart starkly from groups such
as the Amalaitas who retained strong rural links and drew
Leavily on traditional imagery and ritual such as
circumcision. Because of racial discrimination and economic
deprivation township youths were denied access to
fashionable white middle class style and culture. As
Anthony Samson puts it: "Gangster films, street-corner
gambling, drinking to get drunk, were open to all.
fheatres, decent houses, libraries, travel abroad, were for
Europeans only. "(78) And ;:;0 they had to draw on imagery
which was familiar, af'f'ordab Le, accessible, appropriately
urban and exciting. It is not surprising, then, that
movies, in the absence of alternatives, became such a
powerful source of imagery for township youths during the
19408 and 1950s.
By the late 1930s movies were easily accessible to township
youths. The Institute of Race Relations began, even at this
stage, to be concerned about the influence of movies on
youths, singling out popular shows of th~ time such as Gav
Divorcee, Murder in Trinidad, Road pouse 87d Charlie Chan
in. Par:l~.(79) In 1940 Lucas Nkosi of the ',j ~.ando Boys'
Uni t , in a survey of Orlando youth gangs, .~.·.'Pressedsimilar
concern. Gang members, he observed, would go to movies
whenever they had money_ Afterwards they would act out the
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stories for the other members who were unable to afford the
entrance fees.(80) Munici~al·authorities also recognised
the problem but, until the mid 19508, argued that, as long
as movies with specifically immoral messages were banned,
the popularity of movies amongst township youths need not
be discouraged. They preferred to have the youths in
oinemas than out in the streets. In 1954 an irate doctor
wrute a. letter to :I'he§_tar.compLaLni.ngI "We are helping to
feed the fires of crime by our indifference to what is a
canker in our society - the showing of crime films to the
less educat~d class of our population." But W.J.P. Carr,
the manager of Johannesburg's Non-European Affairs
Department, in replying to the letter writer, was not
worried. The upholders of law and morality aLways came out
on top in these movies, he felt, and the good, law-abiding
people were always the heroes. He expressed c~ ~idence that
the mcv a es shown in the townships could only h ~ a good
influencE~.(81} Carr's department even employed mo~lle film
units in the West Rand townshipsJ both to help keep youths
off the streets and to encourage the right tind of mo~ally
sound movi~8. By 1954 there were 9 cinemas dotted around
the tdwnships as well as 4 Non-European cinemas in
Johannesburg and 2 in Fordsburg. In addition to this, 3
mobile NEAD film units were in opprRtion whicii attracted
abouc 30 00,0 African view-erg per week. (82) vlhat Carr and
his department failed to understand, of course, was that
African youths tended to idl':ntify with the baddies rather
than the goodies. Even if the baddies lost out in the end,
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it was the baddies who provided the source of imagery and
style. vlhi112: watching str,eet with No Name with Can Themba
in Sophiatown during the early 19503, Anthony Samaoi ,
recalls:
Stiles wore a lang overcoat,
inhaler and oc~asionally bit
slouched his henchman, wearing
slits at the back.
"When this film firet came out, tI Can wh-ispered,
"the sales of Benzedrine z-ockened, Everybody munched
apples. All the tsotsis wore those rainc~ats~(83)
sniffed a Benzedrine
an apple. Beside him
a beltedYraincoat with
Movies were always influential in informing stylI'"in the
dominant South African culture as well, but, by modelling
themselves on the thugs and gaugsterc: rather than on the
goodies and cops, tsotsis inverted conventional symbolism
and morality. Their style was clearly symbolic and its
message to t.hehegemonic culture Was unambiguous: we reject
the law, crime does pay, ycmr enemies are OU1' hez-ces , we
will not live by your rules and norms.
Apart from movies, magazines, comics and cheap books
provided a rich source of' imagery for the largely semi-
literate tsotsis. Zank and Drum, magazines which targeted a
young township audience, ran regular well-U.lustrated
features on American fashion and local music, sport and
gang af.!tivity. The magazines were wideily available and
widely read by young people in the townships.(S4) Marvell
Comics were particularly popular among~t the younger
tsotsis, who used to compete over their comic collections.
Once they became a bit older, they graduated to paperback
"
thrillers in the James Hadley Chase mould.(BS) Books about
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American gangsters uere all~Ys popular. One book in
particular seemed to catch the imagination of many tsotsis
in the 1950s - Willard Motley's Knock Qn Any Door.{86} An
ex-tsotsi recalled th~t he used to carry a book around with
him on the mafia which became his "textbook" for all his
"big crimes".(87)
Tsotsi dressing styl€:was di:3tinctiv~ and it was a central
eLement of tsotsi identification. Tsotsis were ex tr-emeLy
self-consciolllS about their clothes. In 1945 a Bantu ~
r-eade r- r~fe:rred to t.ao t s-i.s sarcastically as "a gr.oup of
well dressed gentlemen"(88); another reBder called them
"gentlemen o f leisure". (89) Hugh Masek,~·.a, recalling his
days-as a stylish towRnhip youth in thq 1950s, commented:
"In those days ~ a man was. known and recognised by the label
that was attached to his clothes. We used to spend hours
c~~aning nur shoes, and then go to the cinema very early,
5UF't ·L show off. tl ( 90 ) Before attempting to describe
t.sots i cloth ing style, two important observat1.ons need to
be made at the outset. First, style waR not static. Within
the broader parameters of ts~tsi style detail~
certain elements of style went through
shii:'ted--t·
waves of
fashionability, usually brought about by a particularly
popular movie. For example, tsotsis liked to chew on
something to round off styl ist Lc effect but wh~ther it was
apples or tcot.hp Lcks nr chewing gum they ot:2wed was
influenced by the particular fad of the day.(91) Second,
although tsotsis ~13pireg to high style, most were unable to
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afford it. For the average tsots a stylish item af
clothin~, whether it was a pair of trousers, ~ hat, a
jacket, a smart pair or imported shoes, was a treasured
possession which was worn fre\luei:'1y. Tsotsis often managed
to pull off an acceptabLy stylish image with very little;
only the big and successful gan~sters could afford polish
and variety.
There is genE'!l"al agreement amongst my informants that 1;1'e
key to subcultura.l styh, lay in imitt'.tingAmerican fashion.
"Anything American was something ta imitate"(92); f! •••
ever~:thil1gthey did had t.o be Amer.-icau'l•(93) The Amerl.<.:uns
Sang o f Sophiatown perfected Amez-Lcan styLe and they
consequently became a role model for other tsotsis. The
most important mendium for communica.t.ingfashion was, of
course, the ci~ema. Gan.ster, co,~oy and black AmeriCan
jazz movies were the most important fashion influences. (94)
The central element of :,1ci:hing st',Y'lewas t.he tsots.i
trousers. The bottoms were extremely narrow, resting either
at the ankles or ~round the shoes. One variation was called
~the hottom" which had a norru&l wLdth most of the way down
and tapered sharply to a ve!'ynarrow bottom. (!:I5)Tsotsis
"used t.o eLlp thl>:Luttoms to make the bottotne r.arr·:)'w".(96)
According to ex-tsotsi, Henry Miles, "some people wore
their pants AD narrow you had to use vaseline on your legs
to pull it down".(97) Stan Motjuwadi recalls, however,
that the bottoms gradually f ~dened during the late 1~50s in
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accordance with Am~r:i.canfashions; "they became lei3s and
leE~ zoot:" by the end of the decade.CgB) If a township
adolescent wanted to identify with the tsotsi
subculture he would be under great pressure to at least get
hold of a pair of tsotsi \users. Norris Nkosi tells the
story of how, as a young teen~ser in 1949, he pleaded with
his mother to buy him a pai~ of tsotsis. She refused,
arguing that he was too young to wear long pants, let alone
identi fy himself with tiao tsL youths. In de ape r-at.Lon , he
used to steal his brother's pair which he would wear after
school. Equipped with his tsotsist he would join his
friends selling things and picking pockets on the
trains.\99) Whereas the trousers established identity,
there were & cluster of style variations which added to the
trousers. The most oommon D~ these modelled itself on the
American gang henchman. Accol·dir.tgto Druml the aVE1I'age
tsotsi wore "tight-fitting zOot trousers, wide-brimmed
hats, loud shirts and ties."(100) In anothe~deRcription
t 1"·\
of a. t.so t.a i , "Sp i.ke was wearing the t.sot£ rig, with "ery
narrow t Si:~teetl-bottom'tr-ouaer-s, a. long floppy coat, a
bright scarf tucked into it and a slouch hat."(101)
Another variation Was the ~owboy look: black zcot trouser~,
black ~hlrt, cowboy hat.(102)
Proba~Jy the next most important j~em on the agenda was the
hat. In hatw6re bhft~tyle was less precise but generally a
broad brimmed hat such as a S~et~on or a peak cap were
prefer!'ed. Tsotsis liked to wea.r hatA low over their eyes.
l·t 9
Shoe styles were also diverse. The more stylish gangsters
bought expensive imported shoes, usually with pointed t.oes.
For the small-fry tsotsis, simple takkies were popular,
w()rnwith t.ur-ried+up tongu!efa.(103)
Style was also reflected in the choice of personal and gang
names. Nicknames Were pDwerfully influenced by the movies
so tha't names such as "StiIE~S" and "Zorroll were popular. If
a bo.y's real name was Huml~1..:ey~ he woulc.~almost Lnev Ltably
be called "Bogart", James would be called "Jesse James" a.nd
John would be callod "Dillingerlt.{104) Gang names seemed
to be selected in order to be as offensive as possible to
the dominant culture. Names often reflectled an
identification with society's "natural" enemies. Names such
as "Gestapo", "Berliners" and nGermans" went beyond the
pale in identifying with the Nazis; the "Mau Mau" gang
apr-out.ed up at the height of. white hysteria about the
violent Kenyan :rebellion; thle "Apaches" made it cLeaz-who
they backed in the tussle bei:t"teen cowboys and Indiaml; the
"Satan Boys" and "Gas Devils~ made it clear where they
stood in the tussle between "good" and It-evil". The "Benz Lne
Boys", famed for setting fire to their victims a~ter
dous Lng
used
them in benzine, and the nSlas~aal" gang
names wi th provocati ve ccnnot.at.Lone elf
clearly
brutal
violence. The "Dead End Kids" boasted their delinquency and
lack of upward social mobility.
Perhaps the mO!21t distinctive feature of the tsotsi
subculture W~3 its own language, tsotsitaal. The language
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was an urban hybrid baaed largely on Afrilraans but with
large Xhosa/Zulu and English inputs. 'fsotsitaal was made up
of roughly 36% Afrikaans, 13% vernacular, 9% English and
42% of ambiguo'Llsor- unknown origin. The meanings of many of
the words were shifted from those of the original language
and the syntax was incosistent; generally oscillating
between Afrikaans and Xhosa/Zulu syntax. (105) The
extensive use of Afrikaans in tsotsitaal reflected the
subcultural tendency towards incorporating domlnant
cult.ural symbols and then subverting or inflecting them"
Tsotsitaal was more than simply a medium for communication;
it was an impo:tant element of cultu~&l style. It was the
i.
"lingua-frenca" ~f township youths. The language reinforced
t.t:;:;;t~d identity. South African linguist C. T. Msimang
comments:
There is no doubt ." that tsotsitaal is used as a
r-egi.suez-, It iz;; abandoned where the tS(:ltsivlants t~
maintain the distance between himself and members of
the out-group; and he will use it to maintain
identity and solidarity with members of the in-group.
Dh:tG.n~e is maintain.ed in order to snub members of
the out-group e.s w~~ll as t.oendorse his attitude
towards them.(106)
Different levels of proficiency in the language indicated
di f'f'erent; Lcve Ls of ur-ban and subcultural familiarity. A
well established tsotsi had to be able to do more than "(;Eit
by" in tsotsitaal. Subcultural status was attached to
speaking the language with flair and dext.er-x ty, to
familiarit.y with the latest linguistic nuances and
innovationo.(107) Tsotsis from Sophiatowu and Alexandra
apparently looked down upon tscztsis .fr.om. Orlando because
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the latter spoke a tsotsitaal which was c0nsidered old-
fashioned. The Orlando tsotsitaal had a far greater Zulu
content. The Sophiatown tsotsis callod the Orlando tsotsis
"kalkoene" ("turkeys") because they "talked like kalkoene".
Nevertheless, the Sophiatown and Orlando versions of the
language were mutually intelligible, if only with
difficulty. (108) So tsotsis would use tsotsitaal to
compete with each other for subcultural status but, at the
same time, the language delineated the boundary between the
in-group and the_aut-group.
The language, then, was used by the tsotsis to insulate
and protect themselves in the face of a dominant social
order which demanded proficiency in English or Afrikaans to
achieve upward social mobU ity. Mastery of the dominant
language is a powerful cultural weapon. Tsotsitaal was, in
a sense, another "magical" sub~~ltural response to cultural
subordination: the tsotsis developed their own language
over which only they achieved mastery.
Dagga-smoking! drinking alcohol in abundance and gambling,
although by no means unLque to the tsotsis t were fur-cher
important anti-social rituals which helped to define the
subculture. They were rituals which flew in the face of
clean-living, caut.Loua , adult,m iddLevc.Laas respectability.
Youths who could not de 'mstrate a familiarity with these
rituals were considered "squa~e".(109)
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In 1962 Absolom Vilakazi observed the tremendous popularity
of tsotsi style amongst urban African youth. He explained
this phenomenon in the following way:
The tsotsis have thrived and become attractive to
some young people because, quite frankly, they have
been culturally exciting! They have a language of
their own which is very earthy, racy and something of
a secret language, a.ndtherefore fascinating to the
young. They are tough; they have demonstrated to
everybody that "crime does pay" ..• They are defiant
of traditional values and spurn middle-clRss
Christian morality and the whole culture of what they
refer to, in Durban, as Ositshu:G~, ie: the "Excuse
me" people; or those who try to live according t~
refined social standards •• Besides, the tsotsis have
a touch of modernity about them and their methods.
While they are quick with a knife, they also can draw
and use a g~n, and have become quite sophisticated in
their methods of operation. In all these things they
strike a responsive chord in the young people.(110)
Althov~h "apolitical" and "anti-social") the tsots! youth
aub cultur-e on the ~Htwatersrand r-epr-eserrt.ed a challenge to
cultural consensus in urban South Africa during the 19409
and 1950s. Despite sharing a common baseline of experiences
with the broader parent ghetto culture, the response of
permanently urbanised African male youths to political,
economic and cultural subordination was distinctive. The
tsotsi subculture, through its value system, style and
ritual, agressively denied hegemonic consensus. Taotsi
va l.ue s I such as br~zen rejection of the law and
glorification of Violence, criminality and hedonism, were
defined in direct antagonism to the consensus value system.
Tsotsi style and ritual often drew on imagery familiar to
the consensus culture but inflected and subverted the
symbolic structure of those images.
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(JHAP'J.'EH FOUR:
THE MARK OF .ZORRO
Sexuality and Gender Relations in the Teotsi Subculture on
the Witwatersrand
There were ,ive key elements in the identity of tsotsi
II
gangs on the ~itwatersrane. Tsotsis were binck, generally
working .'c.La.ss , urbanised, young males. I~l othez- words t
their identity could be defined in terms oi race, class,
geographi~ location, geQeratlon and gender.(l) This chapter
explores th~ !!!as(.~).!.1jn~identity of the tsotsi subculture.
'The maacu l.Lne identU:.y is a soc LaI construct which ex tsts ,
almost def,initional1y, lh antithesis to the feminine
identit.y. A study of maaculLnLtiy, then, becomes a study of
gender relations. How, I will ask, was tsats! masculinity
defined and what role did women play in the subculture? Why
were females strikingly absent from the central concerns of
gang life? These questions can only be answered through a
syqtematic gender analysis of the subculture~
.' ..... _(
SU.t'pl'isingly li.ttle has bej-nwritten on the specific issue
of sexuality in Twentieth Century youth subcultures. It is
su r-pr-Ls ing on two ~ccounts. First, on a purely
obs-erva.tional level, it is clear that the assertion of
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masculinity is a central feature of these subcultures. It
is also clear that females appear to be marginal to youth
subcultures, whether in post-war Britain and tne United
States, Weimar Germany or post-independence Zaire.t2}
Second, over the last t.wo or three decades, pa.rticularly in
the United States and Britain, substantial bodies of
literature have been generated on both youth gang
aul-cu Itures and gend/~r/sex:uality. Yet the two issues hardly
ever seem to intersect in a systematic way. Although the
xssue or sexuality unavoidably :p'~rmeates many studies of
:'!outhsubcu lt.ur-es , it appears as thougY~ only tv10 worthwhile
pieces have been written on the specific inter5ectiu~ of
sexualit~ and youth subculture: the firHt is a paper
entitled "Uirls and Subcultures" by McRobbie and Ga1:'ber
(1976); the second is a chapter entitled "The invisible
girl: The culture of f~mininity vs masculinism" in Mike
Brake's The .soc iqlogX of;: Yr!lJth .Qultur~ anq Y911th Subg.ulturE't
(1980).(3}
Br-ake a1:'gues that it is essential to focus on sexuality
becaume "on the whole1 youth cultures and subcultures tend
to be some form of explorat.ion of sexuulity".(4) Both
articles are concer-ned with the "invisibility" of ~il'ls
from youth subcultures. McRobbie and Garber a~e not
~ith the argument that females ~re simply
"peripheral tl or "marginal H • They prefer to characterise the
female' s po sItLcn as .fmbordifl4.tg. Fema l.es , they argue l "are
central and pivotal to a subordinate area, which mirrors!
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but in a complementary and subordinate way·, the' dcmLnarrt!
masculine arenas".(5} In other words, youth subcultures are
dependent on the role of females, despite the fact that
fema.les are excluded from the more prestigious, high-
profile and power struggle elements of the subcultures.
Males are the active subjects while females are the
passive, but necessary, subordinate objects within the
aubc aItures.
"Girls are present in maLe aubou Luur-es,II Brake agrees, "but
are contained within rather than usipg them to
explore actively forms o~ femal~ identity."(~) Women tend
to be the rewards, the 't,roph.jos fat' mal~ s),lccesses. Apart
from providing sexual and domestic services to males, they
are the Cilymbol.sof status to be won o!'Lost Ln,: tfl~ male-
exclusive s~heres auch as fighting. Perha.ps the most
important role of females is to pr~vide the baseline of
antithesis, to provide a model for what males are not.
because "you c~nnot really define masculinity apart from
femininity".(7} Women, then, are often understood to be
marginal to subcultures beoauae theirdo not figure Ln the
sens~tional, high-profile, high-status spheres of the
subculture. McRobbie and Garber's observations appear to
have some validity in the case of the tsotsi subcultu~e.
N~vertheless, their argument should not be overstressed
b-acause there is a very genuine element of female
marginality in youth subcultures: girls spend much less
time in the gapgs and theit' ga.ngmembership is far less
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formal. Time is a key variable here: it is essential to
ascertain how youths allocate their time in order to
understand youth subcultures. Whereas unemployed young
males have an enormous amo~nt of free time at their
disposal, girls are drawn far more effectively and strictly
into the domestic sphere. As Frith points out: "Parents
control girls' spare time much more closely ••• girls have
to asgume an apprenticeship fo~ domestic labour which
begins at home".(S) These broad observations on youth
aubcu Itures, I will show I have ':::.+.rongY'e::;~manceswith the
tsotsi subculture on the Witwatersrand.
Masculinity is, of course, a shifting concept. Male
prestig~ and status are defined in different ways from
culture \:.0 culture and from era to era. In middle class
culture, f~r instance, professional skills, intellect and
(,
earning capacity are emphasized, whereas physical skill and
strength tend to be emphasized in working class culture.
Common to all versions nf mRRculinity, however. is male
ass:ertlveness and f te.t:ce inter-male competitiveness
alongside relatively dome s t.Lca Ll.y or.iented
females. Most forms of masculinity also involve a need to
corrtt-o L and be "J.n control" ,,,whether intellectually or
ph y g i r:n11y • ( 9 ) TIlis pap~~ will attempt to illuminate the
specific nature of tsctsi sexual identity.
McRobbie and Garber and Brake f'ocus on the continui ties Ln
sexual social isat:ion bet.weeri the parent cu Lt.ur-e and 'the
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subculture. Sexual roles and stereotypes inculcated through
the home and school environments 1 and reinforced by the
mass media, are retained in youth subcultures. Rather than
acting _g_gainstsexual hegemonic norms) youth aubcuIt.ures
tend to, if anything, exaggerate theIn. Sexual ster~otyping
and role differentiation seem to be all the more starkly
enforced. (10 j
As I have shown in the previous chapter, most subcultural
behaviour seems to involve a reaction against the hegemonic
cultural order, a denial of social consensus. Why, then, in
the sphere of sexual identity, do youth subcultures tend to
.'.Qonform? On.e possible way of answering this is to argue
that youth subcultures do not really conform s~xuallY.
Witness, for example, promiscuity and disrespect for
marriage and family iife. In fact, marriage, or an
ostensibly monogamous commitment, usually signals the exit
from a youth subculture. But this argument begs the
question of sexual identity: masculinism vs femininity. Not
only is the stark separation of gender identities radically
conformist, but the active/passive, pub Ld.c Zdeme s t Lc ,
aggressive/nurturing poles conform to hegemonic sexual
ste~~otSPCG. Promiscuity represents a challenge to moral or
religious norms rather than norms of sexuality. Conformist
subcultural sexual Lty, it seems, ean only be explained by
t.r-ac ing the historiC'a.~ continuities in sexual
socialisation.
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Cont.Lnu ities in sexual. 80cij2.1iHation
Following the general pattern of youth subcultures) tsotsi
notions of sexual identity conformed to those of its parent
ghetto culture as well as the wider consensus hegemonic
order. It is difficult to find a general explanation for
youth subcultural conformity in the area of sexuality, but,
in the case of tsotsis, perhaps one tentative explanation
can be advanced be f'er-emoving on to tracin,g specific
historical continuities. I have suggested earlier that the
tsotai subculture had a fairly clear identity in terms of
race, class, generation and gender. As black, working class
youths, tsotsis were structurally subordinate in terms of
race, class and generation. But, males, tsotsis were
structurally dom:tnant. Gender 'IITaS t.heone aphene in which
they found themselves "natUrally" dominant. Hence the need
to assert their masculinity and.sexu.al difference. 'they
defended their one area of privilege vigorously.(1.1J An
analogy can perhaps be dr-awn here with the wh!te wor-king
class in South \frica: subordinate in class cerms, yet
dominant in racial terms, the white working class is
anxious to assert racial difference in order to preserve
its terrain of superordination.
The tsotsi phenomenon, as a recognisable subculture, only
really emerged on the Witwatersrand in the early- to mid
19408. It is important to stress that tsotsis were
permanently urbanised youths who tended to have minimal
recollection of, or contact with, the countryside. The
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emergence of the tsatsi subculture coincided with the
emergence of a large second generation urbanised youth
population on the Witwatersrand. This constituency reached
substantial proportions in the early 1940s~ following a
rnassiv3 escalation of permanent urbanisation in the second
half of the 1930s. Although tsotsis were alienated from the
custom and culture of the countryside, there were noti.cible
continui ties between rural age regiment systems arid urban
youth gang organisation. It is reasonable to assume that
'the recently urbanised parents of tsotsis retained
substantial elements of rural socialisation and that their
attitudes towards parenthood had not shifted significantly.
Although th® social context had changed dramatically with
the dwindling of extended family networks and tribal
controls and the innovation of wage labour, parental
attitudes and expectations remained fairly constant. Newly
urbanised parents had experienced the tightly organis~d,
traditional age regiments which allowed adolescent boys to
explore their sexuality and assert their independence while
simultaneously reinforcing generational hierarchy and other
traditional values and prepa~ing them for the
responsibilities of adulthood. Although these youth groups
were largely self-organised and allowed its members a
substantial amount of freedom, a regulated framework was
placed upon their sacial and sexual activities. {See, for
xamp Le, the Maye;:~·'account of intlol!!be, the "r-ed" Xhosa
youth initiation practice, William Beinart's rE'tCentstudy
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of the indlavini and Peter Delius's work on early twentieth
century Pedi society).(12) So adolescent boys were expected
to be independent, to cluster in groups outside of the home
environment and to assert their masculinity. Girls, on the
other hand, were expected to remain close to the home
environment, to carry out domestic chores and :earn
domestic skills. In the absence of traditional age
regiments, and virtually unsupervised by parents, male
urban youths asserted their masculinity in their own way:
they gathered together in gangs with their own distinctive
style and ritual. But, in the cities, generational
hjer~rGhy broke down. The parents lost control.
This rural/urban continuity is important to the issue of
ur-ban you t.h sexual! ty in two ways. First, r-ur-aI
socialisation provided the baseline for gender identities.
As in the countryside, adolescent girls were expected to be
passive, domesticated and marginal to the social hierarchy.
As in the countryside, boys were expected to be
Independeltt, a.sser-tive c ompe'terrt fighters who we re active
outside of the household. Second, the independence and free
time available tc young boys ensured that males, and net
females, would estabIish the par-ame ter-sof the new ur-ban
youth culture. Females \",e1"'8drawn into a. male dominated
subculture, on male terms.
Westernised urban images and influences served only to
reinforce r-ur-a I sexual stereotypes. Girls' schools
encouraged female domesticity and submissiveness; movies
16S'
and carnics, which w(.re sa influential in tsotsi style ':lnd
imagery, provided numerous machismo role models for boys
and conventionally beautiful, and helpless, role models
for girls; advertisements in magazines and on billboards
encouraged a tough, independent image of masculinity;
sports, particularly boxing and soccer, which were
extremely popular in the townships and which excluded
females, encouraged male physical prowess and
competitiveness.
!be tsot-si masculine role model
The tsotsi masculine identity hinged around fighting skill,
independence, daring and law-breaking, stylishness and
success with women. Adeptness in these areas detlarmined a
tsotsi's status and prestige as a "man",
A man had to be a good fighter, not only for
but also to earn respect. Boxing gymnasia were
popular in the townships; if there were
facilitielS around, youths would work
protection,
extremely
f(.)rl...a I
in backyard
no
out
facilities. (13) A young man t s status and reputatio.1 wa.s
enhanced through winning fights. Gang leaders were
generally the best fighters. Mattera recounts a story of
how he, as gang leader of the Vultures, defeated the leader
of another gang in a one-to-one fight. This precipitated
the incorporation of the members of t.he defeated gang
leader's gang into the Vultures, (14) Their respect was
transferred to the victorious fightex'. The notorious
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Alexandra gangster, "Zarro", developed a large following of
adoring young boys because of his skills in the martial
arts. He was virtually unbeatabl. in hand-to-hand
combat.(15} An Alexandra ex-tsotsi commeDted that at tha
age of 13 to t5 !lOurheroes were the boys who could steal
and stab. The more stabbings they did, the bigger they
were. The biggest shot of all was the one who had killed
somebody - either with a knife or a gun".(16) Movie
images, of cou~se, reinforced these attitudes. It was
inconceivable to have a hero who was a poor fighter. The
toughest, most viulent screen characters became their role
models. Nicknames such as "Jesse James", "Dillinger" and,
of course, "Z~rro" abounded amongst the tsotsis.
To be independent a tsotsi had to have his own means of
income. Money was nec e.as ar-y to attract women and keep up
witI'.the demands of subcultural style. Wage labour, as I
have shown in a '~revious paper, was scorned. Young men who
worked from 9 to 5 were considered F~issies".(17) It was
considered demeaning and degrading to work for someone,
especially a white. It was also necessary to assert
financial independence from parents, who, in any CA.seJ
generally could not afford to support their sons' often
extravagant tsotsi lifestyle. Stealing or gambling, then,
were considered the only s~ceptable masculine ways of
obtaining money. It followed that success in stealing
became a status symbol in itself. Being independent also
involved separating your life ~s far as possible from the
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family and.the household. The househoLd was the t...rain of
girls. Urbanised edo Leaoerrtboys tended tr.: come home, onl!r
to sleep or have: meals (at which i:heyw~re servi.ced by
theLr mothers or s tst.er-s } , Those who were auccaas f'u'Ienough
at being jndep~ndent avo i.ded even t.h i.s,
PartlcularJy daring tep.tsof la.l'1-breaking~iere admir~d.
Pickpocketing a.nd mugging were ~ommonplace fot:' tsotsis.
Armed z-obber-Les, murder and t,'ight.;11~\ witil 'pol ice were
highly prestigiOlls a8tivitjes. A real t,sotsi had to show
that he was not scared of the police. I~ this respect, it
" ,
was "Zorro", one of the great tsotsi idols, who ag,:l.l.:ll
epitomised'tsotsi machismo. In the mid 50s, I was informecl1
h~ hijac'kecla PQlice car. During the ensuing cal'chase he
radioed through to all other police cars, telling them of
his whereabouts and challenging them to come and get him.
'__ J
He warned them that he was l'Zorro"; that he \was armed and
dangerous. There appeared to bb no motive for this stunt
other thar.to create a stir and enhance his reputati.on.(18)
In order to be an act::~pt.ahleID41e wi t.hl.n tl~e aubcu It.ur-e , a
young man had to be "with it", he had to be in ~iltyle. He
hadj't o dress and speak stylishly, he i:l&d to hold hLs liquor
I!welt and smoke daiga and he had to be seen at the right
H
pla6es.(19) As far as ~lothes were concerned, the most
admired men w~re those who could imitate American gangster
style, as prrttayed in American movies, most effectively.
Thi~ involved ohtaining flashy and expensive clothing which
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usually could only be achieved by the bigger, established
gangs such as the Ame eLcans or the Spoilers. Gang e were
extremely fashion conscious and comp~titive about their
clothing. Members of the Americans apparently ordered
imported clotllng through up-market clothes outlets such as
Ma.rkha.ms and Levisons. They would make 8. deal w'i th t,\sse
outlets not to sell any mol'Sof these items in Johannesb~rg
in orde r- to c r-eate exc LusIvit.v , (20) A flashy Li mcusLne
made in the USA WQyld be a highly prestigious possessiot.
Americbn movies set the trends in tsotsi fashion. As Dar
~aJte:t'aput.s it: "If you didn't '\.',alklike an American, or
have an American name or aomet.hLng, you weren't in t.hat,
set".(21) Fittingly, it was the Americans gang which
rept'esented the height of tSQtsi fashion on the
Witwatersrand. All the poorer, Less famous gangs tried to
emulate their style. Of course, most of them could npt
style had to be there. The tightfitt in~szoot tl'ous~rs were
essential. And spoaking tsotsitaal was essential. Every
self-r!'lspecting t sot sI had to be familict,";' with tsot"'sitae.l
on pa in of being br-anded a t\~iss.:i~" Or' a "moegoe " (a.
coun t 1:';" hllmpid n ),' 3Jlke c Lot.h Lng t~otsitaal w&s subject to
fashion shifts. In 6rder to be "with it", a tQat~i had to
be familiar with all the latest slang and language
innovations, Alth0ugb most urbanised townsbip girls were
also generally familiar with tsot~itaal, heing out of touch
with the language did not involve a ~h~eat t~ their sexual
identity.
17:~
As in all male-dominated cultures, possession of women
represented a crucial status symbol. The beauty and
quantity of a tsotsi' s girlfriends wel~e an indic.'l.tors of
his success in other fields of masculine accomplishment.
Fight. victories Lnev i tably attracted woman , "The conquest
obviously brought lots of girls and having lots of women at
the time said llho you were. II (22) High fashion also
attracted women, thus it was the Americans who succeeeded
'j
,~'\
in g~tting the really prestigious ca.tches .:such af~ Miriam
Makeba an~ D}hly Rs,thebe. In Sophiatown "many of the
prettier girls, even at 16 or 17, would end up with the
".~meIdcans, because the Americans w')re flashier ~ the~) wore
the ~est: clothes" they had the most money". < 23) Tsotsis
competed furiously over "beautiful women" which often led
to attra.~tive women being harrassed. "You were in t r-oubl,e
if you were a beautiful woman," comments QUeeneth
Ndaba . (24) It was particularly Lmpor-t.ant;f(lr a gang lea.der
"t.o I. have an a:ttl.'.':;.ctive and sought after girlfriend.
l'i1evi tab 1"" 0 If the~.J ,
/;'
prettiest girls were ... lovers of gang
loaders":(25) It wal also prestigious for tsotsis to have
children as a sign of their" miinhood. Thus Norris Nkosi W'as
ex t r-emeLy proud t.o have a C'!".d.ldat t.he age of 16 with his
15 year-old girlfrie~?, "We used to boast about our kids,"
says Nkos i ,(26) It wa.s, howevelJ', unusual for a tsotsi to
help 3upport his children.
Pr-om as early as t.he lat.e 1930s, township adi1d.nistra.tiom-,;
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as 'Nellas the white liberal establishment tried to pro1t,ote
the Boys' Club and Boy aGOut movements as an alternative to
tsotsiism. According to the constitut ion of the Dube Boy.\;~
Clubs A'Jsocia.tion, "The genera.la.imof th, Association
aha Ll be to promote the mental. physica~, and spiritual
well-being of boysN.(27) In effect, they were trying to
create an alternative ~aaculine role model for township
youths, a mrlldelwhich empha.sized social responsibility and
godlibes8. Although the African Boy Scoht' Aasooiition
claimed a n:ltion-widEtmembership of over 10 OC'Q by 1953
(28) J the movement' I~ impact on the tsotsi subculture
--appears to have been negligible, The Boy Scout constituency
,J
overlapped a.lmost ent.i rely with the schoolgoing
cone tLt.ueney; the movement f;eemedto have little success in
'~')
recruiting outside of the schools. (29) This is not
surpri$ing, since it promoted a masculine ill'agealtt.:Ostin
Ii
antithes);.s to the tsotsi ima.ge. The ideal Boy Scout wa.s
la~~-8.bidin~I ha.rd-working and God,..fearing • He rejected
a.lcohol, dagga., promiscuity and violence; he r~3pected
adults a.ndaccepted adult supervision. There were only two
areas of commona.lity: one was e-.nemphasis on physical
fltness and health; the other was a. promotion of the
domesticity and passivity of girls (as epitomised in the
Girls' Club and Girl Guides movemQnts). Tsotsis rejected
the Boy Scout image because their particular brand of
machismo was Lnext.rLcabl.efrom a subcul turs.l challenge to
hegemonic cultural norms.
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If t,Qwnship girls and young women were in fact marginal to
the tsotsi subculture, how did they allocat'(etheir time?
All indications point to the fact that unemployment was
worse amongst female youths than amongst male youths on the
Although jobs were available as
domestic servants, domestic service was extremely unpopular
arn\'mgst t.ownah Lp girl~;.::pThey did not like the loneliness
c>and '.solation e nt.atLed in working in the white suburbs. A
Ii few ,Y()'lmg women became t.eache r-sand nurses but the numbers
were insignificant in overall terms. A handfull of young
W(Jme!l made a care!.:'for themae Lves in the errt.er-t.ainmerrt
Ii
world; they were amongst the few women who made a name for
themselves in the townships.{31) M«ny girls were involved
in full-time or occasional prostitution, work which usually
went hand in hand with waitressing at shaheens. Young women
who wE;re formally employed werf;\very much the':exception. As
"
I have Sh(HH\ pl.'eviously, tCfwR-shipchildren tended to leave•.
school at a ~ery early age; this applied ~o girls and boys
a1:Ute. NeveI'the~!(!s$, girls were generally kept off the
streets. Unlike boys, girls were tied to the household. In
a memor-andum w:ritten in the ,early 1950~\ t Ellen Hell.man
s~mmed up the situation:
Occupation~l opportunities for female juveniles,
apart fro~ professional openings, such as te~ching
and nul'Siri1!h bare Ly exist apart from dome sti.c
service. There is little unemployment among female
juveni.les l because) • 1 • although there are
practically no recreation facilities open to non-
sphool goin~ girls~ they are kept busy in the home,
~~ve less leisure time than the boys and are
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consequently not so affected by this disability.(32)
"Fathers and mothers were more strict with their
daughters," observes Don Hattera.. They usually were kept
at home and did hcu sewo r k , (3'3) Gertrude Twala recalls that I
as a gir} in her early teent growing up in Orlando in the
late 1950s, he~ pa~ents would never lat her out at night.
Her parents tried to stop her comi~g into any contact with
the tsotsis, th~ugh it was often unavoidable. She would
have to do. lot of work in the household. Sometim~s a
friend of hers would come over an4 spend the night, This
seemed to be a fairl) c03mon pattern amongst her female
peer8.(34) Lyrie t t,e Le euw , who was a teenager in
Kr-ug er-sdcr-p during' t.he 19';~Os had si.mi1a1' experiences. There
was a great deal of wor-k to be done in th~ household, she
\\
t'Pcalls. She had to fe~ch wat.er and -(;;ood(at which points
there was often unavo:dable contact with tS0~sisl, clean
the house and help look after the younger kids.l35)
According to Norris Nkosi, parel~s would allow their
daught ers to go out at night as long B.S they had finished
off their household chorE's and warp accompanied by a boy
II
/;
,..hom th~,'y knpw and trust ed. ( :H'l Ttwas in this way1 it
wou l.d appe ar , that gi.rls made contact with the gang.s ,
Apart from domestic duties, mafiy teenage girls were tied to
the home because the~ were already parents. Girls often
ftdl pregnant. Gerieva lLy , their boyfriends made little
co nt.r ihu; ion to br-Lnging up t he babies; te(t-nage mothers
would stay with their par en t.a and t.he ir children wou Ld
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become part of their parents' households. (37 ) Teenage
girls were young enough to fall under the discipline of
their parents although they were very otten parents
themselves.
Girls spent very little time in the gang as such. They were
outside of the mainstream of ga,.ng activity. They never got
involved in gang fights and it was extremely unusual for
them to be involved in activities such as mugging or
gambling. The girls would be present when there was a
"d~". "They were the gangsters' molls. They moved around
with ~hcm &L parties."(38)
Girls, or young women, involved in the gangs were generally
referred to as "molls".;! They were the pe rsone.l,g:i.rlfx·iends
'Iof gang members. The~ went around with their bbyfriends to
gigs and parties. Th(\y had to entertain t.he tsotsis and
come across as at.t.r-act.Lve as possible so aa to bolster the
maacuLd.ne egos of their boyfriends. 'fhey were "showplec~s';"
"The poor creatures," comments Mattera in retrospect I "they
had no options really "1 they were also victims,"(39)
Molls were sometimes used as spies. If a me~ber of a rival
took an interest in one of them, her boyfriend
sometlm.s encouraged her to get involved with the rival in
the hop~ that she would get access to gang secrets and
strategies. This infidelity was tolerated because the
boyfriend continued to feel in control of his girlfriend
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and the rival was being duped.(40)
Some girls were drawn peripherally into t3(,t'3i crimina.l
activity. They were known as noasisas. Th~J were used as
scouts, shoplifters and decoys.(41} They would distract
pickpccketing vitims or help to "case the joint." before
robbpries. Mattera rememb~rs one Sophiatown noasiea named
St.o LoLo, She was 1;.. beautiful young woman. w i t.h large
breasts. She ,.'~' l.d go up to a shopkeeper and distract him
by "opening her.~lf up". She would Bcreae that thQ
shopkeeper was trying to rape her. During the commotion the
t.s o t.s is would take t.he t,.ill.(-1·2) The noaa i sas , t.heugh ,
were left out bf the prestige spheres of criminal activity:
planning robberie holding the gun or knife, seizing the
loot. The men in control. The activities of the
noasisas were acceptable precisely bec2use they
}:>pr5.pheral.
we r-e
On occasions, it seems, girls were involved in inter-gang
fightir.)g but, once agai n , they were a side-show. They wou l.d
only fight girls from other gangs. They would take on the
rivalry of their boyfriends or brothers. (43) Apart from a
few exceptional women, on wh0m T will focus in the final
section, it was unheard of for a woman to fight a man in a
Clothing styles involved a very clear differentiation
~~l~~ ~Dd females. There was certainly no
and r-ogynous exper-Lmerrtat Lon in t.he t.sot si subculture. All
1 If)
the elements of style that were associated with the
subculture were worn by men alone: the tightfitting zoot
trousers J. t.he, floppy overcoats, the wide-rimmed hats, the
flashy shirts and ties. Female styles were far more varied.
They W<H'e skirts and dresses, neve r trousers. "Pants
weren't in" for women yet. As with the male;, their style
was influenced by the movies. "There were trendsetters" who
would try to keep in touch with the latest Hollywood
fashion.(44) There was no particular style~ then, which
clearly identified females as being part of the subculture,
or members....of a specific gang.
Females who were involved with the gangs accepted the
masculine status and prestige structures. In other words,
they accept ad ~s prestigeous the same achievements that the
males did. In effect) they acknowledged their own IDlv
status; their awn status could only be defined indirectly.
according to the status of their boyfriends,
possessors. It was pr~stigeous t,o have a boyfriend who was
a good fighter, who was stylish, who was, in short,
respected by other men. Mattera describes the rise of his
gang, the Vultures, in Sophiatown during the mid 1950s:
'l'erritorial gains had been made. Younger gangs had
been usurped. The police had been put in their
place. The girls were moving after us ..• these were
the guys you had to marry, these were the guys yo~
had to be lovers with.(45)
Godfrey Holoi recalls that the women who hung around ',.;i th
the gangsters in Orlando during tho 1940s and 1950B saw
non-gang members as "3is8ie8».(46) Aeeo. Jing t? Motjuwadi,
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the molls "would ha.ve no respect for a guy who worked at a
nine-to-five job for a pittance". Generally, the girls of
Sophi.a.tcwn "didn't respect nine-to-five men (3.9 much as
those who lived by their wits".(47)
Although gangsters were extremely demanding and often
brutal towards their girlfriends, there were definite
benefits attached to having a gangster as a boYfriend.
Apart from the prestige, it often offered a high standard
of living and, more importantly, protection from other
gangsters. As long as the girlfriend accepted that she
"belonged" to the gangster and rem~ined faithful to him,
she would receive presents of food and clothing and she
would be protected from the harassment and molestation of
other gangsters. (48) As Mattera puts it:
Some of the wom.en became property of the guys. So
much so that if you were seen talking to that girl
you ","ouldbe attacked, either by the gang or by the
guy himsel f. Bacause some of the women ~ant.Eld to be
prop~rty. Thpre was security in being property. And
there was clothes, m0ney, food ...(49)
~!ot,jmvadimakes a similar observation:
And sometimes he Ia gangster boyfriend] might even
be nice and gentle to her. He could buy her some of
the nicest things which an ordinary worker can't, he
can take her to the movies when other guys are going
to work and they attend parties. And the important
thing is that no gutteranipe can take chances with
her because she belongs to someone who is
respected. (50)
Queeneth Ndaba was once sought after by one particularly
nasty gangpter. She was "saved", she feels, only because
another gangster, a. membe r of the Otto Town Gang, was in
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love with her and proteoted her.(51}
Objectifil-:!ationand Yiolence
Zorro had several places where he kept his molls,
the most important of which were two at 7th and 8th
Avenues. All the girls who belonged to the gang were
br-andedwith the ttt.1arkof Zarro" •.• the letter "z".
This mark wa~ scratched on with a knife on the
shoulder, arm or forehead. Some of them, still up to
this day, carry the "Mark of Zorro".(52}
This extract appeared in a. 195B edition of Drum. In a
sense, all women involved in the tsotsi subculture were
branded with the Mark of Zarro. The mark was svmbo lLc of
the machismo of their movie-inspired overlords, it was
symbolic of their objectification and, perhaps most starkly
of all: it ~1assymbol ie of the vi.oLerice which underpinned
their sexual subordination.
Tsotsi gangsters generally regarded their women as
property. According to Mattera, they were seen as
"chattlell.(53) They were ornament s and showpieces lvi th
which taotsis displaye1 their own mas~ulinity, ~ueeneth
Ndaba recalls that a women's name would get "suggest~d" by
tsatsis. Before meeting the woman a tsatsi would claim her
as property and then ~eek her out. It would often be
considered a favour from cne tsotsi to another to "suggest"
an attractive woman. Often a tsatsi would pick himself a
woman after seeing her photograph or catching a glimpse of
her. Generally, the woman had little option but to accept
the advances of the man. She was extremely vulnerable
unles~ she was attached to another gangster wh~ commanded
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some respect.(54} Tsotsis liked to dress women up the way
they (the tsotsis) liked; they would pick out the clothes
and adorn their poaaessLons as they saw fit. Women had
little option but to accept the image that was imposed upon
them. Often they would have to hide these clothes so as to
conceal their involvement with tsotsis from tht;r
parellts.(55)
A gang's possessiveness over women ge~erally coincided with
its territoriality. A woman who lived in a gang's territory
was assumed. to be the property of that gang. A woman would
not be allowed to have a boyfriend from a rival gang's area
"otherwise t.lw boys come and hit you". (56) "A girl
couldn't have bovfri.end from the other side." (57)
$imjlarly, it would involve enormous risk for a gangster
to wander into another gang's territory to court a woman.
~ "It was showing no respect. You'd get beaten up. Even if no
one in the gang Kas in luve with the girl." Only
~ccasionallY, perhaps as a favour to a friendly gangster,
~b outsider would b~ allowed to court a local woman through
a 'f>P""cial"g ent Leman t s agr("ement".(58)
Women ~ere passive recipients of a males' affection. The
tsot(;, is ehose the ir Lover-z; it was extremely unusual for a
woman to make an active choice about her partner.
Furthermore, once she was invoIved ~dth a t.sot.si , she was
expected to remain loyal and faithful. A relationship could
Dilly be terminated through the man's choice. I asked Ncrrfs
Nkosi, who was a member of the Spoilerd during the 1950s,
what would happen if a WOMan decided she did not love her
boyfriend anymore. He replied:
We hit them. She won't say she doesn't love you. Not
during those days .•. She didn't have a choice. Our
girlfriends, they didn't have a choice. That's why!
in those days, our girlfriends had to make sure, if
they were involved with somebody, not to do anything
wrong. She must know: if I love this man, I love
this man. She mustn't say tomorrow I don't love him
,•• You must make sure that you love this man.
Then 1 asked him what would happen 'f the man decided that
he~jid not love his girlfriend anymore. "Be's the master of
them all ~II Nkosi rep}'ted~ "He'll just leave the girlfriend.
He'11 te 11 her to lama ,.r '. \1 \ccording tt'\N1:'Od± J it was only
considered legitimate for a, woman to drop h'er boyfriend
under one circumstance: if the boyfriend went to jail. It
WBti felt that, under these circumstances, the girlfriend
was entitled to become involved with another man. In fact,
ar-gues Nkosi , the new boyfriend would be doing the
Lmprt soned man a favour. "Rather let her be protected by a
decent guy," he reasons, tit-hanleave her totally
unprotected."(59) Nkosi's recollections of Spo Ll.er
attitudes are substantiated in a 1959 Golden Cit~ Post!,
featur~ on the Spoilers. According to th· ~ature writer,
"A Spoiler could just p\ck out a woman She was sure to
be his girl - like it Dr notll.(60) But these sexual
intera~tions were certainly not restricted to the Spoilers
It was a general tsotsi phenomenon. Magubane has similar
recollections about the Berlins of Sophiatown:
Wi' h Be r 1ins, they Pl'OPO se and you refuse , ~'('Ju ' ve
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had it. They hit the hell out of you. You've just
got to aubmi t > Sa~{"Yes, r Lcve you" even though you
know you don't. It was hard for young girls to grow
up in tbat area.(61)
Queeneth ~daba, who grew up ln Orlando East but spent a
great d~al of time in Sophialown during the late 19408 and
1950!?!c' recalls a particular t so ts't method of ;:>icking up
women. A woman would be walking in the streets. A flashy
car driven by a tsots~. would pull up alongside her and the
tsotsi wOl!!d get out. He would open the passenger seat door
This was an indication that
she had no option but to get in. It was a ritual; in this
instat;\ce, the violence was suggested rather :l:.hancarried.
"
aut. (~l~)
\,
//
Women I pe.r t, icu Lar-Ly young unattached WOl"'lf-n, had remarkably
\/
lit~le f~eedom of movement in the Wltwat~rsranri
: \They ~ere in constant danger of being molested and harassed
by gangs of tsot~iB (or individual tsotsis). W~men never
went out at n lght wi t.hcu t male escorts. But during the (lay
women had to go ~bout their daily business: collectin~
firewood, fetching water, washing clothes and, in the case
of many teenag~ girls, going to school. It was at these
points that tsotsis waited for their opportunity to waylay
wumen. Schoolgirls were particularly vulnerable. Throughout
Lhe 19£-)Os I the !~,!2J,..g_~n :Q.iu Pq.§.t I pr-obab Ly the ne~,;sp3.pt:~r
most i~ touch with events "on the g~O~hd" in the townships,
~j-fS punc t.uat.ed with reports of schoolgirls be i.ngwd.ylai.d by
.,'gangs of yonths" • 'I'h r-oug+. mt the iH twaters1:'and,
schoolgirls were threatened, harassed and, occas~onallYI
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raped while on their way to or from school.(63) In July
1959 a resident of Orlando East II, W,S. Ndhlovu, wrote a
letter to the manager of the Wej~ Rand Administration Board
cmplaining that gangs of township youths, with names such
as "Benzine Boys", "Sputnik" and "Spoilers". were waylaying
schoolgirls. When school came out the gan~sters "threaten,
molest and aome t fmes rape" girls of 15 to 17 years old.
Ndhlovu followed this letter up in October of the same year
complaining that no action had been taken against these
gangsters "~ven in obvious cases vi' rape and
assault".(64} f;.. .I,c-, \, one school in Sophiatown the ~rablem was
so serious that the headmaster was forced to organise an
escort c t' bigger boys, "weightlifters and boxers", f'Jrthe:
girJ.$.(65} Sometimes an individuaL gangster would fiXAte on
;Jne particular woman, af r.er perhapa hav Lng seen
photograph of her, and follow her around. He vrou Id watch
her every movement, be-come fami! iar with her routines and
wait for an appropriate moment to pounce. "Desirable" women
were particularly victimized in this respect. According to
Queeneth Ndaba, it af~en became & burden to be considered
an attractive woman. Eventually she and her friends
cottoned on to the idea of walki~g around in drab clothing.
"To leok glamorous was too Jangerous".(66)
Women were never safe from the gangs, even when escorted by
men or in public places. Abductia~ of women was an
extremely common township phenomenon during the late 1940&
and 1950s. The Spoilers were notorious for going around to
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shebeens and gigs aad kidnapping women. They forced young
girls into L ~s and often held them for weeks. They would
be taken to hi. ,:-:"utsand sexually assaulted. In one
incident, :b!'T'\ of Spoilers raided a Reef hospital and
abduc t ed sevp.;r: ...( h learner nurses for the night. They were
in t Lm ida ted intq remaining silent about the incident. (67 )
I
( j,
Kay Manana, \~ ptominent township musician during tAe 1940s
and 1950s, reca'!11s that Spo,ilers often disrupted .,~i~s and
parties and to~k girls away with them.(68) This was not a
Ilpractiss con fi ned to the Spoi lers; it occurred t.hr-oughout.
I,
the Witwatersr~nd. The ubiquitous Zarro, for instance, was
Ii
I
known to ha\t~ abducted women for up to a week. (69 ) Even
I
I
the "more res~ectable gan~s", such as the Americans, would
drag a gir~ away against her will. The Americans would
consider it. a personal insult if women resisted
abduction.{70} One Sund~y afternoon in the mid 1950s,
;i'
Manana and his band, who ~ere stationed in Alexandra, went
(
to play at the Odin in Sif:whiatown. A few local Alexandra
women went along with his band to watch the performance.
Our j ng the show t one of the Alex and r-a women was abduc ted by
the Americans. liTh,:);,:w!\nted te kE"ep her. They wou ldn J t let
her go". Manana and his band Kent to plead on her behalf.
She was begging and pleading not to be left behind. Only
ott t o f de f'e rence to t he mils j c Lans the Americans even1~ually
agreed to let her go.(71)
Dllcing the tsotsi gang era, rape was more prevalent than
llsual in the Witwatersrand townships, particularly amongst
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Juveni1.zs. Between 1936 and 1939, an average of 5 or"6 rape
or attempted rape cases appeared before Johannesburg
Juvenile Court. By 1950, this figure had risen to 67;
between 1953 and 1955, juvenile rape cases reached a peak
with figures of 98, 106 and 11~ respkctively.(72) Of course
these figures do not come anywhet~ close to reflecting the
overall extent of juvenile rape on the Witwatersrand. The
vast majority of Lnc Lden ts Wl~nt unreported and without
p~osecution because of intimidation, personal complications
and lack of evidence. Nevewtheless~ the Juvenile Court
J/
'I o II,statistics do provide some ~ense bf the escalation of the
(.I
phenomenon during t~e 1950s. In 1955, Councillor Lewsen,
after extensive discussions with Advisory Board members
about tsotsi crime in the town~hips, crmment,d:
These men tell me - and I believe them - that no
decent ilianor woman is safe in his or her own home.
Wives and young girla are raped in the streets and
on their way home from work. Some are even rape d Ln
their own homes in front of their families) who are
too tetrified ~o report to the police for fear of
victimization.
These ga.ngsters rule the townships at thte point of
a kn if'eor pistol ••• .
They consider themselves invinciiHe and show no
fear even for the police. They toast openly that the
polic~ are so intent on liquor and pa~s-law offencss
LhAt they have no time to give to the activities of
the tsotsis.(73)
In September 1955 a teenage girl from Orlando was assaulted
by two 20 year old local Orlando tsotsis. They pinned her
down and said: "This girl is cheeky". Then, with a knife,
ohe assailant scarred her severely on her face and
breast.(74) It was a seemingly motiveless assault. The girl
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was paying for the c r Lme of' being IIcbeeky" • Sh.. had
probably resisted their, or some other tsot si s ", advanc ea ,
Or she had spoken back to them. "Cheekiness", or insolence,
essentially
hierarchy.
,:ebels at-e
assault are
involves a breach of understood or "natural"
When "natural!' hierarchies are challenged,
disciplined. Rape and other forms of sexu~I
assertions of power, assertions of
hierarchy. (75 ) Ul t. imate l~', violence lurks behind every
hegemonic stat.usquo but, in the tsotsi subculture, there
was unusually little subtlety in ~he enforcement of sexual
hegemony. The sanction of ~iolence and coercion was always
highly visible.
l.
Were WOmp.flmere.ly passive victims of m~le domination'? Were
young women able to bUild any defe~se mechanisms, to
imr1'0,'e their strength and bargaining powe r within the
subcultupe? There is 11ttle eVidence to suggest that young
women established any kind of effective defense networks.
TlV~iron t~·protect ion came from wi thin t.he fa.mqy l within
the house~old. Church~b~sed woman's associations and
~t.Qkv?Js invo Ived 0 i'der,married women. However restrict Lve
And repressive itself, marri&gp, ~ithdrawal from the youth
subculture, was often a young woman's best lIne of defense.
Marriage represented a shift from the street into the
domestic spherei Here a woman had some protection and
bargaining power, particularly if she earned crucial
supplem0ntary family income through beer brewing, washing
or prostitution. But within the tsotsi subcult.ure itselfs
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save for a few individuals, it is difficult to find
evidence of young women being anything but passive v1ctims.
More research needs to be carried out in this area.
TheN! were a rew Lnd i.v: '~u:>J '..comen in the Witwatersrand
townships who took tsot.sis on ",t Lheir own game. They were
tough, independent fighters who managed to forge for
themselves a certain ~mount of respect
discretion over fheir sexual lives. They were
defend themselves with their fists, knives and
and personal
prepared to
guns. In
order to retain their independence and sexual freedom, they
had to assume what amounted to a "masculine" identity. In
Sophia town these Homen were referred to as "brekgat" or
"wiIdepe.l'de"~ interestingly enough terms almost, synonomous
wit.h "virgin". Iu oLhc.l.w:Jrds, they Wf.'!l:'e women who wer-e
able to exercise sexual choice and prolong their virginity
if they wanted to. They were thought of as "women who don't
want to be Louched by men".(76) For the most part, they
were loners.Y There was no sense in which they tried to
organise women against their oppression. They resisted only
on a personal level~
At least one Witwatersrand gSQg had a "women's wing!': the
Berliners of Sophiatown. It appears to be the only instance
in which a gang actively organised and trained women to
fight alongsi.de the men.. The women in the "women's wing"
were not molls; they participated in fights and they wore
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the gang tattoo, the swastika) along with the men.(77) The
women's wing, however, fell under the command of the larger
male gang in much che same way as the "youth wing" (for
those less than 14 years old) did. It did not seem to
involve any kind of exploration of female sexuality, nor
did it Ln any wa)' challenge the dominance of men ,vi t.h:i.nthe
gang. Nevertheless, at least two well-known "wildeperde"
emerged from this women's wing. The one was Mamang, who
was ret;!ardE;cias the boss of the Homen's wing; the other was
a woman called Sinna.
Mamang was a boxert weightlifter and gambler. She was a
tough fighter. Peter Magubane recalls that she once felled
him with a powerful blow. As far as Magubane could make out
",1.1amangwas no one's lover".(78) Sinnn, who came from
neighbouring Meadowlands, was kn~wn as "Madipela". Mattera
remembers her clearly:
She was a member of the Berliners Gang I.' and she
fought side by side with the men. No men messed
around with Sinna. Sinna was too powerful. And
haau t i.f'uL ••• Sinna was never touched by men ,"
nobody dared to propose to Sinns. You had to be a
special kind of a guy.
After the Sophiatown removals, Sinna returned to
Meadowlands, which was an extremely dangerous and violent
place at the time. People gathered around her for
protection and she eve nt.uaLl.;r established a new gang wh ich
ruled over the area for some time.(79)
Balissa was another Sophiatown "wildeperd"
fa\-: women '-ilia "Li.ked to be free like Ba Li s s a ;" r-ec a l ls
un
Mattera.
She was a four-an~-a-halff five foot girl II'
Balissa was a free spirit. She hit men with rights
Balissa carried a knife, she gambled, she moved
free, she \<ol(entto shebeens, she had a drink. No man
touched Balissa .. , she was a free spirit she
belonged to no guy. And I would like to think that,
even until 1955, BAlissa ~as tvirgin. She was not a
loose woman. Sh<~ knew' what she want.ec' out of life
and she had to be strong.
In the late 19508, :Balissa became involved with a man with
whom she eventually had children. (80)
One informant, Henry Miles, remembers a "tough lady" called
I !Sponono who led a gang which operated in 8th Street
Alexandra during the early 1950s. Spanone was "short, fat
and stout •.. but s~e was the fastest thing with a knife",
She was about thirty years old when she led the ganl, which
was made up of males ranging from their late teens through
to their late twenties. The gang was based at her house in
8th Street which was used as hoth a shebeen &nd a gambling
den. Sponono never settled down with one ma~. Men were
apparently scared of her and rarely risked ~efusing her
advarice s , lIThe boss takes who she wants". Men tlespected her
kn if'e skills and nobodv wanted to be "Le f t, hoLd i.ng their
intestjn~sfl.(81)
Perhaps the best known of these "free spirits" was a woman
who operated in the late 40s and early 50s known only as
"Bi teh Neve):'Dieil• She fought with men. Bitch Never Die
was a loner, though she sometimes seemed to have a few
It side-kicks who hung around her". Host men r-eape eted her,
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recalls Stan Motjuwadt, "No men wanted to be humiliated.
Shl) was a real toughie. If she fancied you, shE-:just teok
YDu".(82) Ac~ording to Lynette Leeuw, "she did everything
thdt the men did"; she used tc> smoke, drink and use a
knife. "Even the men we re scared of her." Other women were
confused and non-plus sed by her; she did not have children
or family and never married. She was "a real wild creature
who belonged to ncLody".(83)
In an envirocment dominated by men, t.he n , it was
conceivab{e for a woman to make a space for herself, to
establish a certain amount of respect and sexual freedom.
But she had to fight. for it, literally. And she 'Would
probably always be regarded as an outcast and eccentric.
Thp expression of an aggressive masculinity was integral
1:0 the tsots i iden t ity. Any anal ;_fS is of the subculture
wh ich underplays the cons t rue t.t cn of sexual ity and gender
relations will fail t~ really grasp what it meant to be a
tsotsi. By definition, tsotS1S were men but women were not
absent from the subculture; almost without exception, they
were drawn in on male terms to reinforce tsotsi notions of
mas~ulinity. A tsotsi W\B a man but his m&~cu_~nity waS
unconvincing if he did not have a woman to dominate.
NOTES
(1) See Chapter Two far a detailed discussion on
subcultural definition.
(2) A powerful machismo spirit and the absence of females
are recurrent then~s in studies of youth subculture. For
post+war- American exampl.es\ see Cohen, A.K., Delinquent
Boys: The Culture. of the,~:'angJ Routledge & Kagan Paul,
1956; Gibbens, T.e.N. & Ahrenfeldt, R.H. (eds), Cultural
Ea.ctor-sin Delinquency, Tavistock Publications, H171. For
an excellent overview of post-war British subcultures, see
Ha11t S. and Jefferson, T. (eds), Resistance Jhrough
Ril~uals, Hutchinson. of London , 1976. For an interesting
examination of youth cultures in post-First World War
Berlin, see Rosenhaft, E. , "Or-gani sLng the
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CHAPTER FIVE:
"WHEN ARE THEY GOING TO FIGHT?"
Tsotsis, Youth Politics and the PAC
Dm"ing the 1940~ and most of the 1950s youths played very
milch a pe~ipheral role in township politics on the
Witwatersrand. The vast majority of urbanised African
', ,
youths were a~~6rbed to & lesser or greater extent into the
\.
:politically unor-ganLaed and largely anti-social tsot~"i
aubcu Iture. Orgtmisation~; such as the Congress Youth Le~gll..e
-"~ ~\
:CYL) drew its support from a numerically marginal r:;tratum
of youth basedCln secondary school. Yc..uthsassociated with
i \
the "tsotsi gang subculture tended to express their
political and economic frustrat~.on through specific f'orms
of subcultural style and ritual and through apont.ane cus
violence directed against symbols of authority
subordination. It was only in the very late 1950s that the
broader youth constituency started to become interested in
formal pol i tica.l organisation. rrhey wer-eparticularly dratm
to th~ newly formed PAC which seemed to strike 81n
appropriate choI'<iof machismo and anti-establishment
aggression. The PAC nev(.'!I'recoiled from mobilising the
volatile, violent and politically undisciplined tsotsi
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element. The period 1959-1960 represents an important
transitional phase in South African youth politics, indeed,
i~ anti-apartheid politics more generally. In the short
perLod that the PAC operated legally lit succeeded in
draw Lng suba tant.LaI numbers of the broader urban youth
const;1itueney into formal political organisation for the
' .. -\
\:-
first time. Although the 1960s witnessed massive state
ret:}ressil')nand apparent po Lit leal ac qixieacenc e , a new s t: Ie
of highly militant., youth-dom':i?nated opposition pol itics was
Lncuba t i.ng in the rapidly spr Ling Bantu Education
s(:ho015. (J
This paper focuses speci~/icall~' on the Witwatersrand area
!,.,
and, although I have pieces of evidence to suggest that
some of these patterns w£~e duplicated in ~ther major
South African urb6u centres, it would be unwise to assert
national generalisations from this case 8tlldv.
c.This pape is divided into three sections. lri the first
section I will focus on the tsotsi subculture's lack of
interest in formal politics throughout. the 1940s alld most
of the ~~50s. This will also involv~ an investigat~on of
the relationship between the AKC and the tsotsi youth
In the second section I look a~ the t~otsi
subcul turf."l s informal f'orma of pol i t.LcoI and cu1 tural
l'(')si;:;tancethr-cughou t t.hia i)IClriod. In the final section I
examine t.he pol itical mobil i sat5 ,m of ur-ban youth from
around 1959, par-t.Lcular Lv by the PAC.
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IBy the late 1930s urban youths were noticeably absent from
the main.tream of Afric~n resistance politics. In 1938 H.
W. NxumaLo , writing for the Bantu World, Lamerrt.edr "Why
canlt youth organise th~mselves to form their own
move~ents? Why can't youth be represented in th~ All
African CQnvpnti~.. in the African National Con~reGs and
also in other movement.s ?" Yout.hs, he complained, were idle
and iazy.(l) Township teenagers, genE'!rallyunemployed and
but of school, were increasingly attracted to an expanding
gang qubculture whigh, b~ ~he early- to mid 19408, had
developed into the tsoti subculture. 'I'he subcu Iture, which
incorporated the bigger, organised criminal gangs shading
thrcugh to small streetcorner defense and frienship
networks, distanced itself from political organisation. (2)
In 1944 the Congress Youth LLd.gue was. estabIished to
mcbd I ic;e the urban African youth cons tdtu.ency and
radicalise the ANC from within.' But, although the CYL
Ii
es~ablished a/substantial support base within a number of
secondary schools, the organisation never really identified
tsotsis ~s a potential support base. Tsotsis, in turn,
werp not attracted to the CYL's rather elitist style of
politics.(3} Throughout the 1940s, then, apart from an
element of educated and somewhat older youths drawn to the
CYL, townshi.p youths kept tht$·irdistance from political
organisation. Reflecting this pattern, an indignant J2,gntu
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\\'orl,rJ.eader wrote in 1946:
Mos, of our youths are addicted to sigomvan and other
concoctions, ana the educated amongst them keep
company with undestrablss. Most of our youths know
little or nothing of the affairs affecting the race;
at meetings called for our interests, youths are
conspicuous by their absence.
Another reader expressed simila~ viaws in 1950:
·i;'
One wonders how much influence 0~ngress has
African youths. I have in mind the vast numbers
young Afri~ans hetweeh eighteen and thirty years.
far as I can see, only the older people take an
interest in African political organisation.
••• It is true tb-a t, we have the Cong r-csa Youth
LeaguE.:;today, but d/)e" Jt I::::nj0Y the support of the
entire youth?
over
of
As
(1':--
He went on to sa~ that the CYL should try to appe~l mOre to
the "ordinary youths".(4)
For most of the 1950s tsotsis remajn,ed dist.ant fr.om
pol i tical orgcmisations. It was extremely unusual to find
people less than twenty years old attendi ANC rallies. (5)
It wa~ ~lW&YB "older people" who attended meetings at
Freedom Squ ar-e i6 So ph La t.orcn , One ex-e tao tsI informant,
Henry Milt!s, "Only the fa.thers and the
grandfathers used to go to Gmeetlngs but none of the
~..oung s t.e r-s • They weren't int~rested."(6) According to
anc t.her ex-et so t.ai , Godfrey Holol, pol i t.Lc ians seemed very
remote, highly educated and l'espectabl.e.(7) The gangs got
on with their own subcultural rituals and inter-gang
rivalries, "We weren't interested in politics; we were
inl'rested in making love." says ex-American, "Peggy
Beiair".(8J "Politics in those days," observes
Nagubane, "was not a child's game. It was for tHe adults.
It was not Li.ke today; teE:nagers never' ventured into
polltics."(9)
Although ANC members tended to understand the 80cio-
economic context of the tsotsi phenomenon and blame "the
system" rather than tsotsi indiviauals~ they generally
found tsotsi culture alien and threatening du..~·,'" ';he 1940s
and 1960s. They recoiled from the violence,
J.)
irresponsibility and ill-discipline of the tsotsi.'-i.
Nevertheless, there were a number of ANC activists,
particularly in Sophiatown, who made a great effort to
"rehabilitate" individual tsotsis and draw them into
constructive political activity. Noteworthy here are Robert
Resha~ P. Q. Vundla, Georg, Siwisa and Nelson Mandel~~
Acqordihg t~ Don Matteral "th~se people really car@d". They
would try to get the street thugs to read about politics
and channel their energies into organisational activity~
Althoug~their success was limited, a wlmber of tsotsis did
be I-A.)me involved in the local ANC branch, Mattera himself
was such an example, Reaha and Mandela were easily accepte~
by gangsters because they wer~ phySically imposing
per30nalities, Resha had many underworld connections and
Mandela was e. skilful boxer. The; were not -entirely
culturally alien to the tsotsis.{l It is important to
draw a dist:f~ction between mobi sing and reha.bilitating.
Wit.h hardly any exceptions, only individual youngsters who
effectively shed their tsotsi identity were drawn into ANC
structures. The tsotsis, as a constituency, were regarded
(~
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more as a l~'Pnaceto the community than, as a potential
support base .i;\ It is not surprising, thererore, that the ANC
!i
often supported and participated 1D local civil guard
mov emerrt.s ai.ed primarily at wiping out the t-sotsi
scourge. (11)
II
Although the bulk of township youth had no dealings with
','palitical organisat:ions, it would be i~orrect to assume
/ \
that tney lacked a political consciousne.ss. Theil:' daily
experience was ~)f.tckedwith hardships and injustice and they
cert~inly had some sense, however incoherent, of a white
Oppressor. They expei'ienced poverty and overcrowding and
\\
wer-ewell aware of the vast discrepancies of wealth in the
.cotm t r-v ; there were virtually no jobs available for city-
::_:_;
bred youths and ,;<t:hosejobs that were available were the
most menial and worst paid; schooling beyond the sub-grades
was generally unavailable Or too expensive. The most
pollticising experience of all, however, was pass law
harassmen't. Throughout the 1940:.:;s and even more acutely in
the 1950s under the Nationalist government, township youths
were constantly threatened by the prospect of being
"endor~0d out" of the cities.
During the 1950s, urban youths became eligible to registdr
and take out passes at the age of SIxteen (dur~ug the
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1940s the registration age was still eighteen) .
Registration, apart from being an infuriatingly campli.cated
and often humiliating >ureaucratic procedure, often exposerl
ratr_-erdubious ur-ban status. The result was ..:..hatnumerous
youths chose not to reglster even though they were
considered criminals without a "dompas".(l:1) Even with a.
pass, a city-bred youth could be endorsed out of town if he
failed to find employment. Ino1957, a Nr Natshiai of the
Bantu Lads' Hostel remarked at a meeting of the
Joha.nnesburg Planning Council for Non-European Social
Welfare that thert..were "hundreds of youngsters who were
forced by registration laws to become fugitives." He went
on to say that "it is boys such as these that start gangs."
(13) Also during 1957, the GoldellCi_llPost r-anan expose
on ~he Elandsdoorn and Pilansberg youth labour camps. The
writer explained the precariousness of a township youth's
urban status.
'0' A boy leaves school with or without his parents'
consent (there is no compulsory schooling) an~
obtains a work-seekinl permit which gives him seven
days to find a job.
If he is unsuccessful his permit is renewed for a
further seven daysJ with a warning that if he does
not find work this time his permit may·~ will he
withdrawn.
Often it is withdrawn, but some are given a further
chance of one or two weeks.
Once the permit is withdrawn, the boy cannot look
for work. Then the boy, discouraged, stays away from
the Pass Office and rOAms the streets until he is
picked up by the police as a "vagrant".
Or he may go back to the Pass Office to try again
and gets "arrested ,t when his reference book is
examined.
In an earlier extract the writer comments:
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Thus 'lhemere f8l.ilureby a minor to produce a pass or
to show that he is employed or a scholar, becomes
proof of delinquent tendencies.
Such a boy is convicted for vagrancy and sent to a
youth camp , in many cases without the know.Ledg e of
the parents.(14)
Township youths, then, were almost inevitably politicised.
As Stan Motjuwadi put it:
Township kids shared something in common. Fr-o III
birth .•• what happens to a township kid, what he sees
- pass raids, people being arrested for pennies, the
general experience of the township kid in the old
townships - politicised bim whether he liked it or
not.
So, although the average township youth did not participate
in politics during the 1940s and 1950s, "he was a
smouldering volcano. All he needed was something to spark
it off. It has always been like that." (15)
Tsot.si youth found the ANe's methods of political
engaged in its own forms of cultural and political
resistance incomprehensible but the tsotsi subculture
resistance. I have shown in Chapter Three how tsotsi
style, ritual and status structures were defined in
antagon~sm both to the hegemonic white culture and to the
largely passive, respectful and acquiescent culture of
their parents. Apart from its anti-establishment style and
language, the tsotsi subculture separated itself from
mainstream society through its willingness to engage in
criminal activity directed both at whites and township
residents, through its rejection of the work ethic, through
the glorification of violence.(16) Recalling the activities
of the Americans in Sophiatown in the 1940s and 1950s,
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Motjuwadi observed:
You see, some of them regarded themselves as freedom
fighters - in their own warped way ••• If he rolls a
white business which exploits his brother he thinks
he's struck a blow for liberation ..• They thought
that to refuse to work for a white man .•• they
regarded it in itself as a political statement. (17)
The Americans of Sophiatown were a great deal more
sophisticated than the average street corner t80t8i gang.
They were probably the only gang of the time, for instance,
which avoided attacking local residents and it is possible
that some of its mem::','''L!.~S had some coherent ideas about
"social banditry". For the most part, tsotsi cultural
resistance was unarticulated, incoherent, inconsistent. It
was gut-level and angry. The tsotsi'. primary concern was
to survive on the streets; to forge personal power and
status within his harsh and brutal subculture.
It was the violence inherent in the t80tsi subculture which
most decisively made it irreconcilable with ANC politics.
Tsotsis found ANC passivity baffling, even undignified; the
ANC, in turn, recoiled from,tsotsi violence and volatility.
T80t8is rega~ded police as the universal enemy; they were
prepared to fight with police physically. Throughout the
1950s in particular there were numerous incident3 of
tsotsi-police violence, usually not related to a directly
political issue. In 1950, for instance, a riot broke out in
Newclare when police were brought in to deal with 1113gal
possession of liquor. "Young hooligans" were reported to
have waged a long battle through the afternoon and night
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mainly against police.(18) During the Sophiatown re~ovals
there were a number of violent engagements between street
gangs and police.(19} In In58 Moroka tsotsis even invaded
the local police station to release a fellow gant' member
who had been arrested for sexual assault. The police
manning the station onl~ just managed to lock themselves in
a room and escape out the back way before the tsotsis
smashed down the locked door. The arrested youth was
freed.(20) Don Mattera, in a rather over-romanticised but
nevertheless revealing way, recalls his impatience as a
gangster during the 1950s with ANC non-violence.
Young people ..• when you saw a cop, you saw an
enemy... The politicians had a nice way of
approaching things. They looked for memorandas they
had petitions, they talked to you ..• )ur memorandum
was a. knife and a gun. lve pe t Lt Lone-o ourselves in
blood •
..•. As a thug, I couldn't see why they were
allowing the pollce to run ramshod over them, why
there wa.s no physical resistance o ther- than the thumb
raised in the air, the khaki uniforms marching in the
streets and singing their ditties .
..• I remember going to my first meeting in Becker
Street tANe members were trying to 'rehabilitate'
Mattera by the late 19508J, hearing all these people
chatting a,,,ayand arguing. And I remember thinking:
'When are these peoplp going to fight? When are they
going to fight?'(21)
Youths, then, clea~ly felt a political anger When they
engaged police who entered the townships to deal with beer
brewing, pasa offences and general "unrest'! incidents.
Youths, for instance, were prominent in riots related to
these issues in Krugersdorp in 1949 and ~ewclare in 1949
an d 1 9131)• ( 2 2 )
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There is some scattered evidence to suggest that the tsotsi
element did occasionally participate in ANC campaigns
during the 1950s but, with the posuible exceptions of the
Sophiatown removals and the Bantu Education boycott in
B~noni and Brakpan, gangster& were never Lctively recruited
to do so.(23) Al~hough ANC methods were rather baffling to
the tsotsis, many of the gangst~rs certainly felt a
spontaneous syupathy for some of the ANC campaigns. (24) In
an unorgau~sed and undisciplined way they would intervene
to further the interests of campaigns as they saW' fit. In
at least one case, it would appear,
money by individual activists
gangsters were offered
to help enforce a
boycott.(25) During the Sophiatown removals the interests
of gangsters and the ANC overlapped. Ocasionally gangs
would get drawn into ca.mpaigns temporarily through
personalised connections
activists.(26)
between garlg leaders and
Even if they were not actively and openly recruited,
tsotsis proved to be extremely useful allies,
in boycotts. They would provide an element
particularly
of physical
coercion from which the ANC, with its principled rejection
of violence in the 1950s, would shy away. Thus during tram
and bus boycotts they would often prevent passengers from
boarding. (27) During the potato boycott, Mattera recalls
that his gang would smash the windows of :, h and chips
shops that failed to adhere to the boyct~~.(28) Possibly
the most effective tsatsi intervention came in the Bantu
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Education boycott. In 1955 the manager of the Johannesburg
NEAD reported on an incident in Western Native Township in
which a thirteen year Old was stabbed by a gang of youths
ranging in age from nine to fifteen years old. .,...The
stabbed lad refused to take part in the school boycott; he
was a good boy and was thus set upon by the criminal
element."(291 According to Bonner, a rehabilitated ex-
tsotsi who became a key activist in the Benoni branch of
the Congress Youth League used his old gang contacts to
draw tsotsis into the Bantu Education boycott.' The Benoni
tsotsis were extremely effective
schoolchildren from attending school.(30)
be the only clear example of sustained
in preventing
This appears to
and orchestrated
gang involvement in ANC activity. Interestingly, the Bantu
Education boycott was more sustained and successful in
Benoni than in all the other urban centreD.(311
In Sophiatown the fiercely territorial youth 1angs and the
A!\C found i tsel f unIted in opposition to the :t"~, »vaLs , This
was despite the fact that the ANC had a history of support
for the local Civil Guard movement whose main concern it
Kas to eradicate teotsi gangsterism.(32) The gangs sensed
that if their turf were taken away from them they would be
powerless and. ultimately, disintegrate. Throughout the
19508, particularly ill the late 19508, gangsters were
involved in ongoing street battles with police and removal
Although the ANC understood the importance of
the youth gang constituencr in its stru~gle against the
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removals, the or-ganLa.at.Lon had its wor-k cut out to restrain
youths from armed resistance. In 1953, when the Sophiatown
removals had become a very real prospect, a revealing lead
s t.o rv appeared in the ;t3antuWorllJ. The large headline r-ead
"HACHINE GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVER,S HIDDEN IN SOPHIATOWN" with
the sub-head "The People Follow the Congress Lead in Non-
Violence",
Minister Swart was right. There is an arsenal of
machine-guns, rifles and revolvers in tb~ Western
Arees. There are people who are prepared to use them
but the African National Congress will have nothing
to do with them.
For the past couple of weeks, Sophiatown has been a
battleground for the souls of the youth.
The violent section have demanded action.
But Congress has fought for non-violence and the
people have followed its lead.
The battle was fought again ove~ the weekend.
Young men poured into Sophiatown from all ove~ the
Reef.
They gathered in secret in many rooms. The wordy
battle raged for hours.
They demanded violent action to check the Removal.
Congress people pleaded with them to stick to the
non-violent line.
Meanwhile big forces of police patrolled the
streets, the railway sta~ions of the Western Areas,
the bus stops and the stree~ corners.
The weekend passed wi~hout violence.(34,
Although the ANC and the tsotsis often worked together to
mobilise against the removals, cultural and strategic
tensions ran deep. Throughout the 1950s the ANG l~adership,
with a few exceptions, failed to tune in to the wavelength
of the massive youth gang constitu~ncy. The ANC was
remarkably patient, disciplined, non-violent, intellectual
and, for the most part, it had tremendous respect for
Western democratic values. The youth gangs were impatient,
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undisciplined deeplyand anzr-v, Although they were
influenced by American media images, they were utterly
scornful of white westernis~i values. They were politicised
but indifferent to political practice. The ANC rema&ued an
organisation "for older people".
III
Powerfully influenced by the "Af r-Lcan i st ' ideas of Anton
Lem6ede and A. P. Mda, the ANC Youth League was established
in 1944 with the specific aim of radicalising the ANC from
within. The CYL effectively seized control of the ANe at
the annua l conference of the organisation i.n Bloemfontein
in IB49. The CYL~s Programme of Action was officially
tnlupL~tL By the early 1950s the CYL leadership had moved
into the leadership positions 01' the A'\C. Nelson Handela
and Oliver Tambo, amongst others, rose to pronrtnence at
(this "ime. Al though a certain orgaui.aa'tLona I dynami um was
I:
injected into the M;C J marry of the principles of the
original CYL were overturned, particularly the rejection of
alliances with sympathetic whites, coloure1s, Indians and
Communists. Once the CYL had achieved its objective )t
.raciicallsing the ANC to an extent and the leadership
struct.ures had shifted, the original (:1:" Jost direction.
Its policies became indistinguishable from those of the
pa rerrt body and it s Lnrpl.y be came the w ing of the ANC whLch
concentrated 0); recruiting younger people. But ii s1.Il"m!~ring
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ten:."ion gradnally emerged within the CYL between those who
were loyal to the par-ent, b: dy and those who saw tihemae.Lve s
as loyal to the original principle~ of the CYL. A faction
within the CYL, . ;.;, .bascd largely in t"l.ieOrlando East branch
under the leadership Q~ Potlako Leballo~ felt that the ANc
was out of touch wit.h the you t.h cons t I t'l.H"'lCY. 'fheCYL, thi s
f ac t.Lori felt, had to con t i.nue i r.s t:o::.sk of radical ising the;
ANC from within. On the one r.anci, it argued that the ANC
ahou Ld not cooperate ldtl-. non -Af r-Lcana and a lL governmE~nt-
linked "puppet il;cititut1onsH such 1lS Advisory Boards. On
the other h \1. it advocat~d mo~e assertive political
mnh~lisation includin3, if necessary, the volatile youth
corss+Lr uency , The Or-Lando branch of the CYL linked up t.oa
WiU~l' IIAfl':icanist"faction wtthin th·:. ANG. This f'ac t Lon w~s
co-ordinated by a secret Central Committee es~abljsh~d as
early as 1952/3. Tile committee wa.s led by the po",~erfuland
highly popular chairman of the Alexandra branch of the ANC,
Josias Madzunya. By 1955 Madzunya had established a
reputation as a l~adil';:al Afracnn Lsc an.!both he and Leba.llo
wer-e cxpeLl.ed f •.om the ANt. The Orlando East branch was
suspended. Madzunya and Leba Lf.o and their f'oLl.owers were
considered to be irresponsible and racially ~xclusivist.
Many ANC ruembars, pnrticularly youth Leaguers, rallied
around these expe lled leaders and a rna,jorbz-eakaway , which
lead to the emergence of the PAC, was precipitated. In
April 1959 the PAC was officially inaugura.ted under the
h~aLh;r:">hip of Rebert SobukNe, a highly Lnt.eLl.ec t.ua L and
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charismatic follower of the old Lembeda school. Sobukwe hnd
maJe a tremendous impact in the couple of years he had
spent en the iVi t.wa te r ar-and following his move from
~Hander'ton. ( :35 )
By August 1959, only three months af t e r' J.ts Lnaugur-a.t Lon ,
the PAC c La.ime-' it signed up monbe r-ah Lp of almost 25 000 of
which roughLv half Came from the Transvaal. (36 j
The PAC was essentially an organisation for young men. Gail
Gerhart emphasises this point •
. . , It must be noted that I h:' i t.hou t doubt, age and not
class ¥8b th~ most distinguishing char~cteristic of
the PACI s following. At. every level of organisation,
from the nalional leadership down to the least
regimented norr-c ar-d-ccar-r-y in, suppo r t.e r t the pe-np I e
associated with the PAC were at least a decade
younger on ave r-age than the se in the ANC. The PAC,' it
was sometimes said, needed no youth league because it
wa s itself £in o r-gan i.sa t.Ion of yout.h from top to
bo t t cm , {37)
This observation was supported by a number of my
informants. "Peop Le l..ho ,joln.ed the PAC were most l~r young
l5\lYS" ( 38) ; "the PAC was made up pz-edom.irrant.Lv of young
people - they signed up mnny youths"(~9); "The young people
"'_ .•
w'p.re the PAeaH (40). Gel't,art goes oi{>to assert that 1twas
tIl", tsots I e.Lemerrt wh Le h was pa r t Lcu La r-Lv attracted to the
PAC.
I f any s ing Le gr-oup cou'rd be descl'.ibed as
distinctively PAC in o r-Len tat.Lon , it. would be t.he
br-o. t! ca t.e go r-y of Africans known in some contexts e.G
"location bo vs " and in others as t.§.9J;,,.§is •••• Usually
more educ at.ed than Lower class workers f yet unable to
break into the t-anks c f t.he pe t t v bou r-geo I s t e , t-.hey
are scornful of the 10\..; status and low paid
employment available to them, and engage in rackets,
con lames and thefts of every description. Tbose ~ho
are unefuployed may group into gangs of juvenile
delinquents .•• and participate in crimes of violence •
••. They are "embittered, frustrated, aggre~sive,
non-conformist, suggestible, and prone to violence,"
"Kuper§ notes, and "they reject the polished
behaviour of the educated elite," the so-called
"excuse me" type of older educated urban African.
With little to lose materially and much to gain from
the removal of job and wage discrimination, they are
a politically volatile element and one which was
drawn strongly to the PAC.(41)
'romLodge, in his Doc t.oz-al thesis on the PHC, disputes this
assertion of Gerhart. He insists that the PAC failed to
develop a real mass following outside of the West~rn Cape
and that Gerhart's picture is distorted because she relied
on information trom ex-leaders of the Transvaal') ANC. (42)
But Lod., " h~mself fails to 8us~ain this argument in his
-~thesis. He shows, in fact, that, although the Western Cape
was far better organised, t.herewere a substantial number
,()
of PAC and, latet, £Qgg cells in Pr~toriat the West Rand
to~nships and the Southern T~~nsva8.1, '1"heSha r-peviLl,e PAC
, ~
branch was particularly effective in mobilising support
amongst the Y04th. Of the 68 functioning ,£Q.9.Q ce Li.a in
Sopth Africa between April 1961 and April 19631 22 W8re in
the Transvaal and ,16 in the We~tern Cape. (A3) Lodge also
agr~es that urba'l.~y!otlthswere a particularly imporLant
con~tituency ot the Transvaal ANC: UNoticeable by their
abaence from the Li.s t, of idet.tifiable Tra.nsvaal PAC members
ar~ industrial or service workers.~nd hostel d~ellers. Here
the PAC was a movement of the ~'oung, the urbanised and the
lower middle class •••"(44) Lodge is probably correct in
asserting that, apart tram one or two exception$ such as
Sharpeville, the structured, organised membership of the
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PAC was insubstantial in the Tran:vaal. Nevertheless, his
evidence, if anything, ~dds weight to the claims of many
of my informants that the PAC commanded widespreaci sympathy
and support amongst. the Transvaal urhan Ybuth.(45)
The PAC immediately' struck the right chord "Ii,th the tsotsi
youth. Tsotsis were particularly attracted to the PAC's
emphasis on "action" and confrontation. Although the
organisation officially distanced itself from violence,
~" ~there was' an i\\nstated alum!ration for violent resistance.
1\ \
\
According to Gerhart ~there seeMed to be an assumption
that vio~enq,e was Lnev it.abLe , or even de sLr-abLe . Unlike the
ANC, for ~hich non-violence was a recognised policy, the
;:.:,;:,
p~c pointe~ly left its options open regarding methods of
~tr1,ggle." (46)
1\'
The PAC' ?;..he t.o rLc made more sense to the
I?
t:..g~rC7,::;g~iveIy anti-establishmenc t so t.s I subcu lcur e ,
//
Although lsotsis aid not necessarily identify with the
intellect?al concept of Africanisffi! they identified with
the PAC scorn for Africans who imitated the White middle
cLass , 'lhe>:>ewa.s alao an a.Pt~alin~ simplicity about PAC
ideolog~;, They pa i.nt ed the strut.~ Le j n ve r-y clea.~ "black vs
wh i t.e?", African vs "settler" terms" The PAC 'lshaI!~d the
same sense of urgency and frustration, '/the same explosive
ang e r as the younger genEH'a.tioll."(47)
Whereas the ANt acted within a scrupulously lega.l and
respRctable framework, the PAC were not averse to breaking
the law and offending t.he whit.e Li.ber-aI establishment.
Short. of f fnance s , the PAC wovt l.d quietly encourage t.sct s i s
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to steal equipment for producing leaflets or steal a car to
further organisational objectives.(48) This made sense to
tsotsis.
The PAC also tapped into a powerful machismo strain within
the tsotsi subculture. Young women were horrifically
objectified and abused and systematically pU$hed to the
periphery of the subculture.(49) 1he PAC riid not see a
role for women ill political l'esistj~ce. Its mem9,ership was
almost exclusively male; it considered a womanJs league
unnecessary. (50) This duplicated the pattern of urban
youth gang membership ana, once again, it made sense to
tsotsis.
During 1959 and 1960 the PAC embarked on an intensive
recruitm~nt drive. Although amongst the youth the PAC
concentrated on school pupils, the organisation also
suceeAded in attracting members of urban street gangs. In
other words, the PAC was effectIvely challenging the ANC
Youth League in its traditional sN.~onghoId and
simultaneously penetrating the tsotsi cGnstituency. As the
ANC antIcipated, the tsotsis were extiemelY difficult to
bring under organisatio~al discipline. Although the PAC
clearly made a significant impression amongst the tsotsi
eLeme nt on the Rand t tsots 1. participation Ln FAC structures
tended t.o remain fluid and informal. 'I'he PAC's
organisational achievements were far more tangible amongst
school pupils PAC executive members Peter Mototsi and
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Matthew Nkoana as well as Joe Tlholoe, who used to organise
PAC youth in Orlando, identified school students as their
key constituency. (51) Moses Dlamini recalls how, in 1955,
prior to the formal PAC split, politicised pupils at
Orlando High School had already become sympathetic to the
Africanist wing of the ANC:
At Orlando High School where r was schooling, we
di~cussed these issues with other students who were
also following the political trends. Some students
who knew leaders of both factions of the ANC in
Orlando East, went to see them to get some
clarification on key issues in the liberation
struggle. We debated these reports and decided that
the ~Africanists were right. Somewhe~e between 1953
and 1955, the ANC leadership, without the mandate of
the p~ople, had made major policy changes and steered
the strUggle on a ~ightist course.(52J
Tom Lodg~ shows that the'PAC during 1960, though illegal,
'\
set up ef<t,',ecti.vecells in Pretoria schools such as
KiLne rt.onand At t.eri dgev Ll Le, often through the assist.ance
:i
'I
of sympathetic te.\chers.(5a I S,tanley Mogoba, who used to be
a PAC member in Pretoria, recalls that there was a
"partLcu Larlr powerful PAC pve sence at Kilnertor{~(54 )
Although formally the schools were the most, important
r-ecr-uit.Lng grounds f'e r- the PAC, the or-g anLsat Lon did
attract the lumpen youth. In fact, this pattern of
recruitment started before the formation of the PAC.
During the lat.e 1950s incre:{singly mal'ginalised Ai'ricanists
in Orlando and Alexandra, who later became PAC c adre-sI were
already making
, ,
, I
an impression amongst tsotsis. Two of m•...
"
informants recall the work of an activist by the name of
Ben Hapisa, a boxing trainer who worked out at a gymnasium
:::17
in Orlando.( 55) He was a strong man who carried a gun
around with him. He was respected by the tsotsis of
Orlando. He was a "capable and intelligent" man who
attempted to politicise the gangs. Initially a member of
t.he Orlando eYL, he became "a acout," fOi':'the PAC. Mapisa
apparently recruited young men at his gymnasium. "While
people were practising boxing, they would be holding a
0&uou8".(56) Mapisa would also call gangs together and
speak to them; he would try to redirect their energy
tow~rds politics. He would tell them to identify the white
establishment as the enemy rather than other gangs. He was
apparently particularly successful in recruiting members of
the Otto Town and Boom Town ganls.(57)
Robert Sobukwe was himself an extraordinarily powerful
personality. He was charismatic, "dynamic" and influential,
particularly in Orlando. (58) Like Mapisa, his personal
influence was established amongst the township youth prior
to the est.ab1.ishmentof the PAC, while still a member of
the ANC.(59) Norris Nkosi, an Orlando tsotsi during the
19508, recalls the huge impact of Sobukwe amongst the youth
during 1959 and 1960. Sobukwe used to address numerous
meetings and young men would flock to listen to him speak.
Although scholars were probably the biggest constituency of
the PAC, the organisation clearly drew in tsotsi youth on a
large scale. PAC activists went "scouting on the
weekends". They would tell gangsters: "Stop molesting
people and come and listen to this gospel."(60) Joe
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Tlholoe recalls that from the time of the Africanist
breakaway in late 1958, Africanist and, later, PAC
activists engaged in intensive door t.o door campaigning in
Orlando. In 1959 the Orlando branch of the PAC called two
warring gangs to a hOHse meeting. The activists attempted
to bring about a truce and encourage the gangsters to
become po}itically involved.(61) "In the little time [the
PACj had," observed Stan Hotjm.;adi, fI it was phenomenal how
the youth responded to Sobukwe's c&11."(62)
Josias Madzunya established a large following amongst youth
in Alexandra. Madzunya was a leading personality in
Alexandra township; along with Sobukwe and LebaLl.ohe was
one of the three leading figures in the Africanist camp
dllring the late 19505. He was a large, bearded, imposing
figure who wore a battered black overcoat regardless of the
weather. He was a strong advocate of physlcal resist4nce,
for examplet during the Sophiatown removals. Despite his
expu LsLo n from t.heANC, he played a key role dtlring the
1957 Alexandra bUB boycotts.(63) According to ex-leader of
the Spoi Ler-s, .BUID Thabethe, Madzunya used to r-ecr-ui t youths
on streetcorners; he was apparently highly influential
amongst Alexandra's unemployed youth.(64) Joe Tiholoe
recalls that Madzunya was known to have a particular
rapport with street youth.(G51
In 1959 the PAC established a powerful and highly organi.sed
presence in the Vereeniging townships. In mid 1959 PAC
activists arrived from Johannesburg to set up branches in
Sharpeville, Bophelong and Boipatong. They had remarkable
success, particularly in Sharpeville. Activists operated
systematicallY and cautiously, setting up probably the best
organised branch in the Transvaal. (66) It isPAC
significant that the PAC were effective in Sharpeville.
The township had an enormous constituency of angry,
volatile youths which provided fertile ground for PAC
activity. Lodge thisdescribes Sharpeville youth
constituency as it appeared in 1959:
Sharpeville's population comprised nearly 21 000
children, nearly 7 000 adult women and 8 600 men. It
was therefore a predominantly youthful population. In
the late 1950s youth unemployment was an increasing
problem. The main local industries with their
requirements for cheap heavy manual labour preferred
to recruit from the reserves and industrial wage-
levels and conditions did not appeal to ~ownship
school-leavers. To exacerbate this in 1959 there were
not enough high school places in Vereeniging to
accommodate Junior Certificate holders. According to
The Wor14 "scores of youths roamed the
streets .•.tt(67)
The Sharpeville branch leadership was "quite young" •
A~though the employed andleaders betended to
compar atively wel1""'educatcd, they clearly drew support
from the wider local youth constituency.
Stanley Mogoba claims that the PAC branch in Pretoria had a
lot of support from the "young tsatsi element". Christmas
W3S traditionally a bloody period in the Pretoria townships
on account of taotsi crime and gang rivalry. In 1962,
according to Magoha, Christmas was noticeably more peaceful
because the tsotsis had become politicised.(68)
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As early as 1950, it seems clear that the South African
~tate feared the potential pol!~icisation of the tsots1
constituency. The state recognised tsotsi gangs as a major
S()C ial control issue and started to 'a..rd: i C; ipCd:.e: the
devastating consequences should this violent and volatile
constituency become politicised.(69) In a recent paper, Jon
Hyslop suggests that the Bantu Education system was set up
lar~ely as a solution to the problems of social control of
the urban youth. Not only did the state want to curb the
mass.ilve crime levels in the townships but it also fen~ "j
the potential polit~cal mobilisation of the lumpen
youth.(70) The urban youth, particularly the tsatsi
element, appeared to be the primary target of the post-
Sharpeville State of Emergency. In April 1960 the Golden
.91tx Erut.t.. reported the f'o Ll.owi.ng:
Systematically and with massive forces of heavily-
armed men, the police have raided their way through
most of tb,- densely-populated African areas in South
Africa during the past week.
They are not raiding for IIpasses", the deputy
commissioner of Pullce for the Witwatersrand, Colonel
J.e. Lemmer, told POST - they arB trying to clean up
"out-of-works, criminals and loafers." (71)
"Ou tc-c f+wo r ks I criminals loafers" were almost
invariably synonomous with tsotsis in administrative
jargon. In July 1960 the Golde'1 Cit", Post ran a series of
articles about thousands of youths being arrested on the
Witwatersrand. On July 17 it was reported that about 15 000
youths were being held in the giant Modder B jail, a
con ....erted disused mine compound which the government
ptlrchased from ERPM in December 1959. Youths were arriving
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from throughout the Reef, from as far afield as Pretoria,
Krugersdorp, Springs and Nigel. Every day, it was reported,
about 100 youths were released after having been thoroughly
screened while about the same number were being taken ....1
every day. Many of the "released" were sent to farm jails
or returned to the reserves where they, or their parents,
were born. Youths were generally detained under Section 4
of the Emerg~ncy Regulations. Some of them had spent up to
two months in Madder B without being charged. (72) A Post
writer described the goings-on at Modder B vivir ,.
Seven or eight truckloads of prisoners thunder in and
out every day - some ~f them being brough~ in for
detention or IIscreening" by a special enquiry inside
the jail, presided over by three magistrates, some of
the prisoners being taken away for release or to join
the labour gangs on the farms.
It was reported that a very large proportion of the
approximately 14 000 Modder B detainees were under the age
of 21. Common criminals and pass offenders were apparently
separated from the political detainees. (73) Lodge points to
similar operations carried out in Pretoria's townships.
"During 1960 and 1961 anticipating political unrest and to
check a growing wave of youthful gangsterism the police
subjected Vlakfontein and Atteridgeville to massive pass
raids on occasion deploying eight hundr& men. It l74) It
seems clear that this massive clampdown on township youth,
although not always directed at people who were overtly
political, was closely linked to the political control
objectives of the State of Emergency. The timing of this
clampdown could also suggest that the state perceived the
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extent to wh ich the Pi\.Chad penetrated the w i.der youth
consti t.uenc y ,
In late March and April of 1960 a new wave of tsotsi gang
violence swept throub~ the townships. Waves of Ii
violence were common to the townships but, for the
time, a political dimension crept into tsotsi activity.(7GJ
During the c~aotic early days of the State of Emergency the
tsotsi's cri.~nal and political aetiv. were intertwined
and ambiguous. On 3 April the Golden ";.1 ~J... Post., unusq." the
f r-orrtpag e headl i,n~ "BOY THUGS 'l.JAKE OVER. from pol itical
leaders in the Tow.nships", ran the f oLl.owLng story:
Vicious youug thugs cashing in on the crisis
virtually taken over the townships in the past
days.
In savage outbursts of violence they have in the
past week been responsible f0r hundreds of assaults,
at least one murder of an African cop, and scores of
rapes •
..• Taking advantage of the confusion arising out of
the crisis, and the fe-ct that many houses have been
left unprotected, they have used Pan Afric~nist and
A.N.C. slogans as 'fronts' for their activities as
they continue to rob and pillage on the majority of
the Reef's larger towns.
A'l t.houg h usually lvE'll-behaved, the high school
boys from an Orlando school were involved in various
stonings and attacks.
They later told POST that they had been joined by
the now notorious Berlins and Apaches of Orlando
have
few
East.
ApparE'ntly on the stay-away day these gangs forgot
that they were enemies in a common purpose of
assaulting innocent people.
POST learned that most of the thugs responsible for
this terror are loafers who do not possess reference
books. .. (76)
According to the article, the offi:;es of the Peri-Urban
Heal th Boar.! in Alexandra wo re attacked l)y a gang of
tsotsis called the Red Knite Boys. They attempted to burn
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the building down. The Peri-Urban Health Board was not only
a symbol of state authority but an institution which
dedicated itself to wiping out the tsotai menace in
Alexandra. A crack police unit operated under its authority
which the tsot~is called the I·Peri-Urbano". Lodge describes
the tsotsi v~olence on the Rand during the ANC and PAC
sponsored post.i-Shar-pevLLl.e and Langa stay-a:~vay:
Despite th~iANC's insistence on the ~eaceful conduct
of the sta:~-away, in the late afternoon of the 28th
..of Mal'ch§ :rio.lencdbroke out in many parts of"Soweto
as 'tsotal" gangs at taked homecoming workers who had
ignored thl~strike call. Large groups of teenagers
'gather~d ouj side t.he railway stations and manned road
blocks to stone alighting passengers. Municipal
buildings Here set alight and the rediffusion radio
system's w:,ring ripped out. As the Tsotsis' attackscont Lnued i.nt,o the night the railway service was
suspended the rem9.ining commut.e r-a spending an
uncomfortable night on the platform. ("7)
What emerged it. the wake of PAC mobilisation, Sharpeville
and the de:clarE:\tionof tc'te Sta.te of F.mergency wa.s the first
foreshadowing ~r today's sa-called "eom-taotsis". Thousands
~f tsotsis responded to the PAC's call, particularly the
anti-pass cam~.jgn. But they were extremely difficult to
control. accountability a.nd coordinated
political ac t..i on wore alien concepts to the tsotsi.
subculture. Th~ si t.uat Lon got completely out of hand during
respected and .tdmi.z-ed by the t.sot.sI cadres were detained.
The possLbi.I i t~' of placing these angry and brutalised
street gangs ~nder some kind of political discipline and
ac count.abi.L i t~.. fell a""ay. The. gangs sa.w no contl'.'a.diction
between their usual criminal activities and their new
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political motivations. EVen the PAC, who initially seemed
to €:mbrace these youths. enthusiastically, were forced to
condemn the post-Sharpeville activities of the tsotsis. ~
PAC spokesman, William Jalobe, stated: "We strongly condemn
the fact that theBe irresponsible youths are using violence
on innucent people."(781 Philip Kgosana, reflecting on PAC
activity in 1960, argued that the Western Cape branch was
much more organ\sed than in Johannesburg "where the
di sc Ipl Lne ""as s« lacKing ... with its criminal
E.>lement" that W&lit so dj ffi{~ult to contn-ol. (n) )
The PAC and, to a lesser extent, the ANC once it haa
adopted the armed struSlle~ retained their large support
base" amongst the urban youth after the organisations were
'banned. Once the or-gant aa t ions went underground and dozens
of members were given long jail sentences, organisational
coherence d i ai.nt.egr-at.ed aLt.oget.her- but interest in Pq9Q(, and
Mkhont,g. !'IeS i~",e remained high amongst the urban youth in
the early 19605.(80) 'fhrough('Illtthe 19608 I a steady
t.rLcx Le of yout.hs made t.he decision to leave the country
and join the exile IDavements.(81) Michael Dinga~o rpcalls
that 1~)62 was a pa., ti cuLarLy successful yea.t' fur ~t~hn.n.t.Q.
recrui truant i there was an "ove rwhe Lning response" from the
youth.(R2' According to Mattera, ex-gangsters joined the
,;;xiled ANC in large numbers during the I9GOs. Twenty to
thirty me-mber-s of his old Vu l.t.ures gang, he claims, became
active members of the ANC including George Hutton, Hosi
Tsile and Bernard Komane. The influx of ex-gangsters into
the ANC, he adds, influenced the ANC from within and moved
the organisation in a more violent and militant direction.
They reinforced the policy of armed struggle. "The violent
arena was not new to the gangster. He could kill now :to):" a
more worthwhile cause."(83)
Qf those that joined the exile movementscourse,
represented a tiny fraction of the urban youth. For the
bulk of urban youth in the 1960s the key political and
social t.e rr-ein shifted from the streets to the Bantu
Educatic.n schools. Bantu Education involved a d~tlmatic
lowering of educational standards but it als~ dramatically
Lncr-eaaed the availabili ty of sch:;,.;:lingfor Africans.
/7Hyslop shows that Dant~ Education plgy~d a major role in
bringip.g about the political qulescence of thl~ i960s,
despite simmering grievances against the system. (84)
Nevertheless, tbe new education system started to forge an
unprecedented nity, a common set of experiences and
grievances, amongst the township youth. Mass schooling
helped to weld together the fractured and internally
antagonistic yout.h cons1tituency; a process wh!ch , it could
be argued, heLpad to establish the grouwi~ork for the
erU'Ption of 1976. Nothing Ilk....the outburst I)f mass youth
"m.Lli tancy in the PWV area in 1960, howeve r, was repea.t~d
for t:tlerema:1Q.derof the decade ,
\\
\\
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CONCLUSION
Although juvenile crime clearly continued to be. a major
problem in Johannesburg's townships throughout the 1960s(1)
and although urban African criminals are often called
"tsotsis" to this day, the tsotsi subculture, as suehl
gradually di.asoIved during the 19608. There is no neceaaa.ry
contradiction in asserting both the st:l.!'~'ival of the term
"tsotai" and the dissolution of the teotsi subculture. It
is not at all uncommon for an extinct subculture to leave a
cultural resLdue behind it. For example. elements of p;.lJnk
style have been absorbed into "straight" European and
American urban culture despite the subculture's dissolution
and the adjective npunk", describing a certa.in kind of
anti-establishment style and behaviour, Las entrenched
itself in the English language. The distinctive style, the
pattern of gang formation and, perhaps most importantly,
the generational element of the ~sotsi subculture are all
extinct. Nevertheless, like the punks, the tsot-sis left a
great deal of cultural flotsam in their wake.
The subculture lost its distinctiveness on a number of
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fronts. Throughout the 19608 the narrow trousers became
less and less fashionable amongst township youth. Trouser
bottoms widened until, by the late 1960s, the hippie bell-
bottoms became very popular.(2) The tsotsi subculture lost
its distinctive language not through the disappearance of
tsotsitaal but through the reverse process: tsotsitaal
became so widely spok~n in Johannesb' rg's townships that it
lost its generation specific character. (3) Inter-gang
territoriality and violence was less common though a number
of gang Wars continued to flare up in the early 1960s.(4)
Famous "big-time" gangs disappeared in the late 1950s and
early 1960s. Old Westt~rn Areas gangs such as the Americans,
Berliners and Vultures failed to regroup effectively after
the Western Areas removals. (5) The Spoilers and Msomis of
Alexandra and The Black Swines and Pirates of Orlando were
smashed in massive police cr-ackdowna , Five of the Msonti
leaders, including the notorious Shadrack Matthews were
hanged 1n 1959. Leaders of the other gangs were given long
prison sentences because they had all had previous
convictiohS_ None of these gangs were able to survive the
removal of leadership. (6) This seemed to rip the heart ou t
of the subculture; it lost its role models and style
generators. By the mid 19608 there were very few youth
gangs in Johannesburg's townships which had retained a
tsotsi identity.(7) Although there appear to be important
c.ontinuit.Le s , criminal YO'lth gangs which emerged around t.he
middle of the 1960s, such as the notorious Hazels of
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Orlando, clearly belonged to another gang genre. A thorough
examination of township youth gangs in the 1960s ana
beyond, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis.
There dees appear to have been a general decline, although
by no means disappearance, of township youth gang activity
during the 1960s. Two important impulses drew urban youths
away from street life into other spheres of activity:
expanded schooling and wider employment opportunities.
Towards the end of Cha.pter Five I pointed out that although
Bantu Education brought about a drastic decline in
educational standards, it did succeed in providing, for the
first time, mass schooling for African adolescents. By the
late 1960s secondary and higher primary school facilities
had expanded dramatically. In 1960 roughly 46 000 Africans
attended secondary school across the country. By 1970 this
figure had risen to about 122 000.(8) In Johannesburg
during the 1960s noticeably more township a .'<)1 'scents were
going to school than during the 1950s.(~) It is possible
that education was seen as a better investment at this
stage; that better-paid jobs with de~ent working conditions
were beginning to open up to Africans with higher levels of
education,
Employment
the 1960s
continued
opportunities for urban youths expanded during
a.sa result of the general economic boom and
state efforts at combatting urban youth
unemployment. According to informants township youths in
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Johannesburg foulld work, particula~ly unskilled work, more
easily during the 19608.(10) In 1960 and 1961 the Juvenile
Employment Section of the Johannesburg NAD claimed some
success in finding jobs for gangsters and ex-gangsters.
September 1960 W.J.P. Carr expressed confidence
In
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juveni Le unempl.oyment would be brought down to "reasonable
levels" in the near future.(11) The Botha Commission of
1962 which looked into African urban unemployment devoted a
great deal of attention to youth unemployment. The
commiss ion argued tha.t youths f r-om the rural areas were
taking away potential jobs of city-bred youths. To combat
this problem the commission recommended a more effective
process of screening out young rural workseekers from the
cities. The commission argued that this would ease the
competition for juvenile employment in the urban areas.(12)
Interestingly, Godfrey Moloi claims that urban youths
started to find jobs more easily in the 1960s because
influx control was applied more rigorously. (13)
Some of my informants argue that a political youth culture
started to emerge in the 1960s as a counter-attraction to
gang cultl{re. This possibility is explored in Chapter Five.
Al, though the ANC and PAC were banne-d and formal
opposition wag effectively crushed under the
political
state of
emerg<:;-ocy, they claim, there was a raised level of
po Ld t dcaI awareness amongst the to...·mship youth throughout
the 19608.(14) Henry Miles claims that youths read
newspapers and kept up to date with political issues; many
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were keenly interested in tl'~ African independence
movement. (15) According to Don Mattera "the political
influences came very strong in lS62/'63/'64. This helped to
break up the gangs •••"(16) There is little concrete
evidence to back up these assertions. What form this
emerging political y~uth culture took in the 1960s, if it
took any f0rm at all. is the subject for future research.
Ce.r-t a., \ly the trickle of young men into the armed wings of
the PAC and ANC aocount.ed for a numerically insi",nificant
pz-opo r t Lo I of township youth, particularly on the
Witwater$rand. Apart from a burst of activity in 1959-60,
there is little evidence .to suggest that a significant
p(,"ltical ~Tout.hculture emer""d in the Rand townships firlor
~~J~976. Against a backdrop of massive state repression and
a boom economy, wh:ichsimultaneously helped to offset
material grjevances and ensure that there was much to lose
from political involvement, acquiescence seems to have been
the order of the decade.
The t ~'1' "tsotsi" is very commonly used in contemporary
South Africa; it is a loose term for an African criminal or
trickster. In the last few years the variation "com-tsotsi"
has emerged to describe township youths whose activities
shade tnrough from the politeal to the criminal; from toyi-
toyiing at rallies, to violent enforcement of boycotts and
stay-aways, through to out-and-out looting. For most
contemporary observers the hi.ut.oz-Lca.Lmeaning C.f; the w'"'rd
has been lost. The tsotsis constituted a specific e:n.ti-
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social urban youth gang s~bculture which had its origins in
the The1930s in the Pretoria-Witwat~rsranrl area.
Bubcultur~ took on a di~tinctive form in the early 1940s
anclspread to all the key South African urban centres. The
subculture, which was extraordinarily prevalent amongst
urbanised Y0uth on the Rand, caused a profound generational
rift in African urban society. Throughout the 1940s and
19509 tsotsis w~~e an indivisihle element of township life
in South Africa~ Alth~dgh the subculture dissipated during
the first half of the 1960s, it left a legacy to urban
South Africa. Tsotsitaal, albeit in a variety of modified
'I::;~=--;-fOl1:ms!is probably the most widely spoken Language on the
streets of Soweto today. The influ~nce of black American
culture has clea~ly remained powerful amongst township
yo !th. It could also be argued that the aggressive ant1-
est.ab l.'i shmcnt, styl(=! assacLat.edwi.th contemporarY African
youth politics has it$ o~igins in the tsotsi subculture.
NOTEE FOR CONCLUSION
(1) A glance through the Golden City Po~t news pages
betwee~ 1960 and 1964 indicates that juvenile crime, though
somewhat less prev~lent than during the 1960s, remained a
major news issue throughout the first half of the 1960s.
See also extracts from Advisory Board meeting minutes in
lAD WRAB 351/2. 1961 seems to have bee~ a particularly bad
year for juvenile crime. Advisory Boards complained of gang
warfare and delinquency in Pimvil1e, .1.ebulani, Chia.welo,
Orlando, East Native Township and .~outh W'f~st Bantu
TOlomship. Interestingly t I found few 'references in the WRAB
files to juvenile crime after 1961.
(2) Motjuwadi 29/9/88; Nkosi 25/9/88.
(3) Tsotsit~al is neither a stable nor a homogenous
Languago . There have been many shifts in the anguage since
the 1950s and 1 gather from people who ape ak tsotsi t.aa I
that there are numerous geographically specific dialects in
Sowet(')alone. It :~sclear thl1.t middle aged pe(.\pleapeak the
language today, especially outside af their immediate
domestic environment.
(4) See, for example, IAn WRAB 285/7 t lett\~r from the
Juv(~n:i.le Employment Officer to the Manfl,ger NAD
..Johanne abur-g, 24 May 1961. According to th~~ Juvenile
Employment Officer, there was continuous gang tiarfare in
early 1961 he't1,weenthe Vikings, the Germa.n Spoilers and tne
El~ven Boys in Pimville, Zola, Phiri, Dlamini and
Noletsane. Lnt.e rest.LngLy the Juv~mile Employment Section
actively intervened to bring about a ceasefi~e bet~een the
gangs and then attempted to find jobs tor the gangsters.
(5) Mattera 10/7/88. See alse M.S. Lebelo, "The 'Lo4ations
in the Sky' Act. and the Limitations of the Local Sta.\;.ein
the Era of High Aparthef~: Ethniclty and Class in Early
Sowe(~o, lHrlO,·Ul75", Ma.st.e:t~sSer.linar,Pepartment of Hisl.·.cr.y,
University of the Witwatersr...:.rld,7 August 1&90.
(f» Mbawu and Ngwenya 27/4/81:1 and 'rhwala 21/1~/88 re(.'811
that the Black Swinps'and Pirates were crUShed by police
during the early 1960s. The leaders were given long prison
sentences and the gangs disavpeared entirely. The Ro~e
Gang, Which emerged as a major force in Alexand~, in the
vacuum crea.ted by the Maomi a.nd Spoilers crackdown in
U)58jH, Wl.S smashed in 1962. See r~.nd 'paLI.y, M~1129 Harch
(7) HoJc)i 26/:3/88; Mot.jm.;adi 22/9/88; Thw[,la 21/9/88.
(8) Colin Bundy, "Street Sociology and Pavemebnt Politics",
p31.1. (these figures are r-ounded off).
(9) Mot,juwadi 22/H/88; Moloi 26/3/88; LeE'HlW23/9/88.
(10) Mdlalose 37/4/89; Miles 1.1/4/89; Moloi 26/3/88.
(11) lAD WRAB 285/7, letter from W.J.P. Carr, Manager NAD
Johannesburg, to Town Clerk, 28 September 1960; lAD WRAB
23G/7, letter from Johannesburg Juvenile Employment Officer
to the ~&nager NAD Johannesburg, 24 May j9Gl, See also lAD
m~AB 2b /7, Le tt.er frontBantu Affairs GommissJone:r to the
Town Clerk, 11 A"gu~t 1960, in which the Boksburg scheme
for Afr i.can juvenile employment. is highly praised, .
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( 12 ) VerI (.@,.p. die Interdepartemente::e J{omitee Jnsake
1~_g.JJ.t§.~~ _ -r kende Bantoe _in Stedel ik.!E. !'J_ebiede, 1962;
see particularly the introduction and paragraphs 82-83.
(13) Maloi 26/3/88
(14) Mattera 10/7/88; Miles 11./4/89; Magubane 7/9/88; Moloi
26/3/88.
(15) Miles 11/4/89
(16) Mattera 1979.
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